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The governor has signed the §225,000 resolve for carrying on the work on the Bangor Insane hospital.

Representative Grindel has withdrawn his
bill putting a close time on lobsters in all
Maine waters from October 1st to May 1st.
There is a prospect that a strong attempt

Navy, Washington:
Insurgents here inagurated general engagement yesterday night, which was continued today. The American army and
navy is generally successful.
Insurgents

People.”

11ion In C

told in Official

Dispatches.
Washington, Feb. 5—The first official
news of the light at Manila came from
Admiral Dewey in the following cable:
Manila, Feb. 5—To the Secretary of the

BY THE

an

ing

?

MORNING

From the State

will be made to undo the work of the last
legislature in granting §20,000 annually for
ten years to the University of Maine.

MAINE. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1899.

Meeting

ot the Waldo Co. Veterans.

The

Waldo County Veteran Association
met with E. M. Billings Post, Monroe, Feh.
2, 1899. President Lorenzo Jones called the
meeting to order and the records of the last
meeting were read anil approved. The following committee on time aDd place of next meet
ing was appointed: Comrades Piper of Belfast, Stinson of Searsport, Palmer of Monroe.
At the uoon recess a good dinner was
served and partaken of. When the meeting

Proposed Electric Railway
Northport.

Tile

have been driven hack and our line adThe committee on sea and shore fisheries
vanced.
No casualties to navy. Dewey.
was again called to order the following prohas voted ought to pass on the bill
creating
a
close
Feb.
time on smelts aud eels from
ms. In advance,§2.OCa year;
5.—9.55
m.
The
Washington,
p.
was given: Singing, America; prayer,
gram
April
1
r>i» cents for tliree months.
following telegram, just received by the 1st to November 1st in Bagaduce river and Rev. J. S. Blair; address of welcome by Mrs.
m>
For one square, one inch
bay.
chief
is
first
news
the
signal
officer,
To cents for one week, and
|
Belle J. Palmer, Past Department President
received from the army at Manila:
ibseuuent insertion.
A bill has been presented in the Senate to
wiio spoke as follows:
Manila Feb. 5—To Gen. Greely, Chief incorporate the Sebasticook Manufacturing National W. R. C
Mr. President, ladies, and comrades of
ami Power Co., for furnishing power, electri•>! I o-Day’s Journal.
Signal Officer:
Waldo County Association of Veterans: It
Feb. 5— Action continues since early ! city lighting, etc., to the towns of Clinton,
Benton, Albion and Winslow; capital stock'
BAG E 1
rnorniug, losses quite heavy; everything ! §150,000.
gives me great pleasure to greet you and exfavorable to our arms.
Free Vat-cinaiion.. a Fight
tend to you my very cordial appreciation of
Thompson.
III.
I maty Ratified.. From
Mr. Philbrook of Waterville has introducCol. Thompson is tlie chief signal officer
your great services, and 1 am happy to wel‘I the • ranges
Oncerned an act to incorporate J
W. Black, F. 1.
on the staff of Gen Otis.
come you in behalf of Ezra M. Billings Post
Magua < harm Meet ing id
Washington. Feb. t>—12.15 a. m.—The Morf land, W. Grinnell, W. H Hayden, C.
iii.'11an?tersin Real Estate.
P", Gordon, J. H. Kneeland, as the Searsport and Auxiliary. We are proud to entertain
•"
from
Gen.
Otis
has
Railway to V.rthpoit
following dispatch
Water Company with a capital stock of §50,- such a uoble
Mill'd (ie-.rge \\ Cottrell.
body of men. We have looked
just been made public:
.Firemen Entertain the City
000, to supply the town of Searsport with
forward to entertaining the Waldo County
.1 Templars
Manila, Feb. 5-- To Adjutant General: pure water.
The Belfast
Association and we will strive to make the
Insurgents in large force opened attack
Mr. Batch of Orland has
PAGE 2.
the
on our outer lines at t>.45 last
evening; re- petition of G. M. Warren audpresented
day pleasant while you are here. Once
V irst Appropriation Bill.
17 others in
newed attack several times during night; favor of a law
Master .Mechanie Brown.
more the great clock of time has ticked into
to prevent the seining of mackat -4 o'clock this morning entire line en_•*-{ ions.
erel and porgies in Penobscot bay; aud Mr.
eternity one more short year, and we gather
PAGE 3.
all
attacks
at
gaged;
repulsed;
daybreak Goss of Stonington the petition of E. P
old times and shake
t .-Titra 1 Cuba..Belfast Free
advanced against insurgents and have Spofford and 116 others for a close time on together to talk overTo
the friendly hand.
every brave and
Nelson Dingley, Jr
..Mt.
driven them beyond the lines they former- the digging of clams in Hancock county.
honest soldier, though his fame be less, his
”*i e.
1 he Seamstress.
several
and
full measure
same
ly
the
occupied, capturing
villages
The judiciary committee voted Jan. 31st
countrymen extend
PAGE 4
their defense works.
Insurgent loss in to report in favor of an increase of §500 in of esteem,and to every soldier here,whatever
i'.e ( entury Begins
Northdead and wounded large. Oui own casual- the salary of the supreme court judges. The
Ins rank may he. 1 extend the cordial welArm} Commander Dead...
ties thus far estimated at 175, very few- original petitions were for an' increase of come of the county of Waldo; remembering
that
the
page 5.
a
§1500,
they who do not wear the badge of
giving
fatal.
judges §5,000 salary. The
Troops enthusiastic and acting committee
office may still wear the decoration of noble
will also report favorably on the
The < hurches.
fearlessly.
bill prohibiting the use of spike shoes in service well performed ; for power is not propage 6
Navy did splendid execution on flanks hotels,
claimed by title nor heroes made by stars or
cars or public places.
Hu- Ballad id Berry Brown.
of cDemy;city held in check and absolute
epaulets. The Grand Army of the Republic
Notes.. Register of Deep WaMr.
Peirce
has presented remonstrances
stood like a guard
have
secured
quiet prevails; insurgents
j against increase of salaries of the justices of —God bless them—haveme
to ward off the
of true friends around
good many Mauser rifles, a few field ! the
P AG S 7.
of
Court
W.
It.
Gilchrist
Supreme
aud
troubles and heartaches that must come to
pieces and quick-firing guns, with ammu- 69 others*of Knox and
Murder of lyth Century
Peter W.
Freedom;
to
conscientiously till the ofanyone trying
■t»-s
<'lose Time mi Eels .The
nition, during last month.
Otis.
Ayer and 65 others of Freedom; H. F. Smith fice of Department President of the Womans’
War. A I>isreputahle Measure.
aud
27
of
others
C.
H
WHAT LONDON THINKS.
Waterman Relief Corps, and i wish to express my sinWaldo;
ne The Year 1898 The Long
and 61 others of Belfast; G. E Terry and 50
cere thanks to those who are present with
London, Feb. b, 1899. The Times, others of MontvilSe; D O Bowen
and 62
and loving
us to-day. Their kind wishes
PAGE 8.
commenting editorially upon the dis- others of Morrill; Joseph Ellis and 22others words
made the days pass pleasantly ; they
-.. t ouniy
of South Brooks.
patches from Manila, says:
Correspom ence. Ship
were ever ready to answer all questions and
'is.
“The insurgent attack was apparently
-Marriages..Deaths
The
closed the fifth week last give needed advice.
premeditated, and the presumption is Fridaylegislature
What is the motto of the Grand Army of
and adjourned to Monday. The new
OF THE WEEK.
that
is
for
the Republic? Fraternity, Charity, and
Aguinaldo
strong
responsible
measures introduced include a bill
creating
It seems to me that means so
the bloodshod.
The really
Loyalty.
a
lien
for
two years on monumental work; a
important
it.
Fraternity
us.
iSmall pox exists in
point is whether the attack is or is not the bill providing for State burial of destitute i much, if you only live up to
means
human
brotherhood, irrespective
Winslow. Numerous cases j beginning of an organized attempt to tling soldiers of the war with Spain; the resolve
It
means that
of
or religion.
creed
race,
of
for
the use of the sea and shore fish
$15,000
nature having been found ; off American rule.
We imagine the news
you are brothers in the broadest sense of the
will strengthen the deteimination of commissioners; and an order calling for an
President C. I). Smith,
itemized account of expenses from the cattle term, throughout the whole world; brothers
America to take up the white man’s
state board of health,
anil sisters. Loyalty means that we shall be
commissioners.
Feb 1st.
He decided that burden.”
true to ourselves, and in every way true to
L
A
bill
before
the
of
The Daily Graphic says: “By this ac.
interest to our brothers and sisters. Charity means
legislature
Miliicieutly suspicious to
fishermen is one which provides that all much. “Charity sufferetb long and is kind.”
and turned the matter o f folly the insurgents have not only court
barrels for packing pickled fish shall not be
Never in a story of. people was there so
ed defeat, but have regularized the posiA. C. Young of the
:i>
less than 16 12 inches between the chines,
much at stake for a nation and for humantion of the Americans in the archipelago,
made an investigation
instead of the minimum of 17 inches as now ; ity as when in 1801 Abraham Lincoln suma i-aig consultation with
and have prob bly obtained for President
prohibits the selling or exportation unlaw- mo tied Americans to defend the Stars and
Dr. Bunker was McKinley a free band iu the expansion fully of any fish known by the seller to be Stripes. Never in a story of a people was
ians.
n
« that there is small
an
policy, which the Senate has seemed re- tainted or damaged unless sold as such, and war more righteous, more necessary, more
forbids the receiving of any pickled fish for
worthy of Heaven’s blessings, than the war
pn-hably three cases, luctant to give him.”
in
The Standard says: “The paucity of transportation not inspected, branded or which Americans waged the decides of
vaccination iias been
years ago, to maintain intact and unsullied
stenciled.
w
news and the boldness of the rebels iu
authorities have also
Blessed is that counthe Stars and Stripes.
their attack upon Manila arc ominous;
The resolve for the new drill hall and
vaccination.
All the
try whose defenders are patriots. Blessed
at
the
it
is
and
not
of
There
are
said
to
that
the
Maine
ucd.
Americans gymnasium
was
Uuiversity
unlikely
is that country whose soldiers fight for it;
will have a series < f toilsome campaigns put in Feb. 1st; the^mouut appropriated,
A si a cement of the
and are willing to give the best they have,
however, was left hlauk to be filled in by the
i'ir- "IImien (
the best that any man has—their own liv es—
over the scattered islands.”
Moses of
committee.
It is understood that the instito preserve it ; because they loved it. Such an
i. is>ioni by his assignees,
The Daily News says: “The fact that
tution wants $25,000 for this purpose.
Mr.
«
army the United Mates has always comA
".k of Portland.
American blood has been shed will secure
It
Macomher of \ugusta put iu a bill to keep
manded in every crisis of her History. From
we imagine, the irpmt-diate ratification of
I:nit Mr. Moses asout foreign insurance companies with a
paid the war of the revolution to the civil war
the peace treaty.
The Filipinos have
Mr. Field of
i aies on August 30.
up eapital less than $200 000
the men followed that flag in battle because
shown their unfitness for self-government Oiklaud introdueed a biil exempting old
ijid ies include Portthey loved the flag and believed in what it
soldiers
from
a
tax
The
time
for
the
at the very outset by a rash and untimepoll
*: is
ail road, £3,700;
represented. That was the stuff of which
of private aud public bills expired
reception
■a ii
the volunteer army of 1881 was made. Every
mk. s4,000,
both
ly manifestation.”
Feb. 1st and was not. renewed.
one of them not only fought.but they thought,
PINION OF DIPLOMATIC OFFICIALS.
dinei liability secured,
vn thinking,
and many of them did the r
ilability unsecured,
Washington, Feb. 5—At the various
and did not always agree with commanders.
News ot the Granges.
A .iliston chuich, Port
foreign embassies aud legations the news I
A young soldier m the late war was upon
the Christian Euof an outbreak at Manila aroused the keen- [
the battle line ahead with the color guard
Seaside Grange conferred the ."> I and 4th
i
1'• i« annivt-rsary of
est interest, and it was discussed 111 all its 1
bearing the Stars and Stripes way in front of
v
degrees on Id candidates last Saturday the line, but with the enemy still in front of
ul»>erw-d Feb. 1st, : i n t e r n a 11 o n a 1 be a r i n gs.
Next Saturday will lie Longfellow
w is
him. The general called out to the color bearthe principal
evening
At the British, French aud other embaser :
fusion.Conductor sies most
Bring those colors back to the line,” and
interested no official night, all the songs, readings, recitations,
directly
than any bullet that young soldier
quicker
: iii' B uigur A
Aro<>s
word had been received, aud the press adThe topic for
etc., being from that author
answered
“Bring the line up to the
ii
Friday, Feb. 10, vices were being relied on for information. discussion will be whether or not the Spanisli colors.” It back,
was the voice of command ; there
ii t bday; mi t! e foliowThese were sufficient to satisfy diplomatic
was a man behind it, and there was patriotwar was beneficial to the agricultural inw ill ompletc his 30th
officials that a very grave situation was terests of New
ism lli his heart.
England.
m B
tngoi A Piscataquis presented.
In the main, however, the
••So nigh to grandeur is our dust,
•if latter
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, held a
So near to God is man;
day lie will cease foreign opinion was optimistic as to the
When duty whi.-pers, Lo thou must,
i1 ad
man, for already ability of the United States to successfully public installation Saturday evening, Jan.
The youth replii s, I can.”
iiis resignation to take
cope with this insurrection, although one 281h. The following officers were installed
The saddest part of these association reite.The Knights of eminent diplomatic official regarded it as
by Worthy Deputy Ritchie,assisted by Sister unions is we miss many familiar faces; our
lladowell was damaged
a
series
of
colonial
conforeshadowing
comrades are diminishing with the passing
Ritchie: Master, Elina Fletcher; Overseer,
B
F. Warner, dry llicts.
the circle is narrowing; tiiey have
Rose Gilley;
Lecturer. Roxie Gatchell; years;from human
well National bank, and
As to its international bearings, a leadsight; they have passed
gone
Julia
A
bias are the losers.
Alice
Chaplain,
The ing member of the diplomatic cops said
from association with us here any longer;
Gatchell; Steward,
have
to
'Mated at £10.000 and is
gone
they
join the great majority of
the outbreak made two things quite clear; Gould; Assistant Steward, George Gould;
by insurance. Mr. War- namely, that no foreign power could or Treasurer, J. H. McKiuley; Secretary, W. that army with winch they were so long asSmaller
sociated.
year by year grows the
oik) insurance, the bank would intervene or exert
K. Gould; Gate Keeper, William Whitten;
any influence in
band ot surviving comrades, which faithful
.a estate, which owns the
the Philippines; and second, that foreign
unto death pays the last honors to tlie men
L A. Steward, Maine McKinley. The Jackand (i anite lodge, K. of
who shielded their country with their
governments would now recognize in this
if
Penobscot lumber men act of the Filipinos that the United States son Rand was present by invitation and gave breasts. A few more years and none will he
some
fiue
This
baud
music.
has
very
been
rued over the prospects
left of all the hosts who wore the blue.
was justified
in using strong repressive
When we see the heads that in their strong
immense pulp mills being
organized only about a year, but we think it
measures.
manhood bent in reverence to our
ints
young
the
and
will compete with many older bauds in the
p<
So long as the Filipinos remained in a
along
river,
country in it* peril, when we see them one
press he belief that should
passive attitude of resistance it was State. There was a harvest feast, after by oue disappearing from our sight we real
y continue to develop durpointed out there might be some justifi- which a very fine program was carried out.
ize the importance of having some one to
•\
years at the present rate, cation foi foreign sympathy with them;
care for their sacred memory, and this shall
The officers of Farmers’ Pride Grange, he the
tar off when the greater
but if this advanced to an aggressive atpleasant duty of the Sons of Veterans,
if d»scot log
Lincolnville, were installed Monday even- God bless their! The hoys must, like their
crop will he titude and tie killing: of American sol*•
grindeis and digesters, diers, this official xpressed the belief ing as follows: M., Ansel Wadsworth; O, fathers, believe in union. “In union there
Let us work for oue great nar the saws.
that foreign governments would take Colby Rackliff; S.f Lewis E. Pitcher; A. S., is strength.”
tional organization of the Sous of Veterans.
the view always taken under such cirM. A Wadi in ; L Abbie Rackliff; Chaplain;
■n Whisperings.
Life is too 9hort to be cherishing sorrow,
The Navy cumstances, that an
onslaught leading to Emma Pitcher; Tr James W. Knight; Sec.,
Life is too grand ro waste it in tears;
^ ordered
that all ships of
the killing of the citizens of a country M
the real trouble that which we borrow,
Less
1. Stevens; P, Mary Wadsworth; Tr.,
o-Ul in reserve shaii be put called for the most summary redress.
Hope be your leader ami never your fear.
Lizzie Knight; L. A. S.,
Agues
C.,
Abbott;
•■’ion at once.
There are a The idea that the Filipinos could
hope for
1
Life is too short to be borrowing trouble.
•
ships and the government recognition from any foreign power was Lelia V\ adliu The program of the next
Days aie too few to imagine some harm ;
"iisiderable saving, besides dismissed.
meeting will be of a scientific nature, as
Dreading a danger will make it look double,
God be your trust; ami don’t be alarmed.
Tie the service of a number
fol
is
that
the
lows:
It
said
force
of
forpresent
^
in the active ships.
The eign warships at or near Manila are two R di
The response was by A Stinson. Then
call.to be responded to by the names
g the Minneapolis in reserve
one
of distinguished geologists and their leadGerman and one French.
British,
followed music by Nora Lufkin; dialogue,
1►
men aboard,
was about
These could be quickly augmented, howing literary works
“The Wrangling Pair;” singing by Lizits description and
mini... .Senator Frye, Thursever, from the large squadrons which the Paper, “Niagara Falls;
zie Webber; singing by the choir; recitation,
•
geological history,” vl. 1 Stevens.
of an amendment to tbe several powers mail >in in Asiatic
waters, Thirty minutes conversation on the. paper.
Myrtie Peavey; music; dialogue, “The Widbill, giving commissioned but the officials d » iot apprehend there
“Tne
50t.li
of
Recitation,
birthday
Agassiz” ow’s
revenue cutter service the
wili be any occasion for extending proMistake,” Comrade Cook, Sister Webb> Longfellow, Edua Pitcher.
allowance received by ofli- tection to foreign residents, the
ber, music by the choir; remarks by Comonly use Music, Sister Wad I in.
i'.ne rank iu the navy_The
to which these vessels could be
Reading from Hugh Miller's ‘‘Testimony of rades Smart, Durham, Stinson and Cook.
put.
;;-■(* on
ihe Rocks,” Alberta Wadsworth.
commerce, Thurs- Such protection, it is said, would he given
Rev. J. S. Blair and Mr. E. C. Dow of MonTopic, “The probabilities of allumitim takreport the House bill ex- only as a last resort, as it might be con
roe also
made some very appropriate rethe place, of iron, and the revolution
o sof the United States re laing
strued by this country as an assertion of
such a change would cause in the business marks. The committee on time and place of
it ion,
commerce and
merits inability to maintain order and protect
world.
next meeting reported March 2d as the time;
iu the Hawaiian islands inpersons aud property.
Senate bill on which a report
place to he reported later. A vote of thanks
Concerning Local Industries.
authorized.
The c»mwas given Monroe for their entertainment
The I reaty Ratified.
d the bill so as to include
and at an early hour the boys left for home,
The Belfast. Machine & Foundry Co. ,8
Tzatiou provision, for resWashington, Feb. 0.—The treaty of
feeling* that the day had been well spent
ided noi later than Jan. 10,
making a Hoi in s stave ui chine and a Hall
peace negotiated between the commissionA. Stinson, Sec’y.
use bill
fixed the date at ers of the United States and Spain at Pans slave edger, to be shipped to Nova Scotia. |
was today ratified by the United
Senator l'ett us has introSuites
a.so
have
an
order
for
a
number
of
They
Transfers in Real Estate.
'horizing the secretary of Senate, the vote being 57 ayes t«» 27 nays,
granite cars for th quarries at Stouiugton.
tm the reimbursement of
than the two-thirds
or one vote more
The following transfers of real estate were
Thompson & Foster are constantly in"
xpeusesincurred in trans- necessary to secure senatorial concur) cnee
lo the places of muster in
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
in a treaty document.
The vote was tak
creasing the output of their clothing factory
;th Spain and appropriating
en in executive session.
The vice presi- in the Dana building on Front street, not for the week ending Feb. 8, 1891): Georgia
dent had no nioie than announced the fig^ary for the purpose.
A. Hook, Searsmont, to Wilbur M. Thomponly by adding to the number of machine
of
ures before the
senators ui&hed out
and hands, hut in t. e increasing skill of the
son
do.; land in Searsmont. Andrew J.
» ree
Vaccination.
every door leading from the senate chamas they
become accustomed to Mason, Belfast, to Mary E. Thompson,
ber declaring that the treaty had been rati- operatives
their work.
health of lie!fast at a meetSearsmont; land and buildings in SearsAlthough several of the operafied.
The vote was as follows:
tfternoon, ami in accordance
Ayes—Aldrich, Allen, Allison. Baker, tives are out on account of sickness there mont. Mary Shibles, Knox, to Alviu B.
f tin- State health laws, deBurroughs, Butler, Baiter, Chandler, were 53 at work when a re resentative of Shibies, do.; land in Knox. John M. Dow,
Clark, Clay, Cullotn, Davis. D< b »e, E>- Tiie Journal called fue-olay. The firm wall Brooks, to M. J. Dow, do.; land in Brooks.
lta te all persons who present
kius, Fairbanks, Faulkn r. Foraker, Frye, add 8 new sewing machines this week. Mr
Bertha Allen, Brooks, to Herbert F. Roberts
such purpose, free of charge,
Gallinger, Gear, Giay, II miia, Ilans Foster of the firm has left the road as sales do.; land in Monroe. Cora E. Pease et al.,
s as foilow's:
Jones,
Hawley,
brougli,
(\ev),
Harris,.^
m «n for the present, as orders are coming in
! «»t health of each city, village,
Belfast, to Henry B. Thompson, Searsmont;
1
Kenny, Kyle, Lindsay, Lodge, McBride,
of the factory,
tntation shall annually, ou the
land and buildings in Searsmont. J. C. L.
McLain in, McMillin, Mantle, to the fuil present capacity
McEuery,
March, or oftener if they deem it
able soon to
Carleton et al., Winterport, to A. F. CarleMason, Morgan, Nelson, Penrose, Parkin*, although the firm expects to be
■vide for free vaccination with
ton, do.; land in Winterport.
’all inhabitants over two years of
Mary M.
Pettus, Platt, (Conn), Platt, (N. Y), handle a much larger business.
!h**ir respective localities, to he
Pritchard, Quay, II »ss, Sewell, Shoupe,
Crowbll, Searsport, to Wilbur L. Carter,
Charta.
t lie care of skilled,
Magna
TelStewart,
Sullivan,
practicing Simon, Spooner,
Frankfort; land in Frankfort. G. P. Porter,
1 under such circumstances
ler, Thurston, Warren, Wellington, WolMontville, to Frank Allen, do; land in
To the Editor of The Journal: In re»tis as said authorities may adopt
cott, 57.
Vlontville. W. G. Mudgett, Jackson, to A.
in The Journal of last week,
In
Nays—Bacon, Bite, Beiry, Caffery, ply to a querrv
J. Mudgett, do.; land in Jackson. Mary R.
liiar does this apply to school
Chilton, Cockrell, Daniel, Gorman, H le, I would say that the full text of Magua
"“l all others w’ho have not been
Mathews, Lincolnville, to Win. R, Mathews,
Heitfield, Hoar, Jones, (A'k), Malloy, Charta, together with King Henry’s addi
"
v vaccinated.
All who wish to
Mills, Mitchell, Money, Murphy, Pas- tions, may be found in Creasy’s book “On do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
^
Chas. O. Dickey, North port, to John F.
co, Pettigrew, Rawlins, Roach, Smith,
ated should apply to the office
the Euglish Constitution,” p llsO, and fol
Turley, Turner, Vest, 27
Kogers, Belfast.laud and buildings in Northlowing.
physician, Dr. John Stevens, Tillman,
and
Cannon
Absent
and
paired—Messrs.
M a1Sf*
port. Frank M. Bowdoin, Prospect, to Olin
Truly yours,
Block, between the hours of Wilson for, with Mr. White against, and
J. Bowdoin, do.; land and buildings in
>0 p. m
J. E. Clarke.
Mondays, Wednesdays Messrs. Procter and Wetmore for, with
Prospect.
"ld)'s, beginning Monday, Feb. 13th. Turple against.
Winsted, Ct., Feb. (i, 1899.

NUMBER 6.
to

The Journal of Nov. 10th published an
the visit to Belfast of James
Mitchell, the railroad contractor, in the interest of an electric road from Belfast to
Northport. After looking the ground over
Mr. Mitchell said to the Belfast corporators
of the Waldo Street Railway Co., who hold
a charter for an electric railway from Stockton Springs to Camden .that “he would come
here and build the road and have it in
operation by the first of next July. If parties here chose to go in with him they could
do so. If uot, he and bis friends would
build the road from 'tke upper bridge, Belfast, to the South Shore, Northport.” This
was of
course satisfactory to the Belfast
account of

all
the
corporators, and subsequently
corporators agreed to turn the charter over
to Mr. Mitchell, without consideration,and to
give him all possible aid. A week later the
Bangor Daily News quoted Mr. Mitchell as

■

saying that “he expected to begin work iu
the spring of 1899 in the construction of an
electric railway from Belfast to Northport
Camp Ground.” The next move was the
following proposition from Mr. Mitchell:
Memorandum of Agreement, made this
of
1899, betvveu W. S. Mitchell
and John A. Mitchell, both of Portland in
the County of Cumberland and State of
Maine, parties of the first part, and the
Waldo Street Railway Company, a corporation legally existing under the laws of the
State of Maine and located at Belfast in the
County of Waldo in said State, party of the
second part.
The parties aforesaid, in consideration of
the mutual covenants ami agreements herein contained, agree for themselves, their
heirs, execntors, administrators, successors
and assigns, as follows, viz.:
The parties of the first part agree that
they will construct an electric street railway on and over the Highway from the post
office in the City of Belfast iu the most direct route to a point in the highway opposite
the hotel at the Methodist Camp Ground in
the town of Northport, a distance of about
four miles, and will equip the same with the
necessary electric machinery, appurtenances
and appliances, necessary to furnish a halfhour service between Belfast and the Camp
Ground aforesaid, and w'ili have the same in
operation on or before the first day of September, 1899, provided no unnecessary delays are occasioned iu obtaining the requisite consent of the municipalities for the

1

day

1

>

■

1

con-

rheumatic fever.

was

Mrs. H. W. Healey
first of the week.

not

competent on account of his feeble condition, (his mind being weak as well as his
body) to comprehend the meaning of the
will. They also raise some technical objections,as the signing of the will by Mr.Cottrell,
or by Judge Johnson for him; and to the
signatures of the witnesses. Amelia J. Cottrell,
the widow, who is the executrix named in
the will, and the other sons, Chester W. and
Robert Emery Cottrell, contend that Mr.
Cottrell fully understood wbat he was signing, and that the will was in accordance
with his

previously expressed

They

wishes.

hold that the proceedings were all regular,
ami that the will should stand.
Mrs. Cottrell explained when on the witness stand
that Mr. Cottrell had helped his three sons,
Porter, Judson and Chester, during Ins lifetime, to about $">,000 each, which he considered as their just share.
The evidence
showed that he did buy and stock a farm
for Porter, and has paid hills for him from
time to time.
Porter has lived on the place
about seven years, but the title to it is in
Geo. W. Cottrell’s name, hence, it is a part
of the estate disposed of by the will. Mr.
Cottrell furnished the capital to start Judson

in the

clothing manufacturing business,

the firm failed. The store which was
bought for the purpose is now a part of the
estate. Chester was assisted in establishing
a business in
Newbury port, Mass. Mrs.
Cottrell estimated, when interrogated on
the witness stand, that the real estate left
by her husband was worth about $7,000 and
but

she enumerated personal property in bank
stock, savings bank deposits, etc., aggregat-

ing

Mrs. J. L. Havuer
her daughter.

w

Itockland the

iu

was

Milo Monday to

ent to

visit

Miss Rose Mudgett spent Sunday
home iu Prospect.

James

Mrs.

Monday

fur

W. Jones
short visit.

a

went

to

at

her

Brooks

Capt. S. R. Cottrell went-Jpo Bangor yes-

terday

fur

surgical

treatment.

Mrs Henry W. Marriner went to Somerville yesterday to visit her sister.
Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine wcut to Welles-

ley, Thursday,

to visit her

daughter.

Rich was d >wu town Monday for
the first time after an attack of the grip.
M. W.

Geo. M. Stone left Monday fur Lewistown,

Mont.,

after

short visit to relatives in Bel-

a

fast.
Hon. I. H. Jackson, >vlio has been ill five
is gaining slowly, though still confined to his bed.

weeks,

K. Wood was in Brooks Tuesday
attend the funeral of her sister, Mrs
Ehlora Gulifer.
Mrs. A

to

Rev. B. C Wentworth and wife of Skowreturned home yesterday from a
short visit in Belfast.

hegau

Mrs. Ambrose Morrison went to Brunswick
last Thursday to visit her mother, Mrs. John
A. Mace, who has been quite ill.

Miss Sally Durham left Monday for Boston, where she is to enter the training school
for

nurses

the

at

Massachusetts General

Hospital.
Miss Lyda

.-

company to receive no benefit in any way or
to have ary voice in its management, and

yet to be legally responsible as though full
owners
and managers of the property, iu
case of suits for damages, etc.
Mr. Mitchell was advised that the company would secure the renewal of the charwith

ter

•,

the

necessary

amendments

and

place it at his disposal as before, but has not
replied, and a gentleman who saw him in
Augusta recently is “satisfied he is not going
to accept the proposition.”
This of course is a disappointment, as many
had expected to ride on the electrics to
North port the coming summer; but the road
is bound to come some day, when “we’ll all
take

a

ride.”

=

Secret

Societies.

officers of Aurora Rebekali Lodge, L.
F., will be installed next Tuesday
The installation will be private.
evening.
The regular 5-ceiit supper will be served at 6
o’clock, and refreshments will be served in
The

■

■

Porter Cottrell and Judson E. Cottrell
will, claiming that their father

test the

>

1

Jrt

PERSONAL.

Cottrell.

Judge Win. P. Whitehouseof the Supreme
C. B. Hall went to Boston Monday on Mm
Court held a hearing in this city Feb 4th on
iuess.
an appeal from the decision of the
of
Judge
Fred G. White went Boston Monday on
Probate of Waldo county, in approving
business.
the will of the late George. W. Cottrell of
Jesse E. Wilson went to Boston yesterday
this city. The will is dated Aug. 28, 1898,
and after giving five dollars to each of the on business.
testator’s sons, bequeaths all the property,
Miss Mary Hall went to Boston Tuesday
real and personal, to his wrife.
Mr. Cottrell for a short visit.
died Aug- 81st. Two of the sons, George
True Hay ford is confined to the house, by

about $4,000.
Mason was called from Boston
Considerable evidence was introduced to
to her home in Frankfort last week to atshow Mr. Cottrell’s condition.
His death
her mother, who is very sick with
layiug of the tracks of said road iu the high- was caused by a bladder trouble which was tend
ways and the erection of the necessary poles
pueumonia.
and
the
was
lessened by
very painful
pain
and overhead work requisite to operate the
Sheriff Norton rode out Friday, after beroad electrically, and that au amendment the use of morphine and belladonna supposshall he obtained to the charter authorizing
itories. Dr. Ham was the attending physi- ing confined to the house nearly four weeks
the discontinuance of the operation of the
and on Saturday, Aug. 27th, be called by illness. He is now able to attend to busiroad during the winter months at the, option j cian,
The two ness as usual.
of the company, for the sum of two hundred j Dr. Flanders for consultation.
thousand dollars, and will accept in full made daily visits as long as the patient
Chas. A. Doe of Philadelphia, Mrs. Annie
payment and satisfaction thereof bonds of lived. They testified that he lay upon bis Jipson and Mrs. Amy Voglesang of Medford
the. company to the amount of one hundred
bed, bis eyes closed most of the time; that Mass attended the funeral «>f their sister
thousand dollars and capital stock in the
be answered intelligently the questions askcompany of the par value of one hundred
Maggie in this city Mouday.
thousand dollars, said bonds and stock to ed him, but refused to take the food
they
Mrs. F. E. Twiss of Lawrence arrived last
be paid over and delivered to the said parprepared for him. The will was made m Thursday to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ties of the. first part from time to time prothe
of
the
afternoon
in
to
the
Dr.
Flanrelative
day following
proportion
portionately,
Daniel H
Mr**. Strout has been
Strout.
amount of work and materials by said parders’ first visit, and the patient died Wedquite ill, but. is now .inpr >ving.
ties of the first part furnished.
nesday morning
And the party of the second part agrees
Mrs. John Jones an 1 Mrs. Sarah C'onant
W. Jf. MrLellan, Esq appeared for the
that for the construction and equipment of
returned home last weeu from a visit of
the road in the manner aforesaid and at the
appellants and K. F. Denton. Esq., for the several weeks to Mrs. ,J.’s daughter. Mrs.
time before specified, it will pay to the parexecutrix. The case was opened at 1" a in.
ties of the first part the sum of two hundred
Nellie Richardson of Newark, N J.
thousand dollars in the manner following, to and closed in season for Judge Wnitehouse
Miss Katherine Rockford, a pupil of Mr
one
hundred
thousand
dollars
thereof
wit:
and Ins stenographer, Mr. Small, to take the
Perry Averill of New Yor
sang before the
iu bonds of the company to be authorized and
3 30 train for Augusta. The Judge, reserved
Samaritan
Society at the Eliurch of the Savissued by the company during the construchis decision, which is to be announced soon. iour, Brooklyn, on Wednesday evening, Feb
tion of the road, and one hundred thousand
Mis** Bickford Ins a pure soprano voice
1st
dollars thereof in file capital stock of the
of unusually sympai h-tie quality wl irh she
company at par, said bonds and stock to be
City (iovernment.
used m.-st artistically
hi
\ id her
Foote’s
advanced to the parties of the first part pro“Land o’ tlie Leal.
As an encore she gave
portionately, in proportion as labor and maThe regular meeting of the City Conn
of
one
Nevin’s
‘u'hiltl
songs."
[Brooklyn
terials lor the construction of the road shall
eil
was
he hi
have been furnished and supplied by said
Monday evening with a paper.
full attendance in both hoards. The roll of
parties of the first, part.
Tile J niiutry number of The Wellesley
In witness thereof, the. parties of the lirst
accounts was passed.
The amounts under Mag i/: m pub! :>he»! auo edit ed hy the stupart have hereunto set their hands and seals, the various
appropriations wre as follows: deut.s of Wc 1 lesley Ohleg.*, cuntains a very
ami the party of the second part has hereunto
caused its corporate name to he subscribed
Contingent..# 4X1 14 pleasing sketch by Nina Foster Poor,
5d 09
and its seal atfixed bv its President and
Highway.
entitled “M\ Delegates." A slender thread
9 70
Treasurer, hereunto duly authorized, this Cemetery.
tw<
of f a t serves to intro-1
Fire Department.
1899.
This will not become
12 dd
imaginary
day of
(J00 00
operative until dated and signed by parties Pauper..
harm'-is uni t
little story
yet realistic
of the first part.
1170
Library.....
uu
is most artistically and
t.uiugly told
279 75
Signed, sealed and delivered, in presence General school purposes.
2 47
Repairs and insurance
of,
The February number J The 1 llust.ratrd
29 10
This proposition when submitted to the School contingent.
Phonographic World. New-York, contains a
Free text books.
148 58
corporators was promptly and unanimously
tine half-ton
portrait and sketch of Miss
declined. As business men they could not
Total.>1.779 75
Mary E Pierce of Belfast, the principal ami
Orders were passed instructing the Finance owner of a
do otherwise. They were asked to issue
well-equipped ami thriving short
$200,000 iu stocks ami bonds for building four Committee to audit the books and accounts hand school located in i!u Exchange Buildmiles of road at a cost of about $(>0,000, the of the Collector and Treasurer, preparatory ing, ’ill State street, Bust >n, one of the finest

<

1

The Will of George W.

O. O.

the

evening.

The Knights of

Pythias

are

making

ar-

rangements to institute a temple of the
Khorasan.a higher side degree of the Knights
of Pythias. There are but two tern pies of the

I

Order in New England one of which, Ali
Baba Temple, No (iS, is in Auburn in this
State.

Penobscot Encampment
Tuesday evening by I. T.
! Clough, I). 1>. G. IV, assisted by the following acting Grand Officers: M. C Murch, G.
S. W.;D. K. Stephenson, G. J. W.; L. E.
McMahan, G. H. P.; E. E. Wescott, G. Tr.;

j

j

The officers of

were

installed

! W. L. Hanson, G. Sec. The list of elective
! officers was given in The Journal of J^n.
26th. The appointed officers are as follows:
O. S., E. L. Cook; I. S., E. E. Wescott;
Guide, 1. T. Clough ; 1st W., L E. McMahan ;
2d W., D. F. Stephenson; 3d W., M. C.
I Murch ; 4lh WW. L. Hanson; IstG. of T.,
C. M. Perkins; 2d G. of T., H. Gott. Supper was served after the installation.
Belfast Knights of Pythias have outquarters on Phoenix
plans under consideration whereby they may secure increased
accommodations. One plau is to build a
block with stores on the ground floor, offices
in the second story and ball and ante rooms
above. The K. P.’s of Boothbay a few years
ago put up a handsome modern building
with a public ball on the ground floor, and
rooms for the order and the Masons above.
The ball is finished throughout, including
the walls and ceiling, in natural wood, and
the quarters of the secret societies are commodious, convenient and elegant.
The

grown their present
Row and have several

to

closing
Au

drew

the

order

year’s b siness.
passed allowing #.'i

was

J. Stevens for maintaining

a

Washington street.
Superintendent. Brick presented

trough

on

buildings
to An-

a

com-

lead to the conviction of the per-

petrators.
The petition of Cecil Morrill for an abatement of taxes was referred to the Finance
Com mittee.
N. F Houston and the VV. G. Frye estate
gave notice of appeal from the. sewer assessment of 1898, against their respective properties. The following six gentlemen were
appointed, under the statute, from whom
the appellants shall select two referees, these
two to select a third: L. II. Murch.O. G.
White, G. G. Pierce, R. F. Dunton, C P.
Hazeltiue, A. A. Small.
The Committee on Highways reported
that they had laid out the highway according to the petition of Israel A. Gardner.
The report and the highway were accepted.
An order was passed authorizing a settlement, with Joanna Brewster for taxes of
1897, on pa\ ment of #10 72.
The rep» rt, of the Committee on Lights,
recommending new lights on Belmont, avenue, Northport avenue and Congress street,
which was laid on the table by the Board of
Aldermen at, the .January meeting, was
taken from the table and the petitioners
were given leave t,<. withdraw.
While the meeting was in progress the
members were invited to a lunch in the
rooms of Washington Hose Co. and a recess
was taken for that purpose.
A report "f the.
supper will lie found elsewhere in tins issue.
The Committee on Finance was authorized
to settle w i h the Peoples’ National Bank
the coupon account of t'» per cent, bonds of
18(18, and to adjust all balances in said ac
count,.
The account has been running several years, with small balances, one way or
tlw* other, and the object is to find the balance due and settle the same.

Adjourned.
Firemen Entertain

the

City

Council.

Monday evening while the City Council
holding its regular meeting a messenger

was

came

in

and

invited the

Her

Boston.

many

B» Hast

glad to hear of her sucres*
watering and of the tribute paid to her hy the Phonographic World.

munication stating that the I’uion schoolhouse ami the VVhitesehoolhou.se have been
invaded and nuisance committed therein.
Voted to offer a reward of #20 for evidence
that shall

in

in cm hers

friends will he

to the

Dr.

E.

Wilson,

A.

graduated

who

with

about two years ago from tin* .Medical department of the t'ni a rsitv of Vermont,
arrived home last. Thursday, and will prat;
tire m Belfast.
Owing to his high rank in
honors

department

the surgery

In

received the ap

pointment if Demonstrator of

\na*.omy

m

college soon after graduating, and later
was appointed
Head House Surgeon in the
Mary Fletcher Hospital in Vermont. H«

the

has been

oiinected with the

about 14 years; and
animation

at

ed his State

m

a

City Drug Store
creditable ex

very

Augusta last December reeeiv

certainly

He

diploma.

has

a

good foundaton on which it huibl a successful praefu-n and we wish him success in lo.is home m Belfast.
cating a

Templars.

(toot!

annual session of Waldo District
Lodge* Good Ttioplais, to he held in this
city, has been postponed from Saturday,
Feb 2.5tli, to Saturday, March 4th.
The

There will he

Hall, directly
afternooi
,)

in

cline

a

meeting

after

at Good

school

for

the purpose
Temple. Parents

next
of
are

Templars
Monday

organizing

cordially

a

in

to he present and hrmg their childern.
all others interested in the training ot
the children in ways of truth and temper
Let there he a trge attendance.
auee.

vit.ed

ami

The < Hirers ol Belfast Lodge were installed last, Monday evening by Laforest L. Boh
bins, Lodge Deputy, assisted by I. H. Gilley
and
shais

Evelyn
The

Pendleton
<

dicers

are

as

as

install.ng

mar

follows:

(’hid

Templar, Fred S. Pendleton; Vice Templar
Flora Webber; Sec
Myrtle Pendleton; F
S., Lora Maxey ; Treas., Mrs K L. Brack
ett; Mar, Elijah Howard; Guard, Arthur
Stevens ; Chap., May Pendleton; Ass’t. See,..
Gagie Cressey;
Deputy Marshal, Nora
Seek ins; Supt Juvenile Temple, Mrs. E. P,
Alexander; Past Chief Templar, T. IT. Fe.r

Washington Hose Co. No. 1, on the
floor below. On arriving at the ball of the
hose company the city fathers found tables
nald.
spread, with steaming howls of clam stew,
coffee, doughnuts, pickles, etc. After parThe Belfast Schools.
taking of the refreshments those present
The attendance at the public schools has
listened to interesting remarks by Mayor
Fletcher, Aldermen Rankin and Poor, Chief fallen off slightly since the opening of the
Engineer Ford, Ex-Chief Welch and others. winter term, owing to the prevailing colds
The City Council were then shown the im- and grip. There is hut one case of scarlet
fever, and the patients who were out of
provements lately made in the rooms and
school on that account are nearly all reapparatus. The rooms are very neatly tin
covered and attending school.
ished and furnished, and the apparatus is all
Special exercises will he given in all the
in first class condition. It was the unani
schools on Washington’s birthday, and new
rnous opinion of those present that the Fire
Department is better equipped, and we arc Mags will he raised over the school-houses
in better condition to cope with fire,than on the common. The tings were bought by
ever before.
subscriptions by the scholars.
rooms

of

ference between the Christian aud the
self styled free-thinker (as if the only free
Extracts from a Lecture Delivered in New
thinking is his way of thinking), is only a
York in Reply to the Famous Infidel, Showquestion of the size and quality of the
i. tug the Sophistry of his Arguments.
brain, at which his hearers applauded, as
UY SAMUEL COLCOKI).
if that settled it.
If that is it—if it is only a question of
I am not here this evening to establish
the challenge, and we
the grounds of the Christian faith; n r am brains—1 accept
the preDouderance of
1 here to deliver to you a lecture on the will see whether
or Christian side.
The founda- brains is on the iutidel
evidences of (’aristiauity.
Of iulidels, there were the great Voltions of the Christian religion are so
taire and Hume and Tom Paine, of some
broad and founded so deep in the reOur own times have
searches of scholarship that L do not for a generations past.
produced three eminent scientists, sceptimoment pretend to the competence to
cal hut not altogether infidel, Chas. Hradproperly discuss them; nor would there
Robert
be time to give more than a hint of the im- laugh, aud one other, Colonel
all the product of Christian
Christian
lngersoll,
of
the
reli-,
pregnable position
homes; three if nett four of them the sons
gion in the foundations of reason.
But as i am a plain business man, and of Christian ministers.
If there are other very great iulidels in
u tha t sense at least a man of the world,
our day (and 1 wish you to distinctly note
! address you simply as a layman, claim
that I say there are), they are so very few
ng no special authority, no authority in
a little to recall a
act
but the authority of reason, to you will have to think
other generations
which you all appeal, and not attempting name. Looking back to
there one great thinker on |
even
to appeal to the authority of the we see here aud
the infidel side.
Bible, though 1 recognize it.
It would take the day aud night to call
It was my privilege not long since to
Christian list, uot
listen to the lecture of Colonel Ingersoll the great names iu the
thiukers aud doers of the most
sm the
“Liberty of Man, Woman and pietists, hut
of them were proChild,” aud to that 1 will give attention. rugged kind. Many
foundly Christian, many others inconsisINGEKSOLI. S SOPHISTRIES.
tent and even grossly unchristian in their >
1 saw the young men in his audience,
lives, hut all giving intellectual assent to
nteiligenl, bright, progressive, thiuking the truths of the religion of Chirst.
Be- That is exactly the point.
Piety, moralyoung men; but ignorant of reiigon.
fore such mi'n he uttered sentiments so
ity, have nothing to do with the question
beautiful and so beautifully expressed as at this point of the discussion.
It is a
o captivate the hearts of all his hearers,
question of intellectual assent only. Does
|
il is beautiful sentiments I fully endorse, the intellect of the World approve and enj
md you can hear them every Sunday dorse the Christian religion?
from all the f hristian pulpits of this town.
EMINENT CHRISTIANS.
But he put them iu the wrong relation,
j
The Christian doctrines of love and mer- j
On the Christian side, I name the great
y he made to appear the beautiful and j sir Isaac Newton, tlie father of modern
•vcliisive property of iutidelity, in con- j philosphy and the inductive system ;Locke,
j
rast with the severe doctrine of divine! Agassiz, Herschel, Hitchcock, Dawson,
ustiee a:* it it were all of Christian beDana; Columbus, possessing a new world
/.ief
I in the name of the cross;Cromwell, crusl'iWhen i saw the wrong done to the ; ing a despotism and establishing the
;.'atig men, t > affect 1 revel their future, j liberties of Britons for all time, his armies
tot by honest argument, but by the trickmarching to victory while shouting
>f misrepresentation, i\ iields so un- Christian
psalms; Wellington, conquer|
•
o i!iar t
many of them as to leave them ing the great Napoleon, and Napoleon,
without defence, 1 resolved to tear away | <-oufessing that. Christ was the greater
veil of sophistry and expose the triek- Coiiqueroi ; oui sturdy forefathers lauding
j
y or ins method.
| from the Mayflower in the name of liberty
i am n
here because the religion of ! and religion, to found an empire of free* |
'lii ist needs defense
It needs none.
1;I don.; Washington, throwing off the yoke
m: here because 1 believe in fair
{day for I of tyranny that a great republic might;
he yo.uig man, and therefore 1 take is-' liud birth on this Wcsteren hemisphere;
“o
wit h t!ie lecturer.
.John Adams, Patrick Henry, the lover of
;:i
review of the lecture, there are
freedom; nearly ail the signers ol the Dou:
thioe points to the discussion, or
i.nation ot J tirlependence and flamers of
'bice issues: 1st, Is infidelity or Christhe constitution:
Franklin, statesman,
he
friend
of
human liberty?
mity
2d, sc enlist,
pldlosopher.
patriot; Clay,
fn
which side is tin scholarship:' .‘id, \\ elister. the inim.-rtal Lincoln, Seward.
f c ti« tor
inch
\ in pi.u ol' love uul
’vlie
modern genius of wai;Sher- I
(.Lain,
t imrboed?
unman in
man. M ade, Thoma.s. the great Lee, the
lu st ..it piattTie.il, not metaphysical ( lii
an gentleman as well as warrior;
-ti■•os. mu! il 1 seem in parts of this m.mh wail .Jackson, on the eve of the bat>
'•d ness
not ovt'rjuotomni, let.it be
tle sp« uding he night behind bis tent in
mb- .-it iiat i am angling for lish
pr.tw: :
lVae.’dy, the philanlhropist;
u
»!■
I desire to M -is.
water.
inv. niii:g the electric telegraph;
tli
.ii
on his own ground.
; Cyi us Field, suran.earing forty years of
ltin op. MiT g sentence of
1; 1’tieid its to lay tin \ t lautie cable, until
h v.
Li o. ;. v is my : eligion,‘' he ai die i. iii>. tin u of ! is n.i'ii, the henus- j
>
■:
o.r ami t lie t 'll
to !
isp! errs nasi rinds; (i u lb !d. Blau e.TburIhfni appear the man: aim. si ..!! ; <,e g; cat names of Ameri- i
) ui
ii b< :. \.
1J
i*; sen ted
.mu history : L* vina-gom*. the missionary
pic
s
;i
set ■; i«.n
;
t..
his applauding expiort r; Si i'll."., Id- great suecesstir, bej
u -iici's
: he
the Christian ; ginning his mighty task almost, a doubter, :
spi: :t ot
hui i. Ii.
uMuiming to den.u.- that tiie only hope of
>•
h.
tne mi.f Cl)ris!iau Africa is the ( hrisiian misssionaiy.
In |
>n
s ol generations ..n:«» to do with the
lilt nature, Shakespeare (iutidels claim
vi ou pic.S' lolls of fo-d,:\
him but they ann *; maintain the claim),
Milton, Scioi, Bum,.in, Macaulay, FmerK K A <. I
I»AS>i;i> AW .V V.
Carlyle, Lowell, Victor Hugo. Longnduclity so weak in argument, so sou,
el low, Whittier, Tennyson. Annum living
>■
; " >sed f.*r reason, that it is neces- 1
in jurisprudence, ne.ir.y all tie* great ;
\
its great champion, when he men,
the,
jurists of the world; in mediein
'-"I
i at: u-k tin gieat li
ing organism ol great
physicians;in tatesmanship, nearly
■'iirist cm;. v, to igm-ie all the conditions
every great name in every civilized nation
j
t
he pu srat and go far into tlie past to
on the globe; in our own country,
the
na.i .something then called Christian that j
President, the ex-presidents, and every
ie may attar k‘*
1
name considered a Presidential possibility,
! know ot no Christian persecute-ns of
in
but as yesterday, Bis- i
Germany,
living
o
know
not
where
I
find
the
day.
may
the Iron Chancellor, profoundly ;
, marck,
‘liristian rack and the thumbscrew.
It is the glory of the Christian religion ! religious; in Great Britain, Salisbury and
hat the raith of Christ has so elevated his ministry; most of the great Liberal;
be human race that has come under its ; leaders; and last, not now living, but of
our times, and who being dead yet speak|
utiuen ?e, that the dark age has passed
the grand old man without a peer on !
iway, and the Christian church stands : eth,
tiie earth—the great Gladstone; great in
• reinost
in t he defense id
1
liberty.
in
great in j
D.scussing the freedom of woman, I theology, great inscholarship,
love of freedom and
night show how Christianity has elevated paliiutism, great
tiie
human
in
manhood.
race, great
womanhood to the dignified position she
Colonel Ingersoll is himself a product
•ccupies on the earth to day; how from of
the
Christian
religion; the son of a I
condithm worse than slavery it exalted
oul ennobled her, so that it would stem a Christian minister and of a Christian!
mother, brought up surrounded by the in- ;
'.range thing for any woman in oui day to
liuenees of a Christian home and by the
\k<* sides with infidelity.
1’he colonel spoke of the liberty of tlie inflii* uees of a Christian community.
The liberty which he possesses and
bihl, and that was the most remarkable
king in his lecture. Hut he had his uudi- abuses be owes to the Christian religion,
that,
has been the mightiest champion for
'be<- :o>
harmed witii the magic ot his
human freedom and progress on the earth
< h
quenct; ;hat it seemed all light.
for eighteen centuries.
The morality
His idea of the guv* rumenf of childhood
that lie possesses is something which he
1,1,1 tlie koine was that
y mi should let the
inherited from his Christian parents, and
Id id do as <t ).leases. Let i; get
up when that he learned in his Christian
home, and
pleases in the mornim. iet it go to bed
.•lieu it j leases, at nig hi ; let it eat w hen yyInch developed under the influences of a
Christian community in which lie lived,
: w ant> ;«■. wnat it
wants, and as much
though he opposed its Christian seuti's C
wants
and leave

INGERSOLL
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First

THOUGHT SHE MUST HIE.

Tired than When She Retired.
Greene’s Nervura Has

Made

All who attended the services at
the Central church on
Sunday morning were delighted to see Rev. Dr. Field in his former
[dace. His text was Zephauiah 2 and the

principal items.
School fund and mill tax.$ 513,933 12
45 99° 90
Free High schools.
21 000 00
Twenty-one academies.
Normal and training schools31,000 00
84 000 (X)
Salaries of public officers.
50.000 00
Public debt
80 0001X1
Interest...
War with Spain.
lOO.UUOOO
00
150,000
loan.
Temporary
Insane State beneficiaries.
(18,000 (X)
tax
to
Ilailroad and telegraph
be returned to towns.
(18.1(13.70
35,000.00
Printing.
20,000 00
University of Maine.
Militia fund..
32,951 62
With the bill is a statement which shows
toward what the legislature is drifting in
its expenditures of money. It shows that
the expenditures of the State may very
easily exceed the receipts for the year,
leaving the treasury entirely destitute of
cash, as follows:
First appropriation bill.$1,605,799 38
Appropriations called for existing laws that must be provided for iu the second appropriation bill.
143.350 00
420,502 53
Appropriations pending Feb, 1..

Sleepless, and Mornings was More

Her

and Able To Work.

J. Stockwell, Waitsfield, Yt., says ;
wife was down for two years, being
for tlie most time confined to her bed.
She had complete nervous prostration.
She was unable to do any work during all
this time about tlie house. There were
times when for a week at a time she did
When she got up
not sleep hardly any.
she would say that she was more exhausted
B.

“My

DUST

WASHING

POWDER.

All That’s Needed

3,
leading thought was God’s intimate relation
and dealings with men.
Not a God afar hut
as near as ourselves and
loving more than
we love ourselves or
friends, and interested

No soap,

all our welfare.
He showed how love was manifested in I
God s discipline, and
chastening*; that it
was the meek who trusted
in God who
should inherit the good gifts; that those
who sought, happiness as an end would miss
it, while those who sought character would
surely find happiness.
If. was a rich treat to he present and hear
such a sermon from such a man.
A lmsh
rested upon the audience and with intent and
faces
the
eager
gracious words and truths
were taken in.

borax,

no

no

annnoui
w; si-

It cleans everything quickly,
cheaply, thoroughly. Sold everywhere.
Largest package—greatest

The fullest power was given to his words
because his life and spirit every dav exemplify the gospel in gentle and Ohnst-like
character.
Never taking up a reproach
against any one but living to bless and help
every

soda,

no

ing but water is needed to make tilings
bright and beautifully clean with

in

economy.
THE If. K. FAIRI1ANK

The doctor seems to have lost none of his
vigor, but preached with the same
and power of twenty five
years
As some listened to the
ago.
prayer they
wished a stenographer might have taken it
that it might be read for comfort and help

Louis.

St.

Chicago.

one.

New

York.

COMPANY,
Philadelphia.

Boston.

old time

strength

in future
As was

Scrofula,

days.

well said by a church attendant
He seems to see truth with a prophet’s
vision and declare it with an apostle’s power.
He has the fire and zeal and power »f Elijah
united with the gentleness and persuasiveness of the disciple John.
It was interesting to note the comments
as the people were on their v. ay home.
“Wonderful sermon."
He preached as

Total.$2,169,651 91
It is estimated that the receipts for the
So
year will amount to $2,079,933.73.

:

GOLD

Pulpit.

Rev. Ur. G. W. Field Preaches a
Vigorous
and Eloquent Sermon to His Old
Parishloners.

The first appropriaAugusta,
tion bill was presented to the legislature
this
morning. The total amount appropriated under its provisions is $1,605,799.38. The following are some of the

and Unable to Work.

Healthy, Cheerful

In His Former

Bill.

Feb. 2.

Complete Nervous Prostration

Dr.

Appropriation

that if all the appropriations asked for
are
granted, there will be a deficiency of
$87,718.18, with no cash ou hand on Jan.
1, 1900. in the item of receipts the committee have included a temporary loan of
$150,000. This is all the State can borrow
under tlie provisions of the constitution.
It already lias a debt of $150,000 which
must be renewed, and $300,000 is the limit
placed on the temporary loans.

vigorously

as

a

man

at

in"

“His

..Bargains,,

Inheritance.

...IN

flen if ula is tho most obstinate of blood
troubles, and is often the result of an
Inherited taint in the blood, S. 8. S.

equal

is the

never in that pulpit.”
“What a pity
that such a man cor.id not preach for a
hundred years,” to which was responded,
“yes, for a thousand.”
VVell may Bangor he proud of and grateful for this good and great man, for like
Peter of old, hi s very shadow has the healof righteousness.
ing inti lienee
1 Bangor
Whig and Cornier Jan. :’>•>.

was

Vile

a

enough

which goes deep
: it forces out

only remedy
to

reach Scrofula

every truce of the disea.
the worst cases.

and

w

Fimlinjr myself over.-r-footwear, I shall

winter

euros
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he can while on the journey, and John tin; Divine, now rearing their colosI are tinkering up the Maine laws thi> winkMiASONABI a
moniala. A trial will convi.u.: .v->u it:---ir inti hi-.- \a;ue
makes the blood rich in its lifeon
«ii\ i: nr\ a oi
in
CabC
good terms with the passengers, sal heads under the mason’s hand. L tell
tin*
Ik
;
ter, lix up a good strong one to
book. All !>■ .."gists'or t>-\ in:.i
Augusta, Feb. 2.—The main building
giving properties.
hi
is all very good so tar as it goes, but of the Collegiate Reformed Dutch churchmedicated
leave
case of the fellows
who
of the Industrial school for girlsat IlalloKING MEDICINE GO., jox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.
: cs, and point out the other great churches
)t does not
go far t liough.
To Hasten
lozengers and sugar-coated pills on our
The
The »e are wise young men in my audi- as we pass, and tell him that there are well was burned this forenoon.
in
eaten
be
as
fiee
to
doorsteps
samples,
All the inmates
Recovery,
ence
this evening who say they will not more than six hundred of them in the building is a total loss.
unknown quantities and with doubtful!
The cause of the fire is
You will be more rapidly cured
PILES!
PILES!
PILES!
believe anything which they cannot under- town, and nearly as many across the river escaped safely.
results
the
first
children who lind j
by
unknown.
if you will take a laxative dose of
stand.
They do not understand the cir- in Brooklyn, or a grand total of 1,154 in
is a dangerous nuisance and J
them.
This
I>r.
Williams’
Indian
Pile
Ointment
will cure
Ayer’s pills each night. They
culation of the blood in the human sys- Greater New York.
deserves attention.
[Maine Coast Cot- j Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated ami Itching Piles. It !
arouse the sluggish liver and thus
In all this the stranger has been much
tem, nor the marvelous intricacies of the
lion. S. W. Matthews, who was apabsorbes the tumors, allays tlie itching at once,
tager.
cure biliousness.
But now he says
human eye, nor what is the life,’ nor what interested, but silent.
pointed commissioner of the labor and inHaving purchased the nrm
wouldn’t it be well for the Maine acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief. I)r. W iltome: “There is a distinguished citizen of dustrial
is the mind; what determines the proWhy
bureau by Gov. Towers last
Doctor*.
W'rlto to our
estate of J. ('. Cates, (or tli
legislature to follow in the footsteps of liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
cesses of thought, nor even the life that your city, Colonel Robert Ingersoll, an
We have the exclusive services of
week, was confirmed by the council Feb.
some of the most eminent physicians in
other States and make the appropriations Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth- pensioners having claims p«
is in the smallest blade of grass or the eloquent man whose wonderful teachings 1st.
Henry O. Stanley was also confirmthe United States Write freely all the
who may wish to present < •"
for departments, cover postage, express- ing else. Every box is-guaranteed. Sold by drugtiniest green leaf of the forest, yet they and expressions of love for my kind 1 ed as fish commissioner.
j
particulars in your case.
increase of pensions, I will
Address, Dll. J. C. AYER,
age, printing and packing? In this way j gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box. shoe
would understand all the mysteries of have had great pleasure in reading. Will
shop, 127 Main street,
Lowell, Mass.
each department would kuow how much ! WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO.. Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio the second
God’s being and purpose; and if there is you kindly point to me the monuments of
Tuesday of e*<-h
Cured
Skin Eruptions
for 35c.—
sale by R. II Moody.
was available and the State would know
claims will receive prompt at
Iy38
his philosophy?”
one little tiling iu God’s great plan they
Salt Rheum, Barber’s Itch,
I
Eczema,
Tetter,
45tf
how much was to be expended.
And 1 reply; “I had not thought of all
j
[Maine |
*lo not understand, they think the mighty
itching aiul burning skin diseases vanish
Farmer.
foundations of religion are shaken.
that; but now, coming to think of the when I)r. Agnew’s Ointment is used. It reJ am reminded of the good old Quaker monuments of his belief in this town— lieves in a day and cures quickly. No case
of Piles which an application will not comwho heaid a man talking somewhat in there are none.
few minutes. Try it. Sold by Kilthat way. He said he would not believe anyThere, ladies and gentlemen, is a dem- fort in aWilson
and A. A. Howes & Co. 13.
Disbelief is as old as the gore &
thing he had not seen, or that had not been onstration.
i
Christian religion; it has its great advoseen by anyone else, so far as he knew.
Proved Priceless.—Ruby coats and cinFor Infants and Children
Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Caihp
The old Quaker said: “Young man, did cates who for hundreds of years have pre- namon flavor. Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
Graduate and Medalist
thee ever see thy own brains?”
“I don’t sented its panaceas for human ills as much household favorites. Impurities leave the orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
Ontario Veterinary College.
know’ that I ever did.” “Does thee know better than anything Christianity had to system. The nerves are toned. The blood never
failing water. Will be sold very low and on
The complexion is bright and |
is purified.
Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery to.
“I offer. It, too, has had its multitudes of
Bears
the
P. O. ADDRESS,
anyone who ever saw thy brains?”
40tf
ruddy. H eadacbes vanish and perfect easy terms.
really don’t know that I do.” “Does tbee followers; it has loudly professed its love health folio ws their use. 40 doses 10 cents.
Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
M. C. HILL,
of
Signature
love
it
has
for the human race, and that
believe thee has any?”
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
FREEDOM,
Residence Telephone 2 W4
Office Telephone 8-2.
39 Miller St., Belfast.
Colonel Ingersoll tells us that the dif- proclaimed as its religon; but there in the & Co. 14.
I
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Great Bargain.

DR. W. L.

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

^•Veterinary

WEST,

H. H.

LAMSON

Surgeon.**

Licensed Auction^1,
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Santa Clara
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THE TORCH TO POWDER.
Touch a lighted torch to the
contents of a powder mill and
But
up it goesl
it isn’t the torch
that blows up the
mill; it’s the powder. The stuff is

In Central Cuba.

ms;

Province,

(Epical Estate.
of The Journal.J

j

nuce

:’.d, 3800. As Santa |

|
|

|

very heart and centre
ducing region in the
> t he one
port of con■

the

tidying

j

industry;

and

ready for disease it only needs

visiting some of the

.mi

!

needs one touch
of fire to start it.
When a man’s
blood is all ripe

better held !

no

vini'c,

all ready to exIt only
plode.

little touch to
him going.
Maybe he gets a
slight cold, gets
a

in order that my
ublican Journal may
ms,

|
!

speak.
sugar-estates

to

so

|

start

_ist

[

day’s
le

s.

loping consumption.

ride of Cien-

">0,000 hogs-

war

'iiially left this port.
the vicinity is the
i"," (Ingenio

|

being
plantation)

sugar
.."00

\

most

—

acres

in cane,

expensive

,

|

ma-

I ts managers
bets—Americans of

j

mills.

cordially

they

wel-

give them every fa"heir investigations,
i out in lots of four

\

greater

u

li

teet or sits in a draft;
then off lie goes into a galwet

on

eonveu-

vast concern.

But it isn’t the draft that
it; that only starts him.
His blood
all ready for it in the first place. It was
thick with bilious poisons ; clogged with
germs of disease all ready to be roused into
fatal activity at the least touch.
My wife had a severe attack of pleurisv and
lung trouble," says Abram Freer, Ksq., of Rockbridge. Greene Co., 111., in a thankful letter to
Dr. R V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.
The doctors
gave her up to die. She commenced taking Dr.
Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery and she began to improve from the first dose. By the time
she had taken eight orten bottles she was
cured,
and it was the cause of a large amount
being
sold here
I think the ‘Golden Medical Discovery is the best medicine in the world for lunar
trouble.”
Not only for lung trouble is it the most
wonderful medicine in the world, but for
even form of weakness and
It
debility.
redeems the very sources of life from these
subtle poisonous taints which lay the system open to dangerous disease.
It gives
digestive power ; helps the liver to do its
work; enriches the blood; builds up solid
strength and vital force.
When you find yourself losing flesh and

special privileges and boisterous
ment pertaining to the time.

amuse-

MUNYON’S

The fact is, the labor question is
likely
become as serious in this Isle of Tomorrow as in any other
portion of the
Some

EFFORT.

Mt. Desert

Suffering Humanity
Relieve
C»Almost
Sleets
with
imralleleil Success.

To

to

earth.

HONEST

people contend that the

was

slavery demoralized the labor
system; perhaps it is possible that the

thought

not he

is

cane

necessary, they canat wages which

obtained, except

the times and the prices of
sugar will
not warrant; and even
then, whole

quit work for

fiesta,
funeral

a

week

II m

Miss Bessie Huntington, Yanrle, Conn.,
aavs:
‘-Snrr,-"...i two years with catarrh,
which aiTecied my bronchial tubes and
lungs. Consulted doctors in different cities

gangs

to

enjoy

some

attend festivities incident to

or

4

a

Hjiverstraw.

tonished at the number of negroes seen
in Cienfuegos and
throughout Santa
Clara province—until he reflects that eacli
of the great estates used to
employ two or
three thousand of them, and that there

close of tlie

At the

Munyon cured me in one
without relief.
month.”
N Y.,
Mr. Adam Glassing.
from kidney
says- “Was a great sufferer
trouble for Ihree v.-ars. I »ropsy developed.
Lost hope of obtaining relief. Munyon was
my salvation."
Mr
Jann*s Penning: on. .T'-fTrey bt., Chester,
“Suffered no'Mires with rheumatism
Ta
pa\<>for" eight years. Tried everything. Munyon s
Rheumatism Cure eradicated the disease, liar*
bad no trouble since."
M’- S G
Pug.’. Atlantic City. Is. ,T.. says!
1 nervous dyspepsia and
“Suffered a long time 1
habitual constipation. Pelt wretched. Was in
terrible state. Munyon 8 Remedies completely
cured me
Mr F Y Parsons 402 Poplar St.. Wilmington, t
g eat sufferer from rbeuma- %
Del. SI,VS "W
One bottle Munyon a ,i
< trild
tisrn
p.-if yI<•(•:>.
Rheuinatisu Cun cure<
Guide to TToaltli and medical advice absoProf. Munyon, 1305 Arch st.#
lute! v fi.

a

wedding among their class,
though their employers lose thousands
of dollars by the delay.
tine is asor

installation

of

a

iiese lots

t

■

hat

a

map
which tlie

.i>

>

s

physicians all over America is Peru-na, and what is more it is endorsed by many
of them. When
practicing physicians recommend
a

should

we

operation

put

before

as

years of guerilla
li Spanish troops and

ir

ehielly engaged

•'•*!'»*

niucb is

not

•*ny.

mutry
had to

y

side,

one

in

the

left,

or

on

commanding knoll,

some

planter’s villa, verandered and latticed
by gardens and beautiful

surrounded

seriously

was

The

rest.

Aeeessions during November and Decemscene is always the same—the tall white
ber, 1898:
chimney of the mill, emitting its thick j Alexander De Alva Stan wood. The
Alexanders of Maine. 1898.
volums of smoke like the funnel of a I
1031.1
steamboat; groups of straw-thatched huts Barton, William E. A hero in homeA tale of the loyal South.
227 29
constituting the laborers’ quarters; and at j spun. Dr.
♦Beecher,
Lyman. Autobiogra-

past tense—as today,
iiuudred and odd plan-

ts in

pretty well for all the

answers

[.«■

;.m

shade trees.

suspend

operafull\ nine-tenths

the estates

The entrances to

of

some

magnificent avenues of
round, smooth trunks,
oldings
all as exactly alike as though turned by
of
Most
the plantlike lows of Corindn, as far as their machinery, looking
thian columns with green capitals, leadili.-v are woefully

wh

••

royal

burned and

pay the uecless to rebuild,

ing

"ic y t<»

li

ii

will

:

■:

•

to

are

aims, the

some

oveiseers,

Egyptian temple. You see
negroes at work,and swarthy

mounted

ban ponies,
them. Just

on

dashing

their

to

scrubby

Cu-

and fro among

they are mostly planting
nd of April; and it cane and •dearing tip the debris of war;
scads crop will but later you will s.-e some gangs cutting
nr—instead of the cane with machetes; others loading

h*.

1

j

hundreds of

|

make shift

capital and long

i"i

v\

cane

be in

must

now

<

.::i

used to be

the stalks upon ox-carts; others driving
loads to the mills; and others feeding the

antiu-

island.

J

betw.-on the great, steel crushers, beneath whim; a ; 1 iy-like stream pours
cane

truni the number

ii_

■

mily receiving from j
forth ini into pipes to be conducted to the
itUtah's cuiceruiug
j boilers Men. women and children spread
an iug sugar planta |

i.'i

the crushed refuse to

few
thousand
l: f.it

which

dollars—-it

oral of

11 to

n

maided.
ha
md

worth less than

into vats t
shovelled

a

•suppose some impoverbe induced to sell his
a.

i

or on

ne\

at

to

If

by

he guerillas had left its

along until the
marketed, on $250,000,

for

■•me,

in

will be

anies-

and

oue

surely

unless

Cuba,

the
that

for

latter
class

be

they not only manufacture plenty
themselves, but export immense quan-

Cuban manufacturers now make the finer

of svndi-

not of in-

of the best

tities of sugar of better quality and at
lower prices, to all those countries which
used to buy of Cuba
Hence few of the

but to attempt it with a
>unt would be sheer modbusiness

manufacture

now

and rub

i'

dr\

beet-root sugar which France, Germany
and other European countries put upon
the market.
Before that time they imported all their line sugar from Cuba;

'Hidings intact,an experit 1
manage) might set
••■

tilled with soft

white sugar: but about the years 1884 a
revolution occurred in the sugar industry, caused by the enormous quantifies of

credit;

command.

as

cars

Afterwards the sugar is
into bags and hogsheads—the
»

prolii in the

do anywithout a

mpossibic
property

I

<

song,

serve

suuaie

in the sun, after
fuel.
In another

latter to be hea.irh by coopers, the former
sewed up with twine.
Half a century ago
the Cuban planters found their greatest

several

cost

will

dry

sugar are rolled ai mg a track to be weighed and then thmi contents are dumped

There is not

many

it

department

misappre-

sugar growing.

101 a poor man, or
niusiunces, to dream

■

grades, but coniine

themselves to the brown
varieties and what is known as “raw”
No industry is more exacting and
sugar.

|

!

j laborious. The grinding season extends
remaiu in the peace and i
from December to April, and then work
rather than to risk the
goes on uninterruptedly night and day,
f this chaotic country,
one gang relieving another for a few hours
md thing to ride through
sleep. The ripening cane must have its
*'anta Clara, notwithstandjuice expressed promptly, at just the
arable natural
can

beauties,

i

right time,

made the trip.
The
live years ago, I thought
bed plaius back of Cienfuemve

if its full value is to be

tained and serious loss avoided.
the stalks

Cuban

flowers, over-arched

are

left too

overseer

was

never

his long cutting whip,
machete and pistol; but

skies of eternal summer,
line this way the war had

as

seen

re-

If the

long in the field
tends to crystallize, whereby
very garden-spot of the sap
ess paradise
of towering amount of juice is diminished and
A few years ago
vv cane, soft
airs, singing quality impaired.

■'<>us

the
the
its
the

without

well

as

his

now-a-days he
j wears
only the latter. The disappearance
arly three years, anil the
of the whip is as much due to an improveitidied fires huug over the
j ment on the side of
humanity, as to the
black
'•use,
pall. There
fact that plantation labor is now nomin<■
rip, for every knoll and
free.
The darkest shadows of the
ide a murder-ms band of ally
lie far in the past.
For centuries
picture
or the no less to be fear*
j the blood-thirsty spirit of Spanish slave! guerilla
“patriots.” To- I
holders had free scope in Cuba; and after
i*blue and untroubled as
the aboriginal race was sacrificed, milembers ceased smoking i
lions of Africans were done to death by
but where are the happyinsufficient food, the lash, the
adored people that swarm- | overwork,
to fill the pockets of
stations and loitered along i tread-mill—Simply
masters and satisfy the motherrapacious
ads;' Death has gathered
demands for tribute.
Early
liis shadowy wings—up- j country’s
writers tell us how the slaves were allow”‘boo of the non-combatting !
ed but four hours sleep out of the twenty; e of Cuba wiped out by
four, being worked by watches through• "»r
time.
Where
are
years
out the night.
Later, under the so called
ailed villas, the straw thatchthe blacks could
*
fields of waving cane? The “improved” slave-code,
be kept at work only from sunrise
legally
ce
is like a vast cretnatill sunset, with an hour for rest and
<> hamlet obliterated, every
food in the middle of the day; but this
The
themheap.
patriots
rule was as little regarded during the

j
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1

■

1

■■

'yed 50,000 farms, plantations
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1

aud converted

$00,000,000

owing cane into drifting ashes.
as all over the desolated is-

°4stohia.
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medicine, says of Pe-ru-na, "I liav»
the years of my active practice, not
only
seen Pe-ru-na used with
gratifying results, but
have had occasion to test its virtues myself, arid
during

I

consider it

an excellent medicine."
Another letter of praise comes from I). P„
.Neihart, M. D., of Nebraska City, Neb., a phyI sician with a reputation of 68 years’ constant

practice. He writes us,
pleased with the work of

"I

am

well

so

Pe-ru-na in the
I have been using it, that I

numerous cases

refrain from infoiming you of the
results obtained. I deem' it useless to detail
every case, for they are
many, for which I have used and prescribed this remedy ; but I will say I have
never been disappointed in results.
Have used hundreds of bottles and in my
estimation Pe-ru-na stands first and foremost of all
medicines."

_^cannot

good

proprietary

It is not strange that Pe-rtt-naisso highly endorsed bv
physicians. Pe-ru-na
is a prescription that I)r. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, the famous catarrh
specialist, has used in his practice for over 40 years. To the use of tliisprest riptiorlie at-tiibutes his wonderful success. Pe-ru-na cures catarrh no matter in what
Part of the body it may be located. For the benefit of anvone suffering from
catarrii who will write him, Dr. Hartman will give his advice and
special direotions, absolutely free. Pe-ru-na can be bought and should he
procured immediately. for any catarrhal affection, at your druggists.

1

•<

aking

••

it is a pretty sure tiling that
medicine is all that it is claimed to be. J. W.
Egbert, M.D., of Neosho, Mo., a graduate of t.hree

schools of

s'

!

proprietary medicine,

)tiie

Ov Anal lit Don 1

n

i

Acknowledged by Physicians.
Dr. Egbert Took It Himself.

rNOWX to

the

Masons, the officers elect of Jephthab Chapter, No. 41, O. E S., were publicly installed
by P. G. VV. M. Annie M. Eaton of Bangor,
assisted by Grace Pease as G. M., viz:
Linda Tracey, VV. M ; Henry Tracey, W. P.;
Grace Pease, asst M ; Wm. R Keene,Secy ;
Josephine Stanley, Treas.; Mrs. VV. R.
Keeue, Cond.; Mrs. Geo. Gilley, Asst. Cond.;
Philena Clark, Adah; Blanch Brown, Ruth;
Mrs. Amos Brown, Esther; Bertha Lamont,
Martha; Aljava Norwood, Electa; Alice J.
Deliver, Chap.; May L. Sawyer, Mar.; Ida
Clark,Organist, Julia Lamont .Warder ; Amos
S. Brown, Sent. At the close of the exercises a banquet was served in the
banquet

are thirty estates within a
day’s ride of
Cienfuegos. They went en masse into
the Cuba army, and by the disbandment
‘dice, >n
h is indicated by
of that body are again let loose
upon the
; growing
listless by day and
odors.
Thus, if a lot appetite
community. Seeing black faces at every
sleepless by night there i- an eneniv
hail iu the Odd Fellows block and the Masons
Philadelphia.
with cane, the fact lurking ready to apply the torch. Write
turn, one finds no difficulty in believing
and the Chapter did ample justice to the
to Dr Pierce.
Your letter will be coniecu button; if the
the oft-repeated statement that more than The Late Hon. Nelson
Dingley, the well loaded tables in waiting.
sidered
lie
strictly confidential and
half the population of New Cuba is deready to cut, a yel- makes no charge for advi
His great
J. L. Stanley and VV. H. Ward have partModel Statesman.
book. Tin People's Comscended from the Africans.
housed their ice crop, which is about 14
"tory : and w hen the thousand-page
ly
They are Frank V <»o\v**n 1'avs
mon Sense
Medical Adviser, will be sent
Tribute l«> tbe
-ned a brown button
inches thick and of tine quality.
Both
free paper-bound for the bare cost of mailmostly uneducated, and of course unfitMcmorv of tlie Fair Mr. Dingley.
; ween
these lots are ing. 2i one-cent stamps, or cloth bound
ted for any higher position in life than
parties since the ice this winter about half a
for 31 stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce.
1899.
“Hon.
Philadelphia, Feb. 1,
mile and have done away with hauling with
ids and bridle-paths; Buffalo, N. Y.
working in the cane-fields, or bushNelson Dingley of Maine, leader of tbe teams. When the weather is cold the ice
ad. zen miles of railin
the
whacking
rag-tag army. Vet even
Republican party on the floor of Congress runs very swiftly the entire distance to
laud, shining, well-kept machinery is a now
in' is brought to the
many of them are growling ominousis dead.”
When 1 read those words in the ice house at the shore. Several traps
thing of the past; in most cases what is ly and
threatening dire vengeance on the
not now rusting uncovered in the fields,
Philadelphia Times on the morning of are placed on the tracks near the house to
in* 1 i 'rnnguero in size
Americans because they are not
given Jan. 14th, the tears tilled my eyes, and I slow the cakes before they go into the buildhas been shipped abroad as old junk.
*i>Lancia.'' a line es
government positions under the new could
only say,one of the ablest, purest and ing.
General prosperity can never return to
attve English munageregime! They say, “we did the fighting
uncorrupted American statesmen of the
war-cursed Cuba until its chief source of
Skeptics Turn Believers and are
and now we want to share in the benefits
■sting than either, bepresent day has met the common fate of Cured—“ When I read that Dr. Agnew’s
wealth -sugar—has been rehabilitated by
of independence.”
Catarrhal Powder could relieve Catarrh in
much sugar though
man.
Nevermore can I see the noble 10 minutes 1 was far from
the introduction of many million dollars
being convinced.
Fannie Buigham IVaiiti.
arge, is the “Ingenio
man; nevermore can I speak with or I tried it—a single puff through the blower
worth of new machinery.
«*u by a thrifty
Misafforded
instant
relief,
stopped
pain over
Belfast Free Library.
clasp him by the hand, for God has called the
A description of one sugar plantation
eyes and cleansed the nasal passages.
icntifio principles.
How To-day I am free from Catarrh.” B L.
him to a happier and better laud.
m

Pe-ru-na for Catarrh

a case.

grand Marshal, viz: Byron H.Mayo, VV. M.;
Frank Doliver, S. W.; James S. Fernald, J.
W.; Jacob W. Carroll, Treas.; Win. R.
Keene, Sec’y; Eben Richardson, S. D.; Fred
Young, J. D.; A. E. Foss, 6. S.; Albert
Staples; J. S ; Win. L. Gilley, Marshal;
Jacob S. Mayo, Chaplain; Amos S. Brown
Tyler.

for the morrow and taking no interest
in
the property out of which
they have to
make a living.
In the season when the

cutting of

uot

Mrs. Josiali Mayo passed away a few days
ago at a good old age.
Capt. Henry Moore, who has been coasting
during the winter, has returned home.
The officers elect of Treraont Lodge, No.
77, F. & A. M., were publicly installed by
P. M. M. C. Allen, assisted by John Reed as

mischief dates farther back and the demoralization began when slavery was instituted.
At any rate the
negroes, freed
from the enforcement of work, are
prone
to be idle and thriftless, having no

was

DOCTORS ADMIT IT.

Southwest Harbor, Jan. 30, 1899
La
grippe has been very prevalent at this place,
while at Bass Harbor, Somesvil le, and at the
islands, three to four miles distant, there,

abolition of

Goes

Correspondence.

Kind You Have Always Bought

grindiug
minds

a

the rain.

season

as

the northern farmer

wetting when his hay is

out

in

phy and correspondence. Edited
by C. Beecher. 1864. 2 v.
Bryce, James. Impressions of South
Africa.

1897.

Chambers, Robert W.
I)e

Amiois, Edmondo. On blue waIllustrated.

ter.
An

account

Ayres in

ontributions to

523.19

civilization,

addresses. 1*97
♦Farrow, Capt. John Pendleton.
The romantic story of David Robertson, among the islands off and
on the coast of Maine.
1898
Howells, William Dean. Christmas
every day, and other stories told
for children.
Humphreys, Mary Gay. Life of

238.27

1898.

essays.

2

189(5.

v.

Muller, Friedrich Max. Auld lang
8syne. With a portrait. 1898....
♦Olmstead, Dwight Hinckley. The
Protestant faith or salvation by
belief.

1897.

♦Parton, James.

ing

the

or

up,

in

189(5.

times

of

William

E.

427 20
!
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j

335.22

Meadows.

romace

of

Two

once

928.18

B-M 8

said,

fortune if he had been

so

till

the snowy

She sewed and sewed

to

the end of her

thread;

“This isn’t a
It’s a bonnet

baby-dress,

member of Congress for
honesty,
the purpose of legislating for his own selfish interest to build up a princely forfor himself.

Like

Washington

in

was

and when

February

St.

for you

torted the kicker

1

ain't

|T

>wn

a centipede,”
Topics.

re-

making,

thoroughly

respect of his fellow-men. He was the
model statesman.
God bless his name
wide

Of

evermore.

knowledge,

of

refinement, pure feelings and wonderful
self-control.
“Self

r

knowledge, self

reverence

and

self

control,
These three lead life to its perfect whole.”
The last time I had the pleasure of meet-

436.17

ing

Mr.

Dingley

was

at the International

session of the Good Templars in Boston a
few years ago. 1 noticed then that he look-

1113.24

ed
117.16

tired,

but for all that he

and talk.

It

wTas

was

JOIiliKlis

513.13

27

119.1

pay
expenses and should as
soon as possible put a stop to it by such a
revision of the tariff as -would provide
to

234 13

|

Now-a-days the negroes and
mongrel-blooded workmen look upon the
harvest season as the holiday of the year,
Teacher—Willy, what is a mushroom?
notwithstanding its arduous labors; beSuccess comes to those who persevere. If
Willy Heatitt—A mushroom is oue of
cause then they are sure of a job, at good
those
take
Hood's
you
Sarsaparilla faithfully and
things you thiuk you eat, but you
with
and it kills you. [Norristown Herald.
will
be
to
besides
the
benefited.
don’t,
persistently,
you
surely
eat,
wages,
plenty

|

|
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THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
is due not only to the originality and
of t he combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original
remedy. As the
genuine Syrup m Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one n avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California t in Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. I n order t o get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

simplicity

—
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Hampshire

Fire Ins. Co.,

Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.(>L
uii Bell,.<t and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ar< NCitf
west via all routes, for sale 1 ■> 1
W
unto:
LFO. F. FA \NS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice 1 resident and «.Jeuerai Manager.
F
E. Boothjsy. Lee
j•;,>«. and Th-kef Agent.
Portland. Nov. 25, 1898.

MANCHESTER, V H.

t1

Incorporated in 1809. Commenced business i::
April, 1870.
Kkkv’ii, Pres. Geo. E. Kknhai.i Sec v.
Capital paiil up in cash, $1,000,000.

John

A SS ETS I EC K M It E R

31, 1898.

Real estate owned by the company.
unincumbered.. ..'
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

121,947 31

Cash in office and in bank
Premiums in Uuecourseof collection

130.583 00
187,023 38

Guaranty Fund.

$3,100,880 05
3,000 00

liens).
054,100 70
Stocks and bonds, market value— 2,013,325 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
53.3oo oo

at

actual

On

or

value,$3,103,880 05

DECEMBER

Altll.rriKS,

HORSES.

31. 1898.

About February

10tlf

WE SHALL RECEIVE

Net

amount of unpaid losses and
claims..$ 133,014 95
Amount required tosaieiy re-insmc
all outstanding risks. 1,000.920 20

All other demands.

25 Head of Horses 25

70,555 50

Weighing

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 3.217,090 71
l.ooo.ooooO
Capital actually paid up in cash
940.783 84
Surplus beyond capital

from

lOOOto

1 .">00

pounds

Total

These horses are direct front the farms where
they were raised i.ud hat*' never been exposed t*

...

contagious disease-, thus ensuring the buyer a
sound, rugged, healthy horse, used to deep snows

FIELD & omillV, Vgents,

P.ollast.

and hard work.

5

These horses will be on sale at the stable I
IS I- I.FAST LIVELY CO.
Native and sec..;e• -!u:ud horses taken on
6w4
change.
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SEEDS and
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—

current

adequate revenue to carry on our governThat minority report oi me Democrats ment and secure good wages for our workof the House Committee on Merchant ! iug men. He regarded the liquor traffic as
Marine and Fisheries against President the
known to man and the
greatest
McKinley's shipping bill seems to be a cause of the enemy
greater part of thepmperof vituperation of a particularly
mass
blackguardly kind, without a shred of ism,crime, idiocy and insanity in our land.
fact or argument.
It purports to have “Such a mighty wrong as this,” said he,
been written by a Southern Democratic
“ought to be overthrown by the Christian
Congressman hitherto unknown to fame, and moral
The temperance
people.”
but it bears the earmarks of the foreign
steamship monopolists who are frightened cause can ill afford to los such a man;
half to death at the thought that the but God rules and we can only bow to his
American Government may give Ameriwill.
It
can ships a fair chance against them.
Noble son of Maine, brilliant scholar,
looks as if the European “combine” had
in this instance over-shot its mark. [Bos- able statesman, and friend of the temperton Journal.
ance reform, farewell; may the breezes
murmur gently and the birds sing sweetTo Cure a Cough in One Day
ly over your resting place in the dear old
To Cure a Cold in One Day
State of Maine.
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
"Sing unto him, honor and praise him, oh Maine,
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day
thy son and thy foremost of fame,
Be glad for him, place of his birth.
Have
joy for the sake of the day he was born,
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c.
and the years that made him a man.”
If it fails to cure, your
trial size free.
Frank W. Gowen.
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
& Co.

THI E-TABLE.
On and utter >ov. 27, I M.s. t rams eonm r,,.
at Bun.ham and Wan r\ iwjii. tiuoin.
•raia.-

FEED,

1 remember he said at that time that we
had been borrowing large sums of money
17

this Sale, ajut

EOH CASH.

Maine Central R.R

GRAIN,

about the time when

England cotton mills were closing down and throwing hundreds out of
employment, and this demoralization of
business and of wages seemed to weigh
heavily on his mind.

GLOVES,

Especially for

VEHY EG IV Eli ICE.

a

Swan {Slley Co.

full of life

the New

XOT Eoiight

tire

..'VI I V,...

there for the

estab-

REEFERS,

AND

Nicholas.

of the land he

once

JERSEY

after ail ;

and

himself just such a character as Mr. Dinley’s. It is, indeed, a thing of his own

for

GOODS

CAPS,

MEN AND BOYS’ PAFTS, &c.

icilf he Solti at

a

young man in our nation to-day
has it in his own power to establish for

1042 2

ftgfTHESE

COATS,

SHIRTS, BOYS’

for my littlest doll!”

[Harriet Sterling,

“Lucky

FUR

SRITTENS,

disposed

Every

241.19

1048

through,

position,

lished he will secure the confidence and

1013

and

COATS,

FLANNEL

have

“There is no recent character to which
the rising generation of young men in
America can be pointed with better hopes
of good results than in that of Nelson
Dingley, Jr. of Maine.’’

1011 28

CANVAS

Then, holding her work to view, she said:

more

people
loved.
Well did the Philadelphia Press
say in its article entitled, “The Lesson of
Mr. Dingley’s Life:’’

A noble queen.

Indian history. 1892.
♦Wells, David A. Recent economic changes and tlieir effect on
society. 1890.
Woolson, Constance Fenimore. Jupiter Lights. A novel. 1889.
♦Presented.
A

is

it

best interests of the

Gadstone.

1874.

could,

Lincoln and .Sumner he

♦Stanley,

day.
Taylor,

he

and not

tune

Illustrated...B-G 45
♦Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn. Historical memorials of Canterbury.
1857.
Arthur Penrhyn.
Lectures on the history of the church
of Scotland. 1872.
Steel, Flora Annie. Miss Stuart's
Legacy. 1897.
Smith, Arthur H. Chinese characWith illustrations.
teristics.
♦Swing, Dr. David. Truths for to-

is

through

OF-—

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

in and out,
and under and round about,

over

which exceeds in importance that of any other in Congress.
But
Mr. Dingley was a statesman with rugged

birth, development,

story.

a

in that

death of the earth and its

satellite

delegation

dress.’

reproach. As chairman of the ways and
means committee which shapes our tariff
made

7

Life

♦Richards, Lysander Salmou. Vocophy. The new profession. 1881..
Life and
Ridpath, John Clark.

our

lovely

Ilis death, which has been so
“Scorpion!” lie hissed, after the other felfelt by the people of all political ! low had kicked him.

legislation

of Andrew
Jackson
18(53.B-J 12 p
♦Reynolds, Sir Joshua. Literary
works.
With a memoir by H. W.
Beechy. 1855. 2 v. 1142.14
♦Richards,Lysander Salmon. Breakand

and

us

CONSISTING

lawn
Was bunched and crumpled and gathered
ami diawn.

have

conservative.

NEW AND UP-TO-DATE GOODS,

of cloth, I guess,
a

+

has

pulled her needle

And

keenly
parties, removes from Congress a great
leader, whose character was as pure as the
snow that falls from
the heavens, and
whose honesty and integrity were above

|

1127.15

and

from

:

culture.
Martin, Marion. Yellow Beauty.
Illustrated by H. Runner
Mathews, W. S. B. How to understand music: a concise course of
musical culture by object lessons
work and

son

delegation was broken
for the first time in many years and now
Congressman Dingley has been taken

225.35

K 02 d

service

And

the Maine

broken.

Kipling, Rudyard. The day's work.
Mahie, Hamilton Wright. Essays
on

thus

1057.18

Schuyler. With portrait.
1898
(Women of colonial
and revolutionary times.).B-Sch
Keenan, Henry F. The conflict
with Spain.
A history of the war

public

She

years ago, Hon. Seth L. Milliken, whom
i had known from boyhood, died, and

358 28

Catherine

of

iu Congress whose
been faithful and

19

328.2

And said: “From this piece
I'll make my baby brother

i

REHEMBER THESE ARE

Miss Dorothy Dot, in her little red chair,
Put her thimble on with a matronly air,

desire the banish-

earnestly

State governments.
Maine lias always been true to her

and

other essays and

who

Our Entire Stock of Winter Goods
will be Closed Out Regardless of Cost.

The Seamstress.

ment

>if a voyage from (ienoa to Buenos
steamer carrying emigrants.)
Maria.
Rosamond. A

series of tales.
Eliot, Charles William. American

Congress

a

of this awful evil from the recognition and protection of our National and

B-B 391

a

Edgeworth,

him

won

COMMENCING MONDAY, JAN. 2.

been
that of thousands of others and may be
yours. Sold by Kilgore <& Wilson and A.
A. Howes & Co. Hi.

lasting fame, and whose
able addresses on the prohibition of the
liquor traffic will ever he remembered by
have

those

1148

the halls of

debate iu

public

Lorraine. A

romance.

Eagan’s (Eaton, Pa.,) experience

the State of Maine will miss her great son,
whose scholarly attainments and skill in

■>

They Save",'/;.v,w'',' Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet, You Want
EXPENSE.

j

PORK,
If

you

will tell

will

you

spending 25

call

store

we

all about them, and

by

cents you

at

our

may

save a

LARD,
HAM,
AND ALL

great

deal of money.
We
Purest

select

and

KINDS OF

the very best WHITE I.EAH when you pain
There can be none better made than the

BURGESS, FOBES & CO.
PURE WHITE LEAD.

GAME IN ITS SEASON.
with

only

care,

the

JOHN A. FOGG.

MARION K. BROWN.

....

BEST OF DRUGS,
....

and

sell

at

LOWEST PRICES.

POOR & SON,
DRUGGISTS.

the

t,

Howes Block, Higli
Corner Main,

St., BEELI
i? ir tr T i’act
maix'k*
AST, MAIN
L.

Old Dutch eorro
ounce warranted pure.
Ground in pure linseed oil.
or
will
order
it.
3m&.
Your dealer has it

Every

sion.

BURGESS, FORKS & CO.,
Portland, Me.

Floor, Ha? aol Straw.
I have just received and in store l|car Barrack’s
Best Michigan Patent Flour, 1 car Valley City
Milling Co., Lilly White, Best Michigan Patent
Flour; also in store Albion, Washburn’s and Pillsbury’s Best. Hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
by the lot or hale. 1 have the finest flour and can
make low prices. Call.
31tt
ALBERT M.
4 Front

t

Street aiul

CARTER,

Sibley’s Wharf

$135 for 90 Days
A few

Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
Above salary guaranteed. Call or
J. H.CILLEY,
address,
6111 1
14 riain Street, Belfast, Me. |
to Canvass.

Begins?

When the Century

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
PUBLISHED EYKRN

HII RSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Oo.

Republican

PIL8BURY,

CHARLES A.

It

to be

seems

against the
Congressional district.

held in the second

The assets of Galen C. Moses of

repurted millionaire,

a

worthless

Bath,
mainly of

consist
He

securities.

was

rich

on

five-year-old chestnut;”

a

we see
are as

many
old as

ing makes

From the inner room a voice is heard—
The logical brain of Howes is stirred—
At all other ideas she laughs in derision,
Nineteen hundred and one is her decision.

one w

1

...

The Thomaston Herald says one Major
II M. Lord will go to Congress from this
Let’s see.
district.
Lord—Lord—who
the deuce is Lord? Did anybody ever
hear of such a person? [Bath Times.

f

lying.'1

ueaty

are

warned

opposed
directly responsible. They
that such might be the re-

hi aid

»unded in the battle with the insurgents
vst week, is upon their heads.

w

l

ivery
for

against the treaty will be

vote

Aguinaldo,

a

for Malayan insurrection, a Note for more bloodshed in
lie Philippines.
It will be a vote against
Dewey, Otis and our soldiers, a vote
the
a
vote against the counigainst
flag,
try.
[New York Herald.
Hale and Hoar were the "illy Republiw

a

vote

who voted against ratification, and
they lid. so in company with 22 Demo*; a■ s, 2 Populists and one “silver” seuacans

-Pettigrew.

ato:

silin
■n

t

.i.

iv'

g,
■:

m

i.

>;

cause

is

championed by

the common
about,
State's fostering care much;
Alexander, so sure,
than the highest institutions of j
mind,

eived

a

interest of peace and
A

a

as

light dawns

child nine years

we

her

daughter

|

women

and

men.

rattled.

The question is hard,
With desperation she plays her last card,
And utterly regardless of whys or when
Declares a child not nine till its birthdays
Damon is

count

ate

Says Maria, a child is nine in its tenth year,
Even Mary concedes that is evidence clear.
So counting by centuries we are forced to
admit
That the present one. this year, makes its
PART

THIRD.

still inclined to

doubt

the evidence given disposed to tlout:
reason clamors for a little more,
Let them make a cal. at the parsonage door.

Ami at
1

If

nomination and elecj
Another member lias ; I

am

is

He will tell the result of
And we had no cause to

a more ambitious
He
program.
candidate for President of the Senate

absolutely

our

true and

loving mother,

a

smile.

mind.

vote

right,
fight.

kind

an

election to

p. iieum orsia

seri-

or a

Mrs.

40 in. Brown Colton,

or

30

lr

Bleached

30

Capt. lddo

in 23

Alice Isabella, wife of William G. Barker,
died at her home in Salem, Mass., Feb. 5th,
Mrs. Barker was the daughter of Mrs.
Charles H. Miller, who was John S. Kimball’s youngest daughter. The family formerly lived in Belfast, and was prominent
in business and social life here. Mr. Kimball built the house in which W. H. MeLellau, Esq now lives, and the firm of Kimball & Miller was one of the leading conCharles
cerns doing business in this city.
II. Miller was a brother of Wales L. Miller
of this city. The funeral of Mrs
Barker
was held in Salem Tuesday afternoon.

and give the children the educational faWashington, Feb. 5. Col. James A. Sexcilities ai d sanitaiy surroundings alike ton, commander in chief of the Grand Army
due to them and to those who are taxed of the Republic, died at a quarter past three
Few realize the mis- o’clock this morning at Garfield Hospital in
for their support.
He had been ill for some days with
this city.
chief done by confining children in illy
pneumonia. In 1808 he was elected comventilated, badly lighted rooms. Better wander-in chief of the G. A R. He was past
loss of education than loss of health. The commander of the Department of Illinois,
one may be made up, while the latter can
G. A. R., and a member of the Loyal Legion,
There needs to be an Chicago Union Veterans League, and the
never be regained.
we
and
irust
in
thi6
Marquette Club. He was a Mason of high
direction,
awakening
that the earnest words above quoted may degree. Col. Sexton’s family consists of his
wife and nine sons and daughters.
bear fruit.

1

1

Herbert Gulifer, who survives her, with
She leaves one brother,
four children.
Wesley Campbell of Palermo, and two
sisters, Mrs. A. K. Wood of Belfast and Mrs.
Sylvester Tobey of China. The funeral was
held at Brooks Tuesday afternoon, and the
burial will be at Somerville.
William Daisley of Searsmont died at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Keen, in that
village last Sunday. Mr. Daisley was a native of Ireland and came to this country
when a young man. He came to Seatfsmont
with the crew at work in building the St.
George canal, and settled in the village,
which has since been his home. He wras a

private

of Co.

F,

the war, and was
of peace,

in times

Infantry during
a good soldier, as he has,
been a good citizen.
8

Maine

In the death of Captain John Mclntire,
which occurred Feb. 1st, Kockport is called

..

company, market value
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cush in the company’s ptincipal
oilice and in bank.
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection.
Special cash Deposit, New Mexico.
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1 Case Hed

400

$4.50,

new

spring styles, just

<!)

some

the same

looms, worthy
and

see

of

exceptionally good

your

r>o oozrs

Strong

Values.

Cotton Huck
4 1-2c

Drawers, 25c., 29c.,
OXE V ISE

39c., 50c.

Cotton

Linen

Brandenburg

Diaper.

(Printed on
styles,

Diaper,
33c.

WamMiti

in,

v.

i«lr.

12 1-2c. per

piece

?

Stic,

Diaper,

Cotton Flannel
A few pieces of the 10c.

them.

Short Stories of

value at

fresh from the

inspection.

U

25c. Each

an

IS in

;

Q

79c. io $2.00.

$1.50

designs,

Striped,

2f>e,
have

Ladies’

Organdies.

p
|

Outing Flanne

300 piece* Cotton

New and desirable

received.

Night Robes, 50c., 62c., 69c,

worth
Spreads,
sti(/htli/ soiieil. hut
all perfect, at! tjo at

price,

White,

White Brocade,

Corset Corel’s 12 l-2c.

97c.

most of them

6c. per

quality,

Broken sizes, sold tht
for 30c., to close

*

12 12c

yard.

TABLE LINENS.

You’ll pf

Buying

j

Unequalled,

Because the Best.

98,130 53
10,939 22

188,430 00
10,000 00

20

a large lot oi Tabling.' sliyhiK
will wadi out the lust w
what
tut
only) nothing
BIO REDUCTION and w ill give our customers the benefit.

direct from the

just purchased
WE have
portation, (hv salt water
bought

them at

a

importers

27
04
32

amount

1,202.028 2f>
500,000 00
814,045 03

Aggregate amount of liabilities including net surplus.$2,510,073 20
Field & Quimby, Belfast, Agents.
ANNUAL

m
••

Blue Figured,
Bed Figured,
Pink Figured,

Cotton Underwear.

Marseilles

1,808,119 51
1,750 00

..

Surplus beyond capital.

00,

90,14174

actual value...—
2,510,073
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount ol unpaid losses and
claims.
200,098
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks..
993,700
All other demands against the com2.703
pany, viz: commissions, etc
of liabilities except
capital stock and net surplus—
Capital actually paid up in cash

piece.

39c.

A BIG VALUE.

237,149 06

of all the admitted
of the company at their

..

2F>c. per

We

47e

Spreads,

**

1

yard,

Cotton. 21c

custoner)

Bed

Plain
to

sell by the piece.

All

Aggregate
assets

12 yard pieces worth 5c. per

Or jeer tloz

Crowley's Sjiool
to

in

He

**

Coals' Sjtool Cotton, (10 spools

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Incorporated in 18G7. Commenced business in
1878.
Ciias. B. Whiting, Pres.
James \1. Taintor, Sec’y.
Capital paid up in cash, $500,000.

liens)..
Stocks and bonds owned by the

3.70,

10.00.

Co.,

ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered
.$
Loans on bond and mortgage (lirst

■•

••

•‘•00,

JOB cor or

»c
“

Jijp^Call

—

5 1-2c. and 6c.

Valenciennes Laces
Sc

Dress Bones,

■IIImIIIiIII

Orient Insurance

Total
Mrs. Eldora Gulifer died at her home in
Brooks Feb. 3d, after a brief illness.
She
was born in Somerville, Maine, her maiden
name being Campbell, and was the wife of

II

1-2c.,

(jQc.

17c

If you are j
further attacks.
run down or emaciated you j
should certainly take this:
nourishing food medicine,
III

.00,

7.00,
4c

■

—

••

and 10c. to closeout at

Or.

c“

yd. pieces, usually

21c

strengthens, builds up and
makes the body strong and
healthy, not only to throw
off this hard cough, but to
fortify the system against j

—

Sc.,

were

4

13c Dress Shields,

J

W
50c. and $1.1x5, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

That

to

L’-.'.lt,

3

3 3-4

ells at 4c <f' 5e jeer yd.,

;

—

|

'•

Bleached Twilled Crash,

will do this when everything 1
else fails. There is no doubt.
It nourishes,
about it.
j

j

yd

per

feu

a

from far below tb,

llegular price .jtl.OO,

Percales,

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

K. Paul of

j

The light fall of snow the latter part of
'Vhe weakest spot in the school of the
last week interfered somewhat with the
is
the
want
local
of
interest
in
present day
j
The average citizen, business of ice cutting, but Monday afterthe local school.
does not know much about tiie physical noon it was resumed, and the harvest will
surroundings in the way of the school continue until all the houses are filled.
buildings, yards, rooms and furnishings! There seems to be a
great desire that the
in which his children are placed. He does
Masonic sociables should continue, ami it is
n >t know the teacher, her fitness for her
j
place, or the work she is doing. The hoped the brothers w ill consider the matter
hauge in the administration of schools and give the public another enjoyable evenhas made a great change in the feeling ex- ing. Many outside the order would will ingisting ir the community toward the ly take part in the exercises, if so desired.
school
There are many things which the
Mr. Charles Bickne.ll of Rockland was in
town < annot do for the schools.
Local
town the first of the week, seeing what the
interest must furnish the means or work
for grading the grounds, and furnishing prospects were for buying cedar posts, poles
books, casts, pictures, etc. It is better and lioop-poles. He lias negotiated with
that this work be done through local Mr. E. B. Elwell to buy and
pay cash for the
agencies than through the town as a mu- above named articles lauded at the wharf.
nicipality.
All farmers will do well to consult with Mr.
There is much truth in the above paraElwell.
the
of
the
from
State
report
Supergraph
Dr. Colson’s cottage at Temple Heights
intendent of Schools.
Not only is the was broken into a few days
ago, aud every“average citizen” ignorant of the condi- thing turned topsy-turvy, but whether anyor
not
was
taken
cannot
be kuown unliing
tion and needs of the schools, but those til the owner makes au examination
The
who make the appropriations for the Paul cottage near by was also entered by
was
a
of
glass. Everything
maintenance of the schools are equally, breaking square
ransacked, and if anything is missing the
and we might add culpably, ignorant. owner will know when he comes to look
The idea seems to be how to cut down ap- around.
propriations; not how much is really necGrand Army Commander Dead.
essary to properly support the schools

Wo liaye only

10c. Per Pair,

or

Percales (new)

30

was

the

Worth More

:i

throat affection. |
You need something j
that will give youj
strength and build j
up the body.,

Ingraham of Belfast;
Arad H. Mahoney; bouquet,
Mrs. Andrew J. Donnell.

bouquet,

They're

o\i: case

|

DOMESTICS,

ous

basket of flow-

Searsmont died at
the next Senate and then a re-election. ! He will take them back to the beginning of ! his home in that town last Sunday at the age
of 77 years and 5 months. Capt. Paul was
time,
is that this sav.us over much
1' M-rtns t
And with knowledge almost, if not quite, born in Belmont, now Morrill, ami in earlyof cut and dried politics, of which the i
life followed the sea. He early became masdivine,
pi-npi. Will sometime became surfeited.
He will say the question of all mystery is ter and for several years sailed the larger
Then ■here is likely to be a smashing of
j
class of vessels in the foreign trade.
While
shorn
slates.
If they begin to count birthdays the moment following the sea he lived in Rockland.
On
retiring lie took his father’s farm in Morrill
they're born.
made no attempt to report Gen.
\\
and lived there several years, but subseare
and it would have been Counting time by calender there can be no
Goidoii s e
J
quently bought a place in Searsmont. Mr.
-i
som<other
well
mistake,
papers followed our
Paul was an honest aud honorable man, very
l ias is the way a
•examp
daily paper Count one at the start, and as sure as fate
hearted and outspoken—no one was
plain
They will find the parson is not in fun.
tells me* .>toi \
ever at a loss to know what he thought or
When he says it opens in nineteen hundred
Gen. Ewell had a line horse and one day
believed, and when he gave bis word be
and one.
'liit
in a scout.
w.u
He was chased
lived up to it.
back by the Union cavalry and the conLeague Member.
federates seeing the approaching soldiers
Maggie (Doe) Mendenhall died at her
opened lire upon them. When Gen. Ewell
home in Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 81st, at the
NOKTHPORT NEWS.
dashed up among his troops he exclaimed,
She was born in Belfast, a
age of 2(i years.
are you
‘Boys, what in
shooting at me
fm ?“
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Knowlton of Bel- daughter of the late William and Leonora
The “boys” replied that they did not fast spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Doe, and was the wife of Luther Mendenhall
know it was he.
of Memphis.
She leaves four sisters and
ward Drinkwater.
Gen. Ev.ell said: “That is a good exthree brothers, Annie Jipson and Amy
Rev.
R.
T.
will
afterCapen
preach Sunday
use; but you must be more careful for
Vogelsang of Medford, Mass,, Mary Nason
noon, Feb. 12th, at 2 45 P. M. at the Baptist
.you might kill the best man in the ConN. H., Lizzie Crandlemire of Bel1,of Newton,
federate army.”
church.
fast, Wm. Doe of Liuoolnville, George Doe
For the best man read best mare.
As
Will it be Mr. or Mrs. Superintendent of
of Albion, and Chas. A. Doe of Philadelphia.
given above the story is pointless, as well schools? Wait until the votes are counted
The remains arrived here Monday morning
as
unjust to the lecturer and to Gen. and see.
and funeral services were held Monday
An attempt by another paper to
Ewell.
Mr. Robert Sylvester formerly of this place,
afternoon at the Methodist church,
Rev.
tell the Gem Barlow incident was hardly now' of Rock laud, was iu town last Sunday G. G. Winslow
officiating.
more successful.
visiting old friends.
This involves

^“Note These Prices,

You have used all \
sorts of cough reme- j
dies but it does notj
yield; it is too deep j
seated. It may wear j
itself out in time, but j
It is more liable' to
]
produce la grippe, I

We feel

Percy Tower;

• •-

• •

OUTINGS

ers, Mrs. Alfaretta M.

in his

renew

a

Mr. aud Mrs.

convinced that they will find
sure

A THOUGHTFUL EXPENDITURE IS THE WISEST ECONOMV

of Samuel and Louisa

that our loss is her eterThe funeral was held at her late
nal gain.
home Friday afternoon, Rev. Win. C Baker
of Searsmout officiating.
The flowers were
numerous and beautiful, and consisted of a
sheaf of wheat from Mr and Mrs. Albert
Marriner; wreath from Mrs. Jennie L and
Miss Hattie B. Marriner; basket of flowers,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Marriner;
bouquet,

aud

dual exit.

arc

wife,

Man;

Low Prices that Reach Tall Values.

NOTIONS, ETC,

neighbor and friend, and will be greatly
missed, not only by her immediate family
but by a large circle of neighbors and friends,
for whom she always had a pleasant word

ten.

laid -»ut

after next.

Be Wise, Be Watchful, Be Early, and You Will Find

Marriner

Gardner of
Lincolnville. In 1801 she married Austin T.
Marriner, who survives her. They at onee
moved to East Searsmout, where she spent
the remainder of her life. Seven children
were born to them, six of whom are still living. They are Albert A., of b-lmont, Mrs.
Leslie S. Marriner of East Searsmont, Fred
A. Marriner and Mrs. Percy Tower of Belmont, Miss Hattie B., and Edgar T. Marriner wbo live at home.
She was an affection-

could

old is nine till its

That is acknowledged by both

The minister

a

one

on

• • • •-

—

died of heart failure Wednesday evening. Jan. 25th, at her
home in List Searsmont, at the age of (»0
She was the
years, X mouths and (i days.

ten,

If any there

member of the present Maine House

a

And

humanity.

has formally announced his candidacy for
the Speakership of the next House, assuraing, of course,
turn to that body.

Wisconsin ; and 10 grandchildren. She read
the Bible a great deal, was interested in the
current events of the day, and had a retentive memory
Naturally of a cheerful
disposition, she always looked upon the

Nickerson.

Mrs. Louisa 1)

Mary insists there is nothing to fear,
We are living the century year by year,

postal card last week
ham George S. Bou'well, President, and:
Ewing Winslow, Secretary, Anti-Imperialist League, urging us “to write or telegraph immediately to both the Senators
*ui State, addressing them at the
Horn
nit ad Mates Senate, Washington, 1). C.,
asking them to vote against the ratification >f the treaty.'
This postal reminds
u> of the three tailors of Tooley street,
wiio resolved, “We, the people of Eng- j
etc.
We did not write, we did not
•and,
telegraph; had we doneso we should have
urged the ratification of the treaty in the
uk

was born in Camden, Me.,
daughter of Ephraim and Mary

the

Mrs. Cletie

The

the

do g'-1' inside these schools.

We

the doubt-

positi\ e Mel.), is now slinking with
doubt,
!
Mrs. Howes, in confusion, is squirming
school that;

j

Uamdug. The great n ajority of the youth j Is tit subject, for painter, if
find.
of the
ate get all the education they;
over

;
:

Gathered from all Quarters, and the Price Scaled Helm
Your Lowest Guess.

Piper,
Smith, bouquet of pinks from Mrs.C. Hervey,
aud a bouquet of petunias and leaves from

>

it’s

‘■•■.lege.

needs

She was born in Palmyra, and
lived in
first married
Detroit.
in
had
She
lived 19 years
Monroe,
She
leaves to
in
different localities.
mourn their loss four children—Alvin of
Monroe, Tilton of Brooks, Joseph of Old
Orchard, and Eliza, wife of Walter Grant,
iu Pennsylvania; one brother, Peter Lancy
of Palmyra; one sister, Lovisa Hayden of

we

say

ful few.

the ueeds of the country
they would do the people snore
!
ia
y ; :\ \ ing a visit to the State

v

we

Argus: If the legislattire would
And her
-'viansiou about the ‘"tale and!

i1 Lit

friends.

Deceased

was

Prices.

when

OBITUARY.

days.

Mrs. Eleanor W. Leighton, widow of
Ansel Leighton, died at her home in Bangor
Feb. 4th at the age of.88 years. She was
born in Prospect, Me., Jan. 10, 1811, aud had
been a resident of Bangor since 1817.
Her
maiden name was Saunders. Her husbauil
died in 1877. She leaves oue son—Horace
W. Leighton of the firm of Leighton, Davenport & Co.—and two daughters, Mrs. Mauley
G. Trask aud Mrs. George S. Chalmers, both
of Bangor.
She was during 70 years a member of the Pine Street M. E. Church, Bangor.

I

Monroe. Susan, wife of Alfred Elliott of
this village, died Feb 4th. She had a paralytic shock about one year ago since which
time she had been unable to walk aud
partly lost her speech, but knew her

Melinda M. Philbriek died at her home in
North Belfast, Jan. JO, aged G5 years, 10
months ami 10 days. She was sick only five
and

JOHNSON’S

street.

will put it to vote,
And of the yeas and nays we will all take

Finally

the ratification of

of their unpatriotic course; and the
d‘ the 17a Americans killed and

sult

in

pains

Articles oi
Merit. *

bright side of life, aud she was in all respects a most estimable woman. Deep symSheldon.
She
was
the
last
survivor
(Smith)
pathy is felt for the aged husband, who was
of a family of niue children. At the age of
so faithful in ministering to her wants aud
note.
23 she was married to Walter Philbriek of j
1 so patient, and it is hoped he will be as
Nineteen hundred and one! How many are North Belfast, where with the exception of
kindly cared for during his remaining years
we
two years spent at St. George she has since
until he joins her on the other side. The fuWho b lieve it the birth of the century?
lived. She leaves to mourn their loss a husneral services were held at the church
band and only daughter, .Mrs. D. J. Kimball,
H .inis rly upward thick and fast,
Tuesday afternoon, conducted by Rev. J.
who lived with her, and several grand chilS. Blair.
Frank N'ye, undertaker, took
We have reached a unanimous decision at
dren,and an adopted son Fred E.,who resides
last,
charge of the remains... .The little son of
’n Lynn, Mass.
When only 14 years of age
The question that has caused the world
Horace Dolloif, who lives near Brooks, lias
she became a Christian and ever after tried
scarlet fever. ...Mr. and Mrs. George Gould
fatigue,
to be a faithful
follower
of
her
Saviour.
Is ans ered by the Unitarian Charming
are rejoicing in the birth of a daughter, last
She was a kind and loving wife and mother,
Sunday night; aud Mr. aud Mrs. Walter
League.
a good neighbor, and one ever ready to help
Evans were similarly blessed Feb. 4th.
PART SECOND.
The funeral was atthe sick aud needy.
But hark ! W hat sound is that we hear!
The Belfast Woman's Christian Temperi teuded by a large number of people, who
We one and ail pick up our ear.
by their presence showed the esteem in which ance Union will meet this, Thursday, afterFrom the under dog there comes a growl,
she was held. Rev. G. G. Winslow officiatnoon with Mrs. Sidne\ Kalish, High street,
Which soon grows into a terrific howl.
ed.
The floral offerings consisted of a bon
who will be pleased to see all the members
“Convince a woman against her will
quet i• f pinks from her husband and daugh- present.
She will be of the same opinion still.”
ter, crescent of everlastings from Mrs N S.
Our gentle Maria breaks out anew,
geranium leaves from Mrs. ,T. F.

For the bloodshed at Manila the Senawho have

Alexander ponders—and not in vain—
It's as clear as sunshine after rain,
Nineteen hundred will give us another year
With our oldest friend—let who will sneer.
Mrs. Knowlton says she thiuks we are wrong
And claims her argument is quite as strong,
But there is a saying that might makes right,
And soon she’s the under dog in the fight.

“Lord, loid, how this world is given to

years ago
to suffer severe

pains gradually grew worse and
obliged to do something.
I had become quite fully convinced I was suffering from some
form of dyspepsia complicated
with liver and kidney troubles,
and I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla which perfectly cured
me.
Since then, whenever I feel
all played out I take Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it makes me strong
and hearty. It never fails to
give me relief and comfort.’J. 15. Emerton, Auburn, Me.

hopes, its joys, its tears.”
Conant, also, with earnest voice
Protests against such an early choice.
One year must iiuish ere another begins,
She would give us time to repent of our sins.

has been much complimented.
Howard
was once a boy himself, and “a fellow feel-

well man
when I

a

few

I felt

With all its

Howard Owens speech to the boys at
was well received, and

|

my stomach. At first I paid
little attention to them, but the

Mrs.

the Reform School

always

was
a

began

emphasis McD. says, “certainly not!
To the end of the Century we have not got!
We have not lived one hundred years,

notice of “a

but

chestnuts in the papers that
Methuselah.

were

our

With

The Lewiston Suu has

!h

possess

hundred.

paper.

tors

I
until

souls with patience like Job
While Mrs. Frederick read from the Boston
Globe
An article,proving to all who have blundered
That the Century will begin iu nineteen
We

j

Dyspepsia

Each argument knocking the other fiat.

Littlefield

|

Liver Troubles,

The question raised by Miss McD,
Brought forth both laughter and repartee;
One argued this way, another that,

| Busiae^MauaBer

and

Kidney

PART FIRST.

Channing League one afternoon
(Not wishing to close its session too soon)
Attempted to solve the mystery
Enshrouding the birth of the Century.

Our

BELFAST. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1899.

her most honored and highly
esteemed citizens.
Captain Mclntire was
born in Lincolnville in 1821. He had been
a resident of Rock
port 70 years last March,
aud was a prominent sea captain for many
He is survived by his wife and one
years.
The funeral
son, Clarence E. Mclntire.
services were held Saturday at 2 p. m.
from his late residence ou Beauchamp
to mourn one of

STATE/IENT.

United States Branch of the WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY of Toronto, Canada. Incorporated in August, 1851. Commenced business
in August, 1851. Hon. Geo. A. Cox, president; J.
J. Kenny, vice president.
ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Stocks and bonds owned by the com$3,2(53,140 15
pany, market value.•
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in hank..
151,462 99
172,003 *0
Premiums in due course of collection.
47 309 72
Bills receivable...
20 000 00
Mortgages..

22W pet

Bleached Union Damask,
k, 58 in. wide,
Bleached Linen Dam
Bleached Linen Damask, 60 in. wide,

37' c
49c

Bleached Linen Damask, 70 in. wide, worth 87^., at
Bleached Linen Damask that sold this season for 92c. and 51.00
Bleached Linen Damask, 2

yds. wide, $1.50 quality, ('“S'1-'! only

69c

,79c
9<Sc

Red Damask, 12^c., 25, 37'2c and 42c per yard.

©■^Housekeepers who delight in fine Table furnishings
PIRCES,

will BENEFIT BY mi

FOR REAL WORTH SAVES DOLLARS AND MAKES SATISFACTION.

•••

assets at actual value. $1,653,916
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims... ;..$16">,072
Amount required to salely re insure
all outstanding risks.
854,638
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 1,019.710
634,206
Surplus beyond liabilities.

Aggregate

Field &

Qulmby,

Belfast

All Bundles Delivered within the

City limits FREE OF CHA

66

05
04
09
57

$1,653,916 66
Agents.

FRED A. JOHNSON,Masonic

Ij
*U

ill

loll.

it

will
;-!

OF

\PVV5
c

^Ihfc

BELFAST.
in

of the Probate Court

...-sen
11 r

.bscot

Carter & Co. received
iu Boston yes-

was

week from

change of weather.

|
a

isworth

some

elry

item

Mears has sob! the
the confiscated liquors

mnnercial

says

of

be

the jew-

present.

a supper in the Uniyersalist
vestry this, Thursday, evening Feb. 9th, at.
6 o’clock to which all are invited. It will be
I
i followed by a short entertainment at 7.45.

Admission, including

supper, 25 cents.

of scarlet fever

was

re-

The committee of lawyers on the proposed
the court house, met last Saturday and after an informal discussion ad-

Gen.

journed

Lizzie Dodge, Miss Grace F.
Gentlemen—Mr. Lewis Bryant, Mr.
Farr, F. E Foster, C. F. Hasting.

S. G. Small has opeued a carpentry and
wood working shop in the lower “shipping
office” building on Main street. He recently
•s of a lifetime.
the
wood-work
in
O’ConnelTs
I finished
usually find a market far restauraut and is now
making a large whitethe
herring
sample,
put wood
refrigerator for that, establishment.
ry and labelled “Brook
was ladies’ night at the cotillion party
It
to the west.
But our
in Memorial Hall last Friday, and it was a
selling corn, beans, etc.,
specially enjoyable occasion. The hall and
i\
are first

LordWm

!*

The hose

use.

V

sled

i'arries 000 feet

The number granted for various
as follows: cruel ami abusive
causes
treatment, 14;,gross and continued habits of
iutoxieation, 3; adu.tery, 3; utter disertion,
4
One couple had been married 2U years;
1, 17 years: 2, 10 years: 1, 14 years; 1, 13
husband.

as

was

The Epworth League and Ladies’ Aid Soof the Methodist Church purpose to
have a calico supper in the Lecture Room of
the. Church on Wednesday Evening, Feb. 15.
See posters, later.

Helping Hand Circle, will meet with Mrs.
Annie McIntosh, No. 39 Main street, Monday, Feh 13th. All members are requested
to he present, as the circle is preparing for
the anniversary supper and entertainment.

Florida subscriber in renewing his subto The Journal writes: “We had
rattier go without our
supper than miss one
number. Please send New York
Weekly
Tribune, too. We like that for its sound
politics and general good sense; but our
borne paper, The Journal, we
enjoy most of
all.”

scription

H.

The

neighbors of Harvey
Smalley
assembled at his wood lot last week and cut
12 cords of firewood, which they afterwards
hauled to his house. Mr. Smalley was ill
months and has not yet fully recovered and this assistance is highly appreciated by him.

can etrry 1200 feet if
ni'u-iit of spring,wagons

md

!

and aft. the

■■

same as

probably be substituted
are generally going out

years; 1, 11 years; !,
1. 0 years; 4, 5 years;

Kr<-i-d.)ii, Me.” was the way
iddressed that was posted,
u. un.ng. i.\ an Augusta citizen.
-■*ked jam .f he was sure it
:> Jestiiiati m all
right. “Sure,”

2. 2 years
Parlor

ing

was

Mr.

the mouth
and

rain

was 0

47"

inches;

the

lire the greatest munfor the Recruit. 1J. M.
1 trdiner was second in the

pro»

is

t-

at

8

o’clock.
a

Good music

pleasant

time

is

port Ice Co.: Young Brothers, 1,300 tons for
Washington, I). C.; Harold B. Cousens, 500
tons for St. Thomas. I). W. I.; Lizzie Babcock, 1,000 tons for New Castle, Del-The
Boston Globe says: “The cargo of coal in
the Boston ship Cora, Capt. Frost, which re-

admission to the fair will be
rents, and dance 25 cents.
of food and articles for the
itefully received.

*

encored

patched ami calked the Henry R. Tilton,
driven ashore at Port Allerton in the November gale, and were waiting for a high
The
course of tides to attempt to float her.
Charles E. Raymond is at Vineyard Haven,
and no disposition has yet been made of her.
_The following schooners have been chartered to load ice at Rock port for the Rock-

Veterans, and

iety will hold their lirst
operand dance at Memorial
afternoon and evening,Feb.
coon will be given to the fair,
1 be served at 5.30 p. m., folshed and

were

ton

Maine camp which should
gain in membership dur-

imp, Sons of

Brooks and Mr. Pitcher

Shipping Items
Capt Fields S Pendleof Isleshoro arrived by boat Feb 1st
from New Bedford, where he had been to
look after the schooner Charlotte T. Sibley.
The Sibley was run into by the Bath schoonsustained considerable
er Normandy and
damage to her rigging and upper works.
She is bound to Charleston, S. C., and will
repair and proceed. Capt. Pendleton reports having sold the wreck of schooner
Lester A. Lewis, and that the wreckers Uad

Recruit,

the interest of the Sons
nted A. E. Clark Camp a
’•'ds at the regular meeting
Tne swords were offered
n

•i

Mr. C. C. Brooks.
Recitation and Aria
Gounod.
“She alone charmeth my sadness.”
Mr E. S. Pitcher.

of the Parlor M usical Society is postponed
to Thursday evening, Feb. lOth.

melted snow,

publisher of

Bingham.

The following were appointed a committee
Miss Charlotte W.
for the next meeting.
Colburn. Miss Mary Faunce, Mr. 0.0. Poor.
As the Unitarian society is to have an entertainment next Tuesday evening the meeting

below zero the '2d.
The
t>s and snovs on 8
u

the society Thursday evening, Feb.

Solo, “Conquered,”

5.

12

M

At the meet-

Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.

temperature,
.ratiire lor January, 1808,
u perature
for January

highest

year.

3.

Mean

The

Musical Society.

a

4.

2

report
for the month of Jan-

!

years;

was given
Gounod,
“Lovely Appear”
by chorus.
Sketch of Gounod and Story of Faust,
Rev. J. M. Leighton.
Gounod.
Solo, “Nazareth,”

1.

The weather

as

;

7 years;
3 years;

2nd. the following program

I am sure.
Every
who Aunt Hitty is,
a-iids in writing her never
ssuig !:<-r b> any other words.
as well satisfied for whom
-,se«i is meant as he would
tine
Wits written upon it."
•urnal.
>

i.i

rher.

of

2, 1 year

1,
.,4 years; 2,
and 1, less than
S

of the Baptist and ConEndeavor Societies
was held at the North church
Sunday evening at (J 15 o'clock. The Young People’s
Society of Christian Endeavor was organized
in Portland, Maine, Feb. 2, 1881, and the
A

was

A very pleasant gathering was
home of Mr and Mrs. Horace

Pitcher

down to supper, and

an

Everybody
spersed it

was

manner.

appropriate to the birthday of
the organization. The meeting was led by
Mrs. Geo. S. Mills, and after general anniversary exercises, remarks were made by the
pastors of the two churches, both of whom
are active iu Christian Endeavor work.
There will be the customary prayer and
conference meeting at the North church this,
Thursday, evening at 7 15: topic, Salvation
only through Christ. The Sunday services
will be as follows:
The pastor, Rev. G. S.

Mills, will preachat 10.45 a. m., his theme
being “The Mind of the Master.” Sunday
school at 12 m. C. E. meeting at 0.15 p. m ;
topic, The joy in finding the lost, Luke 15:
1 10.
There will be a lecture by the pastor

social, and with music inter-

in the

vestry at 7.15 p.

m.

All

who

come

to

pronounced by all an excep- these services will be cordially welcomed.
tionally pleasant evening. Mrs. Pitcher
Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
was the recipient of some useful
gifts, and Sunday, Feb. 12th, will be as follows: Serthe company parted leaving hearty wishes
mon by the pastor, at 10 45 a. in.;
Sunday
for many returns of the day for the host and
school at 12 m.; meeting of Junior League at
hostess.
5 50 p. m.; meeting of Epworth League at
Nk\v
Advertisements.
Johnson's bar- 0 15, leader, Miss Abbie Stoddard, topic,
gains this week include table linens, dorneE- “The Joy in Finding the Lost,” Luke 15:1-10.
tivs, bed spreads, etc. Read bis advertise- Should the weather be as severe as it has
ment and then call at. his store in Masonic
been for several Sundays past the services
Temple and see what he has to offer Bur- will be in the large vestry. A cordial greetkett is making room for new
spring goods ing for the stranger, a hearty welcome for
and is offering great bargains in remnant the children, and akiud word for all. Prayer
dress goods, ladies’jackets, millinery goods, meeting Tuesday evening at 7.15.
Class
etc....H. S. Webber. Monroe Centre, lost a meeting Thursday evening at 7.15.
buffalo robe between the city and Orrin
At the Universalist church last Sunday
Peavey's in Waldo. The finder will lie lili- evening a very large audience enjoyed anberally rewarded. See advt_With good other lecture in the series ou the poets by
weather and good sleighing you want a good
the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith. Whittier, the
sleigh, and the place to buy one is at (>0 Quaker Poet, was eulogized by one who had
Main street, of J. W. Jones.... An age it
studied and appreciates the best of his
wanted for Brooks and vicinity... .Sidney
works. The music was unusually pleasing,
Kalisb notifies all persons indebted to him
particularly the solos by Mr. C. C. Brooks
to call at
High street 10 settle their ac- and Miss Edith Pettingill. Mr. Brooks
was

counts-Dinsmore advertises this week a
sacrifice sale of boots and shoes, including
footwear of nil kinds for men, women and

children, at exceedingly low prices_This
is opening day at the Belfast Department

purest

selected

can

money

tea

that

buy, packed

so as

to retain its natural

All the remnants in our stock have been
measured and will be sold at extremely
low (. rices.

aroma

and

rendered

in

flavor, free from the

LADIES' JACKETS.

con-

tamination of the odors of

We have
in stock,

surrounding articles, get

special

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas.

They come only in pound and

MILLINERY GOODS.

half-pound air-tight, leaded
forms, perfectly

One pound makes

pure.

We have about 25 TOURISTS’ HATS
valued 87c. to $1A0, shall sell at

200 cups.

over

30 Jackets and Capes left
which we propose to sell at
low prices this week.
some

fi@“We

for the

room

VACCINE,

and

are

anxious to close out the above goods

big purchase

of

goods, such

new

thousand other attractive goods

a

lor

baritone the

“Lost

Chord.”

Pettingill sang with au ease that is
charming and with distinct enuneitation and
expression. Belfast should be proud of such a
Messrs. N. G. Pettingill
soprano soloist.
Miss

Poor & Son
agents

are

Vaccine

for the

Do not fail to

“National

Establishment”

The

Vaccine

cially inspected
ly reliable.
Special

and

rates to

officers

health

is

the

-AT

Belfast

POOR & SON, BELFAST,

1 his block

clothing

No, ♦).
Feb. >,

I'll K-

Department Store,

48 and 50 MAIN

THE SEA BREEZE.

Me

FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

health
i

Belfast,

bargains.

OPENING DAY

physicians,

1,

spring trade.

offi-

boards.

Vol.

onn

—

thorough-

and

make

GEORGE W. BURRETT,

at

Washington, D. C., and furnish
fresh glycerinized ivory points
direct from them, new each
week.

these

secure some of

to

as

Christian

services were

on

excellent one it
ladies of

was, served by three of the young
the company, in a most graceful

If you like the best, and

union service

gregational

held at the

Congress street, Monday afternoon and
evening, Feb. 5th, it being Mrs. Pitcher’s
birthday. There were present Mrs. Wentworth <*f Searsmont, Mrs. Sarah Conant and
Mrs. Jones of Belfast, sisters of Mrs. P. and
the only brother, Rev. B. C. Wentworth of
Skowhegau, and his wife. Among the guests
were Mr. Jones, W. C. Tuttle and
wife, Mr.
E Conant and wife, Mrs. Kate
Conant, Rev.
G. G and Mrs. Winslow. Twenty-five sat

Remnant Dress Ms.

several

bed of the stream. Mrs. Gilmore

quite badly bruised, but her husband
was injured but little if
The horse
any.
was unhurt, but the
sleigh was broken to
| splinters....
Miss Snell had her right thumb
| broken last
Suuday by getting it caught in
the seat rail while getting out of a
sleigh.

Special Bargains this Week

ciety

The horses of Lancaster & W
to be received tomorrow, will be an extra fine
lot,
and were bought direct from the
farmers
who raised them and have never
passed
through any dealers hands. They will be
w-arranted just as represented.

7 feet to the

GEO. W. BURKETT'S

very well there.

Correspondents of outside papers reported
last week a large amount of ice in the harH E. McDonald submitted a bid yesterbor, and also that the steamer Silver Star did day for building a three-masted schooner
not cross the bay
Wednesday on account of of 750 tons for Massachusetts parties. The
the ice here. The Star’s trip was omitted in vessel is to
be first-class in every respect,
j
order to make repairs, and the M & M. has fitted with
steam heat and all the modern
made her regular landings at Lewis’ wharf
improvements carried on vessels of her
I'mty.and they
twice a day withivery little trouble from ice. class. If
ante room were very tastefully arranged,
he builds a vessel this season his
better
The second of the series of
the ladies and gentlemen were in full dress,
readings from brother, (.'apt. E. S. McDonald, will be assoeii a picked team from
the Belfast Baud gave the best of music, Shakspeare
by Rev. W H. Woude of ciated with him.
Ued team from Belfast,to
‘s alley in the latter city, including two concert numbers, aud at inter- Castiue was given in the Unitarian church
is
u
likely to be played mission Mrs. Fahy served a dainty lunch.
parlors Tuesday evening.
Mr.
Woude
I he Churches.
mouth.
The difficulty
finished the reading of Hamlet, begun at
The Board of Cemetery Trustees has sold
g arrangements so that
the
'urn the same night.
previous meeting, and read a part of the
At the First Parish Church, Unitarian,
the city hearse to James F.Feruald, who will
r-( azette.
first, act of Much Ado About
next Sunday, the pastor, Rev. James M.
.At.
Nothing.
henceforth manage it. as a private business.
the reading two weeks hence this
i\ svi>i presented us a lily
play will Leighton, will preach at 10 45 a m.; Sunday
This act of the trustees was authorized by
be continued.
uis as to its treatment.
school at 12 m.
the City Council by an order passed several
me
and were rewarded
Some families of Indians who have beeu
The following music* will be given at the
months ago. and is one which had been
oit hearing five blossom
of
late become
under consideration for several years.
The living in Belfast have
Baptist church next Sunday: Morning:
wers. Each individual
so troublesome that the
police took them in The Two Angels, Krogmann; Art Thou
office of Sexton of Grove Cemetery, which
art*
white petals with a
hand. Monday the older members of the Weary? Norris.
included the management of the hearse
Evening: Praise Ye the
It is as fragrant and
has been a matter of contention at the an- gang were taken before the Police Court on Father, Cnunod, chorus; Trio, Father, Lead
various charges, and were sentenced to
imal city election for a long time, but the
long I Me, from “Belteshazzar.”
Missioned met in Ivuox
matter is now now laKen out of
local terms in the House of Correction. The niit- j
Following are the services for next Suntimuss. s were suspended on condition
s .1 hearing
on the petithat] day at the Cniversalist Chnrch, Rev. Ashley
politics. li will, liow«*\ er, be subject to
leave
!> t*f the
never
they
to
at
the
town,
and
inghway
return,
the same
restrictions and regulations as
they | A Smith, Pastor: 10:45, preaching by the
gladly accepted the offer
There were two peti- 1 to
Pastor, 12 o’clock, Sunday School; t»: 15
prices, service, etc as formerly.
I
of the hill,and one to
Accidents. Thomas Barton, a hoy of
Voting Peoples' Meeting, Topic: “What
1>ivor< k Statistics.
Tilesion Wadlin,
C uiMnissioners granttwelve years, son of Ilufus C.
Barton, fell can We do to Improve our Town in Beauty,
Clerk of Courts, has prepared for the
Esq
"U l uion street last
suspended action on the State
Thursday evening, and Health, and Education V A cordial invitaRegistrar I Vital Statistics a report broke
Mai
the small bom* <>f his right leg.
meeting of the
tion is extended to all to attend
any or all of
of divorces decreed b> tin* Supreme Judicial
Syreno P. Gilmore ami wife while riding last these services. Those having no church
Court in Waldo County, during the year
i <■ lire department are
Sunday hacked oil' the bridge near W E. home elsewhere are urgently invited to unite
1898.
It. shows that there were24divore.es,
i- s, ladders, etc.,
li*
Bowler’s, on the Se.arsport road. They fell in these services.
20 "U libel of the wife and 4 on libel of the
li

Good

On account of the cold weather there has
been but little fishiug in Swan Lake since
the open time
began, and but few trout have
been taken. Smelt fishermen are doing

e*tra.

List of letters remaining in the Belfast
post
office for the week ending Feb. 4th. Ladies
—Mrs.

week.

one

State Constable Mears made searches and
seizures at the places of Thomas Haugh and
Henry G. Bic,knell yesterday, findiug considerable liquor at both places.

Tlie Unitarian Society will have a Valensupper in Memorial hall next Tuesday
night at (i o’clock to he followed by dancin u
Admission to supper 25eents;

dancing

to

enlargement of

A

Isaac Jackson of South Bel fast has a set of
parlor furniture that was once the property
of Judge Joseph Williamsou, father of Mr.
Williamson, Senior, of this city, and known
to be more than a hundred years old.

city Feb. 1st: “The
:be most interesting disd here, to say nothing of its
it is a pleasure to assure
I ear it that they lost one

?

case

tine

There will be

I
I

that

|

oak for

There are to be matters of impor ance
brought before the meeting of Armor Bearer
Circle, K. D. & S., at its next meeting Feb.
10th, and it is hoped that every member will

irer

recently made an exhibial appliances, which he
•dice of tiie Belfast Light
•s a gas light with electric
t. call bells,
indicators,
d by a battery.

of quartered
George R Poor.

case

Jackson.

they were »>f all sizes and
;gs and demijohns

»v

wall

store of

In the item in last week’s Journal in
regard to Dr. West’s inspection of the Jackson milk herd, for A. S Jackson read A. K.

K.

for the Cream Pub\le., writes under date
saie will be had wit.hiu bO
t advertising bills made
>i.
[The Caxton Caveat.

new

j

,'v? j-hted.

>-

Oue

ported to the Board of Health yesterday
Tile family lives on Washington street.

use

Four persons sat at dinner
George Jones,
recently opened a
together at
barber shop on Pbceuix Row, has gone oiit Mrs. Joseph Dennett's, whose
united ages
of business.
| amounted to 287 years and their united
M. F. Stearns is making a large and hand- weight to 840 pounds.

Journal local

right. The

All

raft of logs last
in their ship-

0. Marden has sold his carriage
J. J. Walker of Liberty.
The Sea Breeze, Brackett & Co., Printers
No. 10 Main St., Belfast, Maine. Call in.

Henry

horse

who

Euterprize has

recent

a
ns.

a

Searsport, for

yard.

Candlemas Day, and
glit,” according to the
will take another
.ter

was

|

The fifth dance of the series of '99 win
l)e
given in Memorial Hall this, Thursday .evening.

ing.

Tuesday.
!:

The Unitariau Whist Party will be given
Memorial Hall to-morrow, Friday, even-

has been

furnishing

and

STREET, BELFAST.

occupied by Mr. Sidney Kalish as a
past 10 years, 1 wish to let

store for the

his old customers know that we have bought his entire stock of
Clothing and Gent’s furnishings, and bought them at prices to
sell.
We shall make these permanent departments in our new

/8qq.

The pen is mightier than the sword—
So many people think:
round,
But the tiling that makes the world go
Is plenty of printers’ ink.

Hats

In

Millinery department

we have only eight trimmed
shall sell for 25c., 50c. and 75c. each.
We have 13 La' ies Capes in cloth and plush, good to wear

store.

WE PKINT ANYTHING.-leaflets.
Envelopes,-- Flyers,+ Pamphlets,~
Cards,-;- Booklets.4- Programs,-; Hill
A Note Heads,^Posters,+Jse.,-; Ac.

our

left, which

we

any time in the year, 44c. to 81.85.
In the Dry Goods department

T. S. B. Guess!
Half of the winter is past.
The S. B. is the smallest paper yet known,
in the country.
M. C. Hill, our Rep. of Belfast, is taking a
good position for the tirst year, at Augusta.
Go slow Legislators with the large hills.
Remember it’s the peoples’ money, ami they
have to pay the taxes.

we

have

some

good trades in

lace, hamburg, etc. Velvet for 11c fancy silk lie. per vard;
Ladies' and Misses’ mittens, 10c.; Boys’, 7c. : Men’s for 10c.
per

pair.
Stationery Department

OUR SPECIALTIES.

We have

some

bargains

in box

in each box at lc.,4c.,
This Time Leaflets, 4 to 6;
paper, 24 sheets ol paper and 24
Store, 48 and 50 Main street, the premises and C. E. White of the Unitarian choir asBooklets, 8 or more.
7c. and 9c. each.
occupied for 30 years by Mr. Sidney Kalish sisted in the double quartette.
turned to Barry while on a passage from as a clothing and
I
Sent by Express, Stage, or flail.
furnishing store. W. H.
after dinner cups and saucers, worth 25c., your choice
BRACKETT & CO.,
Glasgow to Rio Janeiro and was dry docked Richards has bought the entire stock of
1 Ci Slain St.
Palermo. In 1788 the Legislature of Masto stop the leak, has been condemned and
MAINE.
BELFAST,
at
to
PRINTERS,
and
has
adfor 10c.
clothing, etc.,
prices
sell,
sachussetts—Maine was then a part of that
will be discharged. It is likely that the ded a dry goods department, has a
millinery
a law that 1,000 ac res of land
State—passed
>
Some of the other
are Glass, CrockClark, formerly manager of voyage will be abandoned.
The Cora is department and the regular departments
should be reserved for a permanent school
hotel has purchased the McAbstract of the annual statement of the
owned by a Malden resident.”
in bis former store on Phoenix
maintained
fi"in O. W. McCreary and has
fund in each township to encourage the setery, Tinware, Agate and Steel Enameled Ware, Lamps, China.
Aetna Insurance Company,
*<>ii'e needed improvements.
Row. He is offering great bargains, in all tlement of unsettled land. This school lot
The Belfast Farms Creamery. A meetHARTFORD, CONN.
Wire Goods, Wooden Ware, Dolls, Toy s, Notions,
his kitchen and dining
of
some
wbichare
enumerated
ing of the farmers to whom the Belfast Farms departments,
has been misapplied by many towns. Last
On the 31st day of December, 1838, made to
frame annex, increasing his
the State of Maine.
Creamery was owing bills for cream was in his advertisement-H. E. Bradman has year the St cte Superintendent sent circulars
He also rents
and
Indian
etc.
ty ten rooms.
Japanese
neighbors so that his regis- held at the creamery Monday forenoon to open a strictly cash store at No. <>(> High the selectmen and superintendents of schools : Incorporated 1819. Commenced business 1813.
street and will sell Hour and groceries at
VV. II. Kino, Sec’y.
^ixty people last night. Mr. consider a
Our agent in New York has sent us a large assortment of
asking them to look up the matter and re- \Vm. B. Clark. Pres.
proposition by M. C. Hill and
popular with the stockmen E. H.
Capital paid up in cash, $4,000,000.
port. It seems that this lot has been overHaney relative to a settlement and low prices. Country produce taken in ex- looked
cumber one steward, knows
In this lot are the following useful articles: 1
Tinware.
and is unknown to the inhabitants of
ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1838.
>r them.
C«d. A. (*. Camp- starting the business again.
Mr. Hill stated change and grocers delivered free of exA lot of land was laid out Real estate owned by the company,
the present day.
are
&
Son
for
the
and
of
a
manager of the Hotel Im- that the holder of the mortgage would
agents
at tOc., 15c. and 19c each; kett e covers, 4 sizes, one
pense-Poor
unincumbered
.$
in this township in the shape
gore
225,000 00 dinner
:
House. That has a familiar
does the name of the landlord
in
East St. Louis, 111.
The
is
Daily Journal of Jan. 25th

envelopes

Fancy

prominent departments

Jewelry,

departments,

1

styles

-ting Mr. Clark for a short
release her claims if the creditors would
will he called the Ameri- I
He, Mr. Hill, would form a
we bespeak lor Mr. Clark a ; sign off t eirs
stock company aud issue certificates of stock
The
of the
of 1 in exchange for the claims of the farmers,

report

burning

dollar.
taking
Others would furnish* capital sufficient to
j start
the business At ouce. It was explained
J
\ ago, when Mr. Merchant was : that the machinery is of more value if used
business in Belfast. At that in the business as it now is than if taken out
r twenty years or more
later, aud sold, as it is in condition for immediate
family made its barrel of soft use. Some of the creditors objected, and
spring, and the leach barrel was said that if they went into a stock comadjunct of house keeping. All pany they would want the farmers who
I grease were saved to be coufurnished the cream to hold a controlling
*oap and every house keeper was interest. The proposition of Mr. Hill was
k*■ r.
But the home product was not accepted. He then offered the farmers
superceded by the hard soaps. 10 cents on a dollar for their claims and
the claims at 25

Ti"> of Samuel L Merchant of j
The Journal last week called
I our older residents the days,

cents

on

a

1

National Vaccine Establishment at Wash-

ington, I>. C., and the vaccine is officially
inspected and thoroughly reliable. Special
rates to physicians, health officers ami healt
reliable incompanies represented by Field &

boards_See statements
surance

nimby,

of

pails

called the academy lot. This lot extends Loans on bond and mortgage
35,600 00 of each
(first liens)...
4 for 10c.; 4 handle
nearly the width of the town and is about a Stocks
and bonds owned by the
half mile in width through the poorest part |
va
vie.
market
30
10,324,332
company,
of the town, although some good farms are
1-2
to
4
10c.:
Loans secured by collaterals.
3,000 00
s ituatcd on the lot_George Soule return- j Cash in the company's principal
While in I
24
ed to Massachusetts last week
office and in bank
!
732,451
square bread pans for 5c.; milk
1
1.41045 j
Interest «iue and accrued
tow n he bought some hay for another year’s
Premiums in due course of collecus e_Samuel Marden had a cow injured
one
>
milk can,
tion
645,167 46 I
on the ice.
last week

nels,

the admitted
of the company at their
actual value.
$12,627,021 45
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1838.

yellow bar soap, this was also refused. The property of the
for years the only hard soap on company, formerly F. C. Baker & Co. and
Then various manufacturers be- later Stephen W. Lewis & Co., consists of
'■g
up their products under the machinery of the creamery, including a
'"ms, among the oldest of which is steam-engine and boiler, and an ice house.
*
Best.” Now the names and varie- All is covered by a mortgage aud attach1 soaps are legion.
There is little probability of the
But the end ments.
"M1 is not yet.
There are in or near creditors realizing anything on their claims
the brown

unless

factories which send teams into
'"'■kly to deliver their product, and
Kood sales.
While many families
their own soft soap few use ashes,
nit
the change from wood to coal

settles them for the sake of
securing the plant aud business. It is to be
hoped that some satisfactory arrangement
may be made and the creamery re establish-

purposes, and drug aud grocery
ave considerable sales of
potash for

market

1

(ori
k

Impose.

sell flour
ed to suit

or

1

ed

j

Net amount of
claims.

NEW CASH STORE.
a

STRICTLY CASH STORE at No. 66 High street, and will

;

and groceries at low prices. I have in stock a car-load of flour, warrantA few of my prices quoted below:
or money refunded.

Sunlight Fancy

Patent

Flour.#4.50

Electric Half

4

25

4.00
Purity Roller
Granulated Sugar.5 l-2c per lb.
Teas..30c to 60c
Coffee, Rio... .15c* to 17c
Java.20c to 27c
Jaya and Mocha.20c to 30c

in

my entire stock

at

equally low prices.

448,985 77
3,200,284 05

company,viz:Commissions,etc.

169.504 88

3,818,774 70

W. H. RICHARDS, 40 & 50 Main St.

1,000,ooo on
4,808,846 75

Wanted

Once

For BROOKS and vicinity
liable person to act as
on liberal commission.

Academy.

spring term ol this Institution will comTuesday Feb. 21. 1899, a d continue ten
weeks. Pro! W. W
Rich, ptincipai, will be
assisted by Miss Margaret Williams, Miss Addie
Hodgkins and Mrs. Anna Stephenson.
C. D. WENT v\ ORTH, Supt. of Schools.
The

at

ticulars, addri

a

re-

ng nt
For par-

our

Country produce taken in exchange.

“Z,” BELFAST,

BRADHAN, 66 High St., Belfast

!

|

ME.

NOTICE.
All persons indebted tome will please call at :>4
High street, to settle their accounts, bills not.
settled before the first of April will be left with
an

5c. and lOc.

PAIR.

ss

mence

Eif-OOODS DELIVERED I'ROMI'TI.V EliEE OP EXPENSE.

H. E.

..

Total Liabilities, except Capital
stock and net surplus.
Capital actually pain up in cash..

Freedom

25c
Beans,3 cans
Oil, per gallon.lOc

Kerosene

the

near
future, as it provided a
for farm products in the most profitable shape, and brought the patrons to
the city to trade.

...

Aggregate amount < f liabilities,
including net surplus
.$12,627,021 45
Field & Quimby, Agents, Belfast.

some one

Also

unpaid losses and
..$

Surplus beyond Capital..

Pork..7c per lb
Molasses .30c to 40c per gal.
Brooms.15c to 20c eacli.
Rolled Oats, 4 packages..25c
Nice Corn, 3 cans.25c
Baked

sizes pie plates, S,

o ;inj jo inches, !
quart
for 5c.: deep puddi g pans, 4 sizes for 10c.; small milk pans, 5
sizes for 10c.
25c spent on our penny counter will buy as m ;ch as $1.00
elsewhere.

a.*-sets

Amount required to safely re-in
sure all outstanding risks.
All other d< mauds agai st the

14

pails

Aggregate of all

I have opened

2-quart,
5c.;

1

for 1 oc.: 4 sizes of tunquart dish pans; 15c.; 2
with strainers, onlv 15c.;

dippers

for

..

by slipping

Belfast.

size,
pint

attorney for collection.
SIDNEY KALISII.

Belfast, Feb. G, 1899.—11116*.

Francis’ Shoe Store.
LOST.
Either in Belfast or between the city and Orrin
Peavey’s in Waldo, a BUFFALO KOBE. If the
tinder will leave it at the store of Swift
Paul,
or notify me where 1 can find it, he will be well
rewarded.
II. S. WEBBER.
Monroe Centre, Me., Feb. 7, 1899.—lwG*

“I promised Jack, if anything happened, I would go to her myself,” he said.
They heard a step on the garden path.
Mrs.
“It’s probably Faith herself.”
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Jack was so—well, not And winter's cruel hand has pinched where
limited time only, t
sj
of the light before Santiago, and Faith
lishiug/ by J. D. Peabody, M. D. ; “The Rosario. Dec 3 for Santos
held his thin face between her hands and shy,
the publishers. K emtio bn
exactly—sensitive—1 don't know
Berry Brown has been;
Birds of the Colorado,” by 'I'. S. Van
Emery, the girl to whom he was engaged,
Edward
from San Francisco
cleared
Bay
May,
moBut
hearts like lus are brave enough to
what to call it; but you know' bow lie was
a
lull year, at the ver>
whom he had seen for the first time in kissed him, and gazed lor one long
Dyke; “Some Ice-Yachting Adventures,” Sept 30 for Sydney, N S W.
meet the strokes that form
This is Lieutenant
Address al orders
this old house, lived down in the village. ment into eyes that ad seen so much of about his feelings.’
C 1* Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Balon
the
And fortify the giant souls that take the by Norman Wright;
“Shooting
that
the
aud
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1
of
the—th infantry.
He's
horror,
suffering
timore* Jan 19 for
Cary,’ said,
Johns, 1* R.
It was to her young ilolladay was going at misery,
Gulf Coast.,”
world by storm!”
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by W. B. Leftingwell; j Ethel, Dodge, Stsailed
from Montevieou
boyish light in them had entirely died out. not a married man.’ Then the 1 ttie man
eight that night.
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think
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you
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Somewhere in the house a door closed, j
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las.
in
Hawaiian
Nicol; “Fishing
Erie Reed, A
T Whittier, sailed from
She seemed frightened by ln r happiness married man could have anything to say.
and he heard a quick step coming through !
Waters,” and the usual editorials, poems New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
her
of
this
realization
Jack’s
face
was
covered
with
blood.
You
hopes.
--by
the dining-room and out into the hall, lie
and records.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
Wliat I>id Shakespeare Mean?
!
The meeting was far too quiet for couldn’t tell whether he was young orold.
looked up at a little gill of twelve who !
from Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
dramatic taste. I went up and leaned over him.
He tried
stood in the door-way staring at him w ith Blanche’s pronounced
“The
American Seaman under the Law”
Iolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Shakespeare never wrote truer words than, j
in her to smile, to speak; perhaps he could have
was distinctly disappointed
Dec 21 for New \ ork.
“Life of our pleasant vic es doth make whips is the title of a very thoughtful paper by
wide, frightened eyes. He waited a min- She
there
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared from
perfectly dry- spoken again latei—to me. 1 don’t know, to scourge us.’’ This can only mean that Mr. Walter Macarthui, in the February
mother, who stood
ute nearly, but she did not speak.
Portland .Jan 25 lor River Plate.
‘‘D n't you know me, Blanche?” lie eved and quiet by Jimmie’s chair, as but an older came to me from another part to our misuse of tlie pleasures of life we owe Forum.
Mr. Macarthur is the editor of
At a I’rohau < oiiri hei
come
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a
had
from
Matauzas, sailed from Havana Jan 17 for
he
of
of
the
most
the
ills
of
health.
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though
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Doubly do j the “Coast Seamen's .Journal,” so that he New
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York.
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I S''1,'
ot ,1 annan .A
men in charge of the litter said he didn’t ! the words apply to men who, through iguorwalk.
She flew to him.
writes with authority.
He asserts that
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Hacertain instrument, cm
He died an hour and a half ance, folly and indiscretion, have used up the American seaman is worse off
“Would you like to see Norali?” speak again.
Jimmie! Jimmie!" she sa d, her arms j
vana .Jan 5 from Pascagoula.
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\
and
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strength, energy
vitality, and left
Not ah liau a capacity for later.
I cabled to you about it.”
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around his neck.
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Their condition would indeed he pitiable ! with other seamen, but relatively to the Hong Kong Sept
mother.
“It seems as though events had were it not for the fact that a scientific
prior to Jan 7.
ordered. That noti-i
him through her tear-filled eyes.
“I wave of tears.
j progress of the United States toward per- Helena
he said, '‘but she’s not. to cry; conspired to keep up poor Faith’s delu- physician, a specialist in the cure of this sonal
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, anived at; interested b\ eaioing a
“Yes,”
lirst
were
thought
maybe you
a—tramp.” (
liberty. The writer shows that the Philadelphia Jan 22 from Buenos Ayres.
published three weeks
sion.
His death was not reported until class of diseases of men, has come to their re- 1 allotment
“You never saw a thin tramp,” he said. j tell her that.”
hewn Journal, printed
system places the seaman virRose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
“Well,” said Blanche, “If she can help the seventh. Then she reasoned when lief and made it easily possible for weak and 1 tually under the thumb of the crimp; and Rio
at a I’robaie
appear
“Tramps are fat and sleek, like Cubans.
Janeiro Dec lb lor Philadelphia.
it.
She cried right along from July 1st youi letter came written, on your birth- vigorless men to regain their lost vitality
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day. without!
Jack, that if Temple PL, Poston Mass., discoverer of the the point, the condition of seamen on Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
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—was Jack really killed, Jimmie?
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I
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notwas a mistake.”
my
ing
invigorating remedies, who,
tions other than citizenship on the part of
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Cham.
from Bahia Blanco Jan 31 for Barhadoes.
“But withstanding Ins enormous practice and ex“There were mistakes,” he said, in a didn’t, but when you get really well aud wrote that letter,” he interposed.
officers. In this respect the
i sailing-ship
you don’t mean that F ith thinks even cessive demands upon his time, offers to
dull voice; “but there was no mistake strong, I’ll tell you.”
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United States stands alone. The result is
mo
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c onsult with any sufferer from nervous and ;
“I shall enjoy hearing it,” he said.
now that Jack will come back?”
about Jack.
Jack was killed.”
a
that the men in authority on board Amerliereby gives not i.
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
physicial debility absolutely free and ad“Norali
Ailministrat
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and counsel him in regard to his case
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contends,
I Jacksonville Dec 31 for Demerara.
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When 1 saw her this after- without
her believe, but she keeps thinking her has gone up to change her dress,” she incredible.
charge. This is an opportunity for “for their ability to drive, i. e., to beat, j Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Pasca“She was scrubbing the noon she read me lus last letter to her,
n the County of Waldo,...
And you are saved, Jimmie— ; announced.
own way.
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at
anything now,
crying
which immediate advantage should he taken.
saved alive.”
ability as seamen and navagators.” Mr. i Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived
against the estate of sai
but she’ll sto before she comes in.”
‘Hope for the best. Good-by, good-by, If you cannot call, write to Dr. Greene Macathur’s presentation of the subject is Boston Jan 17 from Pensacola.
“Saved alive.”
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“You saw Faith to-day?” he asked his good-by,’ and she is taking it too literally, about your case. Ymir disease is certainly such as to
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hoping for the best against the strongest curable under
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\\ interport, In
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Lucia Porter, Furrow, sailed from New
vitalizing and invigorating remedies, and j early passage of Senate Bill Oo dealing
arguments to the contrary.”
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to go to tow n to meet you next Thursday
At least, write with the question.
York Jan 15 for Cayenne.
can he cured at home.
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of my coming home, and Jack’s
“Sunday, the third,” said Blanche, for liia advice and counsel.
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Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Jack“when we thought the light was still go“1 was sent up on a transport before being down there, forever.”
sonville Jan IS for Boston.
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ing on we sang .hat hymn in church that
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The shares of catarrh and cold in the head.
We mail it, port- News Jan 11 from Boston.
in Paris at 3,518 francs.
that if 1 didn’t get off the island in twen- Norali appeared,her old eyes red, her lips
To Ins command we bow ;
Sallie
I'Gn, W H West., arrived at Jackheld out his thin brown
the Suez Canal purchased for the British or The 50 cent. size. Druggists all keep it. j
established :n
Pe.il of the In st have crossed the Hood,
ty-four hours he would have to ship me in trembling. He
sonville Jan b from Demerara
Government by the astute Disraeli, for Ely Brothers, no Warren Street, New York.
\ini part are crossing now—
hand, and she took it between her own
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which he paid $19,000,000, are now worth
difficulty
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KVii now to the-.r eternal home
“Fine box?” she asked; “what did he rough work-worn ones as reverently as
J.iii 24 for Boston.
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There pass some spirits blest;
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was saying half the time.
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An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Safe deposit boxes for rent a;
Oliver Iselin lias confirmed the re- Winslow’s
called him ‘the veterinary’ once, when I eyes of him? Not that he’s not looking
“They didn’t think,” said Blanche; to divide among its shareholders nearly
Soothing Syrup has been used foi
better and as well as might be expected;
“and anyway they had to sing it without $13,000,000.
was out of my head, and he swore he’d
#8 a vear.
port that Capt. Charlie Ban would sail over fifty years by millions of mothers for
the new Defender, with Capt. Allen of their children while teething, with perfect
But Faith sang it,
And he did; got me I leave it to you, ma’am, if he ain’t.
banish me for that.
any help from me.
The crew of f»0 success. It soothes the child, softens the
Our new vault is unequaland after church she said she felt badly,
The Boston Towboat Company, which South Kingston, R. I.
out of the tent and on to a transport with- And poor young Mr. Jack Cary, rest his
The two b’ys of ye, and one took! of course, thinking about those other operates seagoing caigo vessels as well as men have already been selected from gums, allays all pain, mires wind colic, ami anti UNEXCELLED >•>
out measuring very many yards of red tape soul!
j
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
with the war department. And 1 landed Had luck to them that would have war, 1 poor soldiers, but you and Jack were safe,
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Sold by druggists in every and burglary in the eountrv
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self than to her.
j Mrs. Holladay uttered an exclamation felt very sure. She wrote to an officer ton. They will be adapted especially for
“We didu’t know until Major Brooks over this unorthodox suggestion for a con- she knows, who was wounded on the sec- the coast carrying traffic, but will also be
ond and sent home, and he wrote and used in general freighting between Boswas sent home wounded anything about | valescent’s bill-of-fare.
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tack together that day, July 2d.
He They will have triple expansion engines,
Don’t let this season overtake you before
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I didn’t go to hospital— didn’t say what time, but Faith says it which admit of economy in fuel at a modwhen I got sick.
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to mother he was wounded July first.”
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I
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Hiram ami

Hudson Maxim have distin- Maxim was himself a'dyspeptic, and
being,
j
guished themselves, as all Journal readers 1 as lie
has been a most profound
always
know by their achieveinents in the invenkeeping.
j student in chemistry, his mind was naturaltion of Maxim Rapid Fire Guns and Maxim
ly turned to the solving of the great problem
'I'he Congress of Filipinos at Malolos
has empowered ^guinaldo to declare war Aerial Torpedoes; hut it has been impressed of digestion.
against the United States whenever lie sees upon the writer, as uj ou many others, that
One day it thus happened that while conthe achievements of these two men, great as
Fit to do so.
ducting experiments with peptonized milk,
are in the end not to he
compared a glass of this substance, which he held in
Oklahoma will hold a constitutional con- they are,
vention in June and a State election in with what their brother, Samuel Maxim of his hand, slipped and fell from his grasp,,
October on a proposal to get to Congress Wayne, Me., has recently done. It may be and became mixed with other elements in
and demand admission.
great and glorious, and it may exhibit great such proportion that the long sought for yourself?’
The Cuban General, Nunez, after a tour talent, to be able to devise a gun that will protein was formed. With the true and un‘Yes, if I had a chance. My back
of Cuba, has returned to the United States,
slaughter ten thousand m» n in a few min- failing insight of a Maxim the experimenter ached so that I could not listen, and someand says that work and Firm government utes. This feat lias undoubtedly been ac- realized in a moment the importance of his times I am so hurried I feel as though I
are the island's present needs.
complished by the Maxim Rapid Fire Gun. ! discovery—the discovery of Proteiu from should lose my wits.’
“At one time there was a regulation that
Whole navies may be destroyed by Hudson
Gov. Taylor of Tennessee granted 693
Pepsinized Milk.
teachers should stand during recitation.
Mr. Maxim, after curing himself with the
pardons, commutations and respites dur- Maxim’s system of aerial torpedoes. We
When a number had dropped on the floor
ing his two years in office. His record on ail realize the immeasurable importance of new substance, at once set about experi- the order was revoked.”
[Mrs. Lew
his last day was forty-three pardons.
these inventions and we fully understand
menting with it upon others. Every dyspep- Wallace in the February Ladies’ Home
what
have
in
the
Journal.
bands
of
they
placed
power
The Oregon House of Representatives
tic whom he experimented upon was cured;
has passed a memorial to Congress proEngland; l ut for all of this we realize, too and since then the reputation of the new
The Year I898.
invention
of
that
the
peaceful
testing against the seating of Polygamist
spinning by substance has b *en spreading with great
Arkw right was of greater benefit to the world
Roberts, Congressman elect from Utah.
rapidity. All learned physicians agree in
If there is
who still doubts that
than was the invention of gunpowder. The
The National Creamery Butter Makers’
advancing the 1 mdicine, because they under- T898 was a anyone
prosperous year, the following
Association, in session at Sioux Falls, S. discovery of vaccination by Jeuuer was of stand the immense importance of having
concise statement, taken from the St.
1).. adopted a resolution asking Congress more value to the world than the introduc, secured this
protein.
Paul Pioneer Press, of the record in the
to inciease the tax to 1() cents a pound
n
tion of modern artillery; the former saves
It will cure all cases of dyspepsia by
various lines of business that are fundacolored oleomargarine.
men from death or deformity, the latter is
whatever name they are called.
mental and indicative of commercial
The newly organized American Beet only useful in destroying or maiming manto be convincing.
The
Arrangements have been made for supply- activity ought
Sugar Company will have a capital of kind. The inventions of Hiram and Hudcomparison in every instance refers to the
ing this valuable substance directly to the
United States alone:
>5.000. >00 in preferred stock and >15,000,son Maxim certainly will despatch men more
To this end the Maxim
general public.
000 in common stock.
It will operate in
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surely and quickly than any devices ever Chemical Co. has been established at Winthe territory west of the Missouri River.
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before known; so on the other baud will
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Me.
Semi to
fifty cents for a that in 1888.
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Largest cotton crop.
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Pepsinized Milk do more for curing men of tin*
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protein to start any one on the road
maty 20, .has been lixed as the date for' than any discovery of like nature ever beLargest exports of manufactured goods.
to recovery; or for two dollars and tifty
the trial on tiie chaigc of conspiracy in'
fore made.
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ihe misuse of the money of the State on
cents a full box will be supplied, containing
and merchandise.
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a
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People's
quantity
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discovery for the cure of dyspepsia. In '".ire cases of many years standing. When
N i;mu.d Secretary' Abbott of the L. A. j
Largest production of pig iron.
this
hateful
M.txim's
curing
disease,
\V. has announced that Boston had been i
you have tried it you will agree that the
Largest production of coal.
Protein works upon an entirely new princiselected by the mail you- (1> the place for'
lame of its discorer, Samuel
Largest production of cupper.
Maxim,
Largest production of silver except that
holding the .National L. A. W. meet for | ple. The substanre is itself entirely new to" should be placed certainly not below that of
lshh.
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mini the waves was used success- I
1 HE SPANISH.AMERICAN WAR.
the recent gales in the Fnglisli
Flnmtif!.
Tht water breaking over Folkstone j'iei made it difficult f u steamers to !
The last vestige of Spain's western em- iv.n,
written bv .Senator Henry Cabot
enter the port, til! some
no thought, of
lias disappeared.
The final expulsion H iee. Senator Lodge is eminently fitted
pire
:
]'<»u: i ng a few callous of oil into the har- of
write
tlie liest c.uurmporary history of
Spain from America and li.an the
bor, when tlif sea immediately became 1
the war, not alone because of liis ability
of
!.:•
fit
inclusion
is
the
long
Philippines
smooth.
1
t*
-t riser of American
history, hut bestrife between the people wiio stood for cause .u the position he held as member
The ruisei Cincinnati is to go into dry
those
who
freedom
and
and
civil
religions
He Committee on Foreign Relations
dock i Iiined'.ati--ly at the Biookiyn Navy
stood for bigotn and tyranm as hideous dining the time which led up to the immed aid toi altei ations in her interior
equip- in their action as any which have evei diate causes of the war, and
during tile
tuent.
The Ibncigh, her sister ship, now cursed humaniU.
Tin work has been a progress ol the war itself.
on hei v\ iv home from the
Philippines, is long one, but Spain at last is confined
Senatoi
Hodge discusses in a concise
to
undei go similar alterations.
Both pract Tally to her peninsula, wlieii* her and e
impreheusive manner the original
cruisers are ot a type that the naval an
eati do as they please with one ancauses of the war and the
people
relations of
tlioriiics regard as unsuitable for modem
other. hut whence they can troufiie the Spaiu to flic Anglo-Saxon race in tlie New
service.
i world no more.
Spain has ceased to tide. World from the earliest colonial days.
Her ouoe vast empire has gone, because The conflict is not. a new one.
lilt* veterans who foil uved (Bui.
It began
Joseph she has
proved herself unfit to govern, in Europe when England and Holland w ere
Wheeler during the civil war arc
talking
nations
tacre
is
unfit
and for the
among
allied against Spain, and, after the latter
ot forming a
permanent organization, to
no
he known as “Wheeler’s Cavalry
pity in the relentless world-forces had been crippled in Europe, was traits.
Society.”
it is proposed to online the
membership
to those who were in active
cavalry service in the General's
command, and to
have no honorary members save the four
daughters of “Fighting Joe.”
to
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heart, often erroneously supposed
to be a ver\ dangerous heart disease.
These troubles induce mental depression and general bad
health. A miserable existence is
t lie result of an
ordinary dyspepsia
that has 1.. lie-h-et'ed.’ or that
other remedies have failed to cure,
(hie Semit I'ablet taken regularly
aftereaelimeal will curedyspepsia.
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FRED ATWOOD,

HAVANA HAH BO It

i

fened to the Western Hemisphere.
In the lirst instalment of his notable history Senator Lodge discusses “The Unsettl'd Question,” which is the question
of Cuba and her iniluence in United
States politics and diplomacy during the
last century.
With a dispassionateness
that is truly historical he presents the
of
from the first insurrecCuba
history
tion of the natives to the time the Maine
steamed into Havana Harbor, to meet her
fate a few days later at the hands of the
treacherous Spaniards.
Senator Lodge
states concisely the long account we have
h;id to settle with Spain, and shows remarkable power as an historian.
It is a
relief after all the hasty newspaper accounts to read a calm and unprejudiced
history of the exciting events of the summer of 1898 while the memory
of them
is yet strong.

\

|

f
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^

biliousness is caused by inaction
of the liver
When the bowels do
not have a natural daily movement
the liver becomes engorged eougested. ami iutlamed. and die bile
instead of being properly excreted,
is taken up by the blood. The internal organs sutler from an acute
inflammation, there are griping
pains in the abdomen, headaches,
and dizziness. 'Ih.-so bilious attacks finally result in a condition
where the skin becomes sallow
and yellowish, rough and itchy.
One Semit Tablet after meals will
clear the complexion and cure

Wint rport, Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

^

Representing

Over

Twenty

Million Assets

LIRE, LIKE, ACCIDENT, PLATE ULASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

j

u~^Biliousness

SarSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. *» Security Bonds tor
Cashiers Contractors. Ai nlmstrators and Trust**. | Corresoon lince
sollcite J. Real estate bou«ht and soil.
Fifty-Fifth Annual Statement, Jan. «. IS9Q,

Holyoke

Mutual hire Insurance

Com’y

SALEM, MaSS.

OF

Incorporated 1843.

|

Amount

at

risk.

$40,329,871 00

CASH ASSETS.

estate.$ 00,518 no
|I
Mortgages.
73,000 00
| Bonds, stocks, etc
735,248 00
Interest accrued, etc
9,40n 98
Real

Health is Wealth*.'

Talked by Telephone.

Measure.
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1
which shape the destinies of mankind
We are prone to assign as the chief reasons for iht- war with Spain the cruel treatment of the Cubans and the destruction of
our
battle-ship in Havana Harbor. At
least the greater number of magazine and
newspaper articles called forth by the war
have discussed these causes as if they
were alone responsible.
It. is natural that
they should he most prominent, because
they were the immediate causes and affected the United States directly.
But
the underlying causes of the war are as
old as the United States itself, and have
been steadily working towards the results
achieved in the battles of Manila and Santiago for several centuries. In the February issue of Harper’s Magazine, apof a calm
pears the first instalment
and unprejudiced history of the late

on

the RFPUBIICKN JOURNdt PU3USHIN8 CO
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viftliTrasflictlT Tx

the fariu aud in the
products, the condition of crops ui i prospects for
welcome an indispensable weekly visitor at
> »ur

day -hall be observed as the individual
shaii see lit, so long as he shall not disturb or in ter fere with any other iudi vidual.
1 he measure proposes to
permit golf, foot
hall, horse lacing and other games, the
of
selling
newspapers, milk, meat and
other necessities, and the
blacking of
boots.

Commodore Philip, the former captain
of tlie Texas, now the commandant of the
Brooklyn navy yard, is to be presented
with two jeweled swords.
One of these
is to be given by citizens of New York
The
other
will
be presented by the
City.
Sunday school children of Texas in commemoration of his words after the destruction of Cervera’s licet off Santiago.
This will he presented at Galveston on
March 1st.

&

that

ton.,-

1

'['In* tirst. symptom is usually distress liter eating tin- i> followed
hv nausea, loss of appetite, headii'die. pain in the si.!.-, eonstipati<»11. flatulence, dizziness, partial

|

Sun-

Lawrence Sebraeder died last Sunday in
New \ ork at the hospital for outdoor
poor
from debility, caused by want of food. On
A ednesday a letter for Sebraeder was delivered at t.he hospital containing a check
tor $6,000, scut from England; it was his
share of Iris father’s estate.
The body
bad been sent to the morgue, and the
money arrived just in time to prevent the
body from being buried in a potter’s field.

the

bo*.

direct

or

Dyspepsia

;

bill has been introduced in the Conpi. vide that

from

Schcnectidy,ft Y 50fper

druggists,

Or Williams Medicine Co

For FARMERS

Boston woman recently wrote to the
agent nf the live civilized tribes in the Indian i’errifory for half a dozen Indian
names, which she wished to bestow upon
her household pets.
The agent sent her
then ones of Dennis P. O'Flannigan, John
W. Blown, Silas Smith. J. Q. Scott, Sam1!
S.
Benton and Asa P. Longfellow, all
prominent Indians of the region.
to

ill.

particular

Frank B. Trout, of 103 Griswold Ave.,
Detroit, Mich., says “At the
•ge of fourteen we had to take our daughter from school on account of ill
health. She weighed only 90 pounds, was
pale and sallow and the doctors
said she had anaemia. Finally we gave her I)r. Williams' Pink Tills
for
Pale People. W hen she had taken two boxes she was
strong enough to
leave her bed, and in less than six months was
like
herself.
something
To-day she is entirely cured, and is a big, strong, healthy girl, weighing
X30 pounds, end has never had a sick day since."—Detroit Evening A'ezts.

A

Legislature

for this

adapted

Lord Hal lam Tennyson, son of the late
Lord Mired Teuu\ >ou, the poet
laureate,
has been appointed governor of South
Australia.

j

While neither Secretary Long, Speaker
Reed, Senator Frye, nor Prof. Albion
Small, were present in person at the meeting of the Pine Tree State Club, in Boston
Jan. 25th, the members had the pleasure
o' short communications from all four, by
means of long distance telephone, the first
three gentlemen being in Washington and
Prof. Small in Chicago.
The messages from Secretary Long,
Speaker Reed :n,d Senator Frye were read
by the operator in Washington, all three
of the gentlemen excusing themselves on
account of being in had voice.
Secretary Long’s message was as follows: “I send the most hearty greeting to
President McKinley asks me to
you all.
send iiis best wishes and desires to know
how it would do to pass an act of Congress
annexing
Massachusetts to Maine.
It
that is done I want to he the first Governor of Maine.”
Mr. Reed’s message ran as follows:
“Hail to the Pine Tree State, the Pine
Tree Club and its dinner.
The first two [
know are the best in the world, and if I
were not so far off I would
enjoy the good
cheer before you now.
With a good life
behind you, you will be happy hereafter
and even in this world, if you stand by the
State of your fathers.”
Senator Frye said: “I regret I am deprived of the pleasure of meeting you !
around the festive board, and fully realize i
my deprivation.”

refused incorporation in
1
On petition of Geo. M. Warren and other States, and that ought to be denied
the privilege everywhere.
Only a few
others relating to the taking of fish in
years ago Maine passed a law designed to
a!> nit examinations. 1
river or bay, Mr. Arthur II. be in line with
Bagaduce
f mr, if not
legislation undertaken by
now, and
of tin* light-hearted Sargent of Sedgwick, a member of the the general government to discourage
not
to
Now up
*
encourage them.
out.
Even in the House, appeared lor the petitioners be- trusts,
and the tree-toad are fore the committee on shore fisheries at comes Mr. Mauley with a law inviting
trusts of every description to come to Maine
logons, and the grassAugusta pel>. if11. He said petitioners are for incorporation, a law that can have but
its
to be inin unit
all practical fishermen and have made a one excuse for its existence, and that tlie
a is a 1>-*y, and school
j
We stlid-• profitable business, especially ill catching amount of fees that under it would find
ay and free.
their way into the State treasury.
\ and in playtime there eels.
1 hey bring a good round juice in
We will concede that Maine is poor
t anything but play.’
I New York and Boston
markets during the and that the income to be derived from
<■ducatio.ii, it is greatly holidays.
This has been repeated for the fees
paid in by giant corporations that
vor education is slaywithout the supply giving out. for
years
righteousness’ sake ought not to be
The burden is books, Since
have
been
they
spearing eels a sup. formed at all would he very acceptable,
i oil the young are fearply cannot be obtained. Some parties but can Maine afford to fatten her treasns to be to make texthave cel traps which they use in Septemury at the expense of her self-respect?
and complicated as pos- ber and
October and eels do not have a The State has
already been brought into
smoothing the lull so chance to enter the river and find a winto climb.”
disrepute by the liberality of her laws
ter home.
We ask that the catching may
touching the granting of charters to cor»
be prevented from the 1st of April to the
way
porations that are not organized for legiti1st November.
mate business purposes but for the oppor’■• tlie well-informed, to do
tunity that their promoters thereby gain
H' Ctually what was formerly
to gull out of their money people who do
FREE OF CHARGE.
"U *t manner and
disagreeMaine is alnot understand their wiles.
1» cleanse the system and
Any adult suffering from a cold settled on ready becoming infamous as a State whose
and
fevers
with>
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles laws are disregarded.
headaches,
She should not
fter effects, use the delight- of any nature, who will call at Poor’s & incur the further reproach of soliciting
To Cure Constipation in One Week
or A. B. Sparrow’s Freedom,
Son’s,
Belfast,
to
come here to
■
unworthy corporations
remedy, Syrup of Figs. will be presented with a
To Purify the Blood in One Week
bottle of
sample
for
tlie
revenue
to
be
organize, simply
:,,nna Fig Syrup Co.
Boschee’s German Syrup free of charge
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
them.
Mail.
from
derived
[Waterville
Only one bottle given to one person, and
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
Life Saver is Dr. Agnew's
none to children without orders from
par«it.
After years of pain and ents.
Shell the Knemy of Health and HapTake Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea,
No throat or lung remedy evt-r had such a
•'■stressing Heart Disease, it
Is there
piness—Is the Stomach Sour?
*
Lirty minutes. Thos. Petry, ‘sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all Distress after Eating?
If it fails to cure,
Is your Appetite 25c. trial size free.
writes: “I had suffered for parts of the civilized world. Twenty years Warning? Do you get
Have
A. A.
Dizzy?
you your money will be refunded.
•t
severe form of heart disago millions of bottles were given away
Nausea? Frequent Sick Headache?-—fore- IIowes & Co.
‘naide to attend to business. and your druggists will tell
r,
runners of a general break-up.
Dr. Von
you its success
exertion produced fatigue.
was marvelous.
It is really the only Throat Stan’s Pineapple Tablets dispel all these
CA.STOHIA.
for the heart gave me and Lung Remedy generally endorsed by
"f ('urt*
distressing symptoms. They aid the diges, MU* bottles
Kind You Have Always Bought
entirely cured physicians. One 75 cent bottle wdII cure or tive organs, cure the incipient or the chronic Bears the
/>>’ Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. prove its value. Sold by all druggists in vases. 36 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
this city.
and A. A. Howes & Co. 15.
■
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daughters

otow debilitated as they pass i
fTom
into womanhood
should not neglect the pill best1
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give.

Mothers whose
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forms of money.
Largest aggregate bank clearings.
Largest aggregate railroad e li nings.
Largest aggregate sale of bonds.
Largest aggregate sales of stocks on
New York stock exchan e since ls*>2.
.Smallest number of failures and smallest aggregate liabilities since 1892.

<

sign of age

glasses to help
idv old by night work.
*11 father. ‘My children
They are straining up
wear

headache, and that it transforms the pale and sallow girl
into a maiden who glows with
the beauty which perfect health

!
!

a

iijy State in the Union.
•
much larger nurau f fe examination i n
dnlates in 18'-»7.
It is
M
ify ing t hat a much
1 lire certificates or
lstk> than
years in

lips, bTight
good appetite.absence of
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blood is doubled afteT a course
of treatment wither Williams'
Pink Pilis for Pale People.
j
That this means good, blood !
may not be entirely clear from
the doctors statement, but any
girl who has tried the pills can tell1

i

Largest gold holdings.
Largest per capita circulation of all

•r.v

diy dining;

the school of the 1
'Hi of local interest !
iie average citizen
about the physical
i.r way of the school
c 1
ami furnishings i
.< n
arc placed,
lie
■:.< r. her fitness for
>vk she is doing.
The |
H.stration of schools
At a meeting of the Old South Associainge in the feeling extion ot Boston it was voted to unroof the
ty toward the school, historic edifice and provide a new
canopy.
i:
which the town
Many of the old trusses, although heavy
: “ois.
Local inter* st
are
so
weakened
170
timbers,
by
years of
• m
’! work for
grad- service that they are actually unsafe, and
furnishing books, there is danger that some heavy snow
s
1
better that this storm
might crush in the top of the build.in i" -a! agencies than
ing. The work will begin at once.
in

A physician who makes the <
test and is honest about it can
tell you that, in many cases,the |
number of red corpuscles in the

of 1892.
Largest production of gold.
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Girl Can Tell!

Any

j

teachers carry home piles
of manuscript to be corrected, often spending Saturday and Sunday at their desks.
Most dismal of tasks; no wonder the
professional reader of manuscripts goes
crazy. Said another, ‘1 am so tired I do
uoi go to church.
Unless I lie around and
rest on Sunday I cannot be ready for Monday. ft seems that to teach anything we
must know everything.
We have to write
essays on subjects that do not. touch our
and
there
are
the
studies,
long meetings
and the institutes.’
‘What about the institutes?’ I asked.
It was at the close of oue of the hottest
days of our tropical summer.
‘We must meet and hear compositions
on basic
thoughts, cosmic entities, the
concept of ideality; and Mr. Nobody, from
Nowhere, reads “Locksley Hall.”
‘Can’t you read “Locksley Hall” for

Facts About. Canine] Maxim’s
Greatest Invention.

quake.

210,000 perand 21 >ears.
dance in the ,>uhlic

|

the

“I have

State

State
«>t 4

f

Hiram. Hudson and Samuel

Colima, the volcano in the Mexican

considered are
.sties of school atten-

items

\

long-suffering teachers I can
myself to speak; no nobler

ready by Friday night.’

A

if

trust

army of martyrs ever marched to chambers
of torture. Said one, ‘I begin the weekly
reports Monday before the lessons are
recited, else I should never have them j

The Name of Maxim is
Unrivalled Among the Names
of Gifted Maine Men.

Customs receipts of Havana have nearly
doubled since the Americans took possession of the city.

ilu

“Of the

hardly

A determined effort is being made in Indiana for woman suffrage in that State.

ions:
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The Long-Suffering Teacher.
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MOODY, Sole Agent, Belfast, Me.

UVERiTA
THE

UP-TO-DATE

3 m 50*

CURES

Sick-Head*
ache and Liver

Complaint.
SUGAR COATED.
all drupredsts
or sent by mail.
iNervlta Medical Co., Chicago

100 PILLS Sold by
OR rje

<,—1
Sold

by

A. A.

Howes & Co., Belfast, Me.

at

a.i'd
s

at

'i.

.n

n\

Boston.

ForacSosure.

\ s

will and testament : and whereas the condition of
said inorf^atre has heen broken, n >w therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of -ud mortmain.
Dated this twenty fourth dav of danuarv. V. D.
1 85)5).
KLIZABKTIl K KXDWLTOX, Kveeutrix.

P^FIVE CENTS.
POOR <f SON’S

FOR SA.I/H.

Farm for Sale.
Situated in Waldo, six miles from Belfast, on
road leading from Brooks to Belfast, ami is one of
the most pleasantly located farms in Waldo county. It contains 117 acres, equally divided into
tillage, pasture and wood. Cuts about tiltv tons
of bay, all English, and machine mowing: free
from rocks.
One and one-halt story house. 2
barns and outbuildings, all in good repair. Two
wells of never failing water; good orchard of
grafted fruit. Will be sold on easy terms to suit
purchaser. Call on or address
IS. E. FREEMAN, Belfast, Me.
Live stock and farming tools will be sold with
farm if wanted.
3m.3
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deceased, and I. the undersigned, have heen dulv
appointed and ipnlitied as execut rix of his last
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and whereas said Lewis v Bn ovi on has since

—

at

I

Mo

itloiice o!

BEFORE or by
R. H.

Biieksp.>rt,

\\; if !{.••:

w

'written
ttiiaraittcfOi
to curoin .iUda\p. At sin:^
mail.

ten,

o

__

■■■■

id

Boston, Tuesdays

V -Hast
(Ml \s. i: h)M\S0\, \
.1
C \i,vi \ vi sn \ <; ri
WILL I A U II. MILL, 11 end Man i-

I Tins Company pay s the toliowiim; dividemlOn policies for one year.2«‘ per rein.
i/fliERS IMITATIONS,
On policies for three years..
-t
Is polclmulor p:>
V-liJoaa JJtisrf'Kteo, On policies for five years
m
per
by-authorize. I afi.-’T,.:
euro Weak Memory
1
&
FIELD
Belfast.
Dizziness Wakef -•iu.-s, Fils, Hysteria l.»ui<*kQUI’IBY, Agents.
noss, ISii'ht Losses, I-.v il i> roams. Ijaek -»f i.’oiiiideiH-e. i\orv
es-, Lassi) mle, ali Drains, 'r..,:tl;.
ful Frrors, or i .xeessiyo {J-e of Tobnem*, Opium, ! RPAI 1TV
Tile Diamond Skin Fn.nl
1 1
or
or Retiring Cream.
linpior, who Ii It.v.s to ?,[: yy. I'ciKumpt ion,
t ively ienii.\ cs u inkl. >.
Insanity and De.mh. A
,o or by rruni, si a
box: six for f‘r with •« a*it: .‘i> g;:iaranHM* to
I C POWPP
"'in tens a iei so it ei:s ....
1 ^
1
IV
Cii.-e c&' tTfitiul iii!
Imilils up the t i-.>; ie n|
Saiitplr ],r.a 7.
the ski-i. rontraets an.I
containin;j tivo days’ treatment. vvi-u full
takes uj> the II il»t>y ap
A’T' A jX] V’’
instructions,
cents. (V-os; tupleonly tm'
I
I
each person. At store .»r by iu.»il.
pearan* e.restores the eon
tour -‘t the lace, making
tSTTVI Label Specialj
A /|P
the llesh healthful, clear
/*VJL**
Extra Strength.
ami youthful. (Juarantee l
|
-» harmless ami
For lmpotency, Loss ou!
as
represented. or money refunded. I’tire 50c. Sample
Power, Lost, Maitbooti, \
mail
or
15c.
L.
&
by
Bariv.iinos;.:
BENNER
CO..
Sterility
Office 37.
7 Temple Place, Boston, Hass.
,$l a box; six for
wit!,-,
■■11

nn

P. M

THE. OiliG.h. t

|

<

Kl'.TlTKM NO

CATMENT

i

ia

from Boston.

..

■, r

Boston,

2.B >
m.. Mondays,
at fail >u!
Thursdays.
For Wmr.erport, via wiv undines, Wednesdays
sod
and Saturdays at
u..
ari;
and

I Reserved tor re insurance.. ..$294,731 22
324 40
| ITnpaid losses..
Cuarauty capital. 100,000 no
2,903 82
; Idvidendsaud return premiums due..
504.388 57
Surplus over all liabilities

v;e st’s

ist tor

am! Koeklaml.

LIABILITIES.

r

^
and in

a

'ri|tw|>-st y,

^ood location and nt*i

"Apply

m*a®
^.

j11''^ i*iai^u

'himrhnnd

ro

IlKVKV mTV !5 YU.
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SEARSPORT

Ion. 59. 54.

Geo. L. Hammons went to Bangor
trip.

on

a

short business

ROYALS

M. Closson is buying kiln wood
shipment to Rockland.

Capt. Chas.
for

a

Palermo, Jan. 28, lat 42. 13
Dec 24, lat. 35 20 S, Ion 20 E, bk
Penobscot, McOaulder, from Hong Kong for
Boston (reported by bq Lizzie Beil, at Algoa
Bay, from London.)
Bath, Feb 2. The following sales were
made to day
1 (14th of barque Olympic, at
$500; 164th of sch Jennie S Butler, at $325;
164th of sch Henry Clausen at $200; 1-321
of sch Fred Roesner at $200, and 1 64th of
sch Ella L Daveuport at $200
Boston, Jan. 81. Schr Henry R. Tilton,
which was driven ashore at Point Allertou
during the hurricane of Nov. 27, has been
patched and calked by wreckers, who have
undertaken to float her. They are now waiting for a high course of tides before making
an attempt to float her.
New Bedford. Jan. 81. Schr. Charlotte T.
Sibley, at this port yesterday from Lubec for
Charleston, in tow, reports that while at
anchor in Tarpaulin Cove, Sunday morning,
was run into
by schr. Normandy, crushing
port rail and bulwarks, carrying away several shrouds and breakiug main gaff.
A
gang of carpenters were immediately put at
work to repair damages, and she will resume

Bucksport for

LOCALS.

Capt. James McGilvery left last week for
mouth’s winter tour south.

Nellie Donley of Waltham, Mass., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent.

Makes the food

more

delicious and wholesome

B. F. Pendleton and wife left for
York by steamer last Thursday.

Capt.
New

Tkiu ice has formed iu our harbor for several nights, but has broken up during the

COUNTY

day.

East Searsmont. The Misses Freeman
of Camden were in town Feb. 1st, the guests
of their sister, Mrs. Will Arnold .School iu
district No. 3 closed Jan. 28th, after a ten
weeks term taught by Ralph W. Howard of
Montville-Henry Hills and sister Esther
of East Northport called on relatives and
friends iu this section Feb. 2d on their return from a visit to their brother, Rev. V. E

F. Wentworth has taken several tine
trout through the ice at Swan Lake since the
M.

law

off.

was

Ship R. R. Thomas has been sold to Luteubach & Co. of New Y’ork, who will convert
her into a barge.
Mariner’s Lodge will confer the F. C. degree next Tuesday eveuiug. A fud attend-

Stevens

and Mrs. C. H.

were

called

to

Tuesday by the serious illness of
tiieii daughter, Mrs. Bruce.
Maurice Doiliver, who is in the employ of
R. li. \\ ir.te & Co., Boston, is spending a
Paid mo

vacation at home.

lew weeks

Capt. A. S. Pendleton is spending a short
home, while his ship, the Emily F.

time at
\\

lutue>,

loading

is

at

New Y’ork lor Hono-

Pierce,
Marden’s, has returned

lulu.

Bailey

Nickerson &

parties
and

furnish them

to

spool

feet of

negotiating

are

ith

\n

a

timber

with

shipment

to

law to the letter, which prowholesale taking of clams by out-

to enforce the

parties.

Mrs.

..

quite

was

the

at

ciable last week proved
The next one is to be held

present

fort

Mrs A. E. Trundy, who was so recently
called to her old home in Presque Isle by
the death of her father, received a telegram

hall_Mr.

a
at

Village this, Thursday, evening at the
Chas. Wood of Bangor visited his

old home here
will visit her
week....Miss
Ferry visited

week... Mrs. Nellie Clark
Sound this
Veunie Harrimau of Prospect
Miss Alma Partridge Feb. 1st.
_Mr. Clifton Fames has gone to Olamon.
Me., with his team, where he has employment.... M rs. Fred Chapin is very illSome teu couples from here speut a pleasant
evening with Mr. and Mrs D. Thompson in

week announcing the death of her
mother, who was found dead in her bed.
Mi. and Mrs Trundy left Monday to attend
the luneral, which took place Wednesday.
the past

last

husband at Somes

visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Eaton has returned from Boston... .The village schools
closed Friday. Saturday evening the scholars
in district No. 2 gave a very line entertainment at their school bouse in the interest of
the S. I. L. M_.Mrs. II. W. Emerson gave
a 5 o’clock tea at her residence Friday afterAbout 20 ladies were present and it
noon.
was
a
very enjoyable occasion.Miss
Nellie Thompson, the evangelist, occupied
Falls

..

department

JBr; tiJi,

)"■

Horace Roberts of Brooks has been

a

situation, ami
taken, from fickle Patty
The young people had an enjoyable

!

well

up
dance* alter the

play.

NORTH SKARSFOKT ITEMS.

K. L.

Trumiy

and wife

are on

is

passing
Gilley.

Ward

are

see

him

in

town

forty gathered

served,

place Feb Kith

and “all

went

The couple

merry

were

to

as a mar-

gifts,
writing-desk, parlor lamp, an
elegant silver set, consisting ot brush, comb

1 he

and

parlor chairs,

Nickerson of Swanville is in town
frequently visiting friends
than

ball

masked

was

a

among them three

a

sixty couples attended.

|

town, j

th-

guest of her sister, Mrs. W. L. Mathews. I

E. Chapin has returned from a !
pleasant visit to relatives in Massachusetts, i
Albeit T Nickerson of Swanville was
in;
-Mis. Geo.

town last

Sunday evening visiting

a

friend,

Sargent and Mrs. Harriet Rice
o: Searsport village were here
Monday calling on friends.
Mrs

L

M.

Eugene Nickerson and Bert
Swau\ilie

made

short

a

called

Small

of

here

on

Orono.

th*-ir way to

Mrs Rose Sanborn, who has been visiting
her mother, Mrs E.iza George, lias returned
to her home in Stockton Springs.
H

T

only

Scribner and

erans’ Association
M
of

Etta

s.

si

pal

George, who

of the

t

grip

were

the

attended the Vet-

Monroe last Week.

in

mother, Mrs. E.

ncr

w

A. Stinson

from here who

<>ues

has been
vV.

taking

Robbins,

has returned

town

in

care

the

home.

are
raging ami
many
down with it F L. Dundy, fci. M. Bennett,
M t. Ward, Alva Carter, A. Stinson, Mrs.
V J. Matthews, and others

The

is

(Vknkr.

(larks

Prospect.

Clarke has arrived home from the
whei.-

lie

Tin-mas

has'

been

Clarke

cutting

lias been

;
;

I

Chester,
Kennebec

ice.....Mrs

quite, poorly the

past week-Miss Lizzie Boyd is on the
Betsey Bassick lias been
qu, e sick, but is somewhat better.... Will
is

hauling

Forest ('larke

SearsportSprings was in

wood to

of Stockton

Sunday... Mrs. Amanda Larrabee
ot searsport, has iw*eu tin g lest of N. Littleti« d the past week-Mr. Albert Larrabee
ami bis whole family have been down sick
with la grippe-Charles Grant, wife and
tin e children were all down sick last week.
_Clialuier Clarke of Frankfort and Burton
Baehelder were the guests of Horace Clarke
F.h
5th_Ernest Blanchard and Mrs.
tow

n

last

French of Saudypoint were guests of Mrs.
Iia v\ ard Sunday_Mrs Nellie Clarke will
Sound this week to visit her husband,
Mr. Geo. vV. ». larke_Little Evelyn Clarke
with fever-•
is quite sick, threatened
C h. Gross is done hauling wood.

go the

H

alldale

here

,ast

Rev. T. R.

Sunday, and

Pentecost preached

will be here

again in

weeks_Miss Hannah V<»se is at work
Brooks....C. V Stevenson is doing quite
business buying and shipping Angora
a
cats_Mrs. Wm White and Mrs. 0. B.
two
in

E\ans

ars on

the

sick list.

and

7 girls; rec.,

£13'i£l4, respectively,

Harold Philbrook. Ho,aud

Doty, Ray-

oxo

but the

offerings

Although these

j

a

PORTS.

importance
May it mean a

attend.

Martinique.

of prosmatters of our litnew era

Fiancisco, Feb 3. C ld, ship Henry B.
Hyde, C olcoid, Hilo and New York.
Sabine Pass. rI * xns, Feb 4
bid, scb Austin I) Knight, F leneb, lali pico.
scb
Feb
4.
Ar,
Herald, LoPascagoula,
San

perity to all the religious
village. At 7 P. M. there will be a service
led by Mr. Shipley. “Good News in Song”

tle

will

be

used.

At 7 20

general evangelistic
Kerr having charge.
Mr. George Collins has been very sick the
past ten days with la grippe. He is in the
care of Dr. T. N. Pearson.Miss
Emma
Murcli arrived from Taunton, Mass., last

well, Sag u a.

Ar, soli Helen G Mi seley,
Mobile, Feb 2
Holt, Galveston; cld, soli Hattie C Luce,

service Rev. D. S.

Thursday, She came home with her sister
Flora, who is quite poorly. Miss Murch returned to Taunton last Monday. She is employed in the Insane Asylum_Rev. A. I).
Thibodeau writes from East Knox, where he
and Mr. Shipley are holding revival ser-

vices,

powerful work is in progress,
backsliders being reclaimed and many coming to Christ.... Thomas Connell moved his
family into the house recently vacated by
Andrew Woodbury last Friday and SaturAt the same time, Mrs. Freeman
day.
Creasey moved her family into ti e house va.
cated by Mr. Connel. Mr. Hosea Kuowlton
of Searsport has moved his goods and family
into the house occupied by the late Mrs. L.
A. Robinson; and Mrs. Alvin Knowlton
moved her family into the house vacated by
Mrs. Creasey
Mr. Ephraim Richards, who
moved to Lincolnville last October, returned
with his family last Saturday and moved in
to his former residence near the Daggettsteam

that

mill.

a

M atanzas.
Nt w London, Feb 3
Ar, sehs Helen, Cotton, Hyannis lor New Yoik; Rabboni, New
Bedloid lor do.
Port Tampa, Feb 4. Sld, sell J MancLtster Haynes, Galveston.
W nmiugton, N C
F« b 4.
Ar, scb Melissa

WE HAVE A
LARGE LOT OF

Misses and Children’s Button and Lace.

a little out of style, but just the thing for school
We shall close the lot for only
tfsTrake this oppo:tunity to shoe your girls for almost nothing.

are

:

Trask, French, Cape Haytien; G, ar, scb
John I Snow, New York.
FOREIGN

PORTS.

Babia, Jan. 22. A'r, sob ./Etna, Cbipman,
York.
Bong Kt ng, Dee. 24 Ar, ship S D Carleten, Ansburj, N<w York, It r Honolulu to
load lor Delaw ate Bieakw atej ; Jan 1, in
port, shi| Abner Coburn Irtm New York.
Montevideo, Dee 28. bid. ecb S G Haskell. Richards* n, Philadelphia.
Baibadoes, Feb. 2. In poit bark Mannie
Swan. Higgins, lor Poito Ruo to load ior
New Yelk.
Santos, Dee. 25. Ar, bark Alice Reed, Ro-

New

sario.

Vera Cruz, Jan 22
Ar, seb Senator Sulliroekett, New Yeik; 27, ar, seb Ed
ward H Blake, bw ett, New Ye rk.
Buenos Ajres, Jan 12
Ar, Bark Herbert
Fuller, Nash, Natal.
van, (

MARINE

MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Scbr Edw ard Stew art, Kent, from

49c

We shall close out about 100 pairs of BOYS’ Shor>
broken sizes and widths, for

FOR THE
BOYS.

q0

regular prices of these shoes w'ere $1.50 and
e lot but what will make a good serviceable shoe

The
in 0

■

Men’s Box Calf and Winter Russets.
These shoes

feeling

in a way little out of the ordinary. A few davs a a
do about carrying stock over, gave us a price on the lot. It
The shoes are a good value at $2.50. We have marked the far ;■
All sizes inj

came to us

as we

took them.

|

$1.59.

200 PAIRS MEN’S FINE SHOES.
Including Patent Calf, Enamel and Russia Calf mostly
Regular prices from $3.00 to $5.00. For this sate,

widths.

narrow

B^ar in mind that all the lots referred to above are clean, hone
and only sold at these prices for reasons stated.

goods,

I n.i.in*."
Iii Vinalhaven, January 30. r<* Mr.
and .Vrs Wilbur
Mings, a daughti r.
Bknnek. In Doiebe.-aer, Ma.-s.. Ji.miarv 13, to
Mr. ami Mrs. .1. Iioardiuan Benner, twin daugh-

35 Main St.,

ters.

Bridges In West Hancock, January 23.. ;<> Mr.
Isaac K. Bridges, a s n.
i'.ii.i.i,ni;s. In Stouington. January 28, o Mr.
and Mrs. Llewellyn Billings, a daughter
Childs. In Isle an Haut, January 10, to Mr.
and James Childs, a daughter
Coombs
Iu Bucksport, January 17. to Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Coombs, a daughter
Chav
In Orland. January 21. to Mr. and Mrs.
Boom
N Gray, a son.
Lord. In Brooksville, January 4. to Mr. ami
Mrs. Melvin Lord, a son.
Loach. In orland, January 22, to Mr. ami Mrs.
William A Leach, a daughter.
Mil.liken
In Bar Harbor, January 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mark L. Milliken, a son.
Snow. In Brooksville, January 20, to Mr. ami
Mis. Eugene S. Snow, a son.
Sai ndkrs. In Bluehili, January 27, to Mr. and
Mrs Harvey S. Saunders, a daughter.

ami .Mi-'

The

Coniinenf r/
of

Co

Insurance

Sheriff’s

YORK.

NEW

Sr

Incorporated in 1832.
Moore, Pres.

t. C.

Capital paid up

< ommenced business in
1853.
1.. Pan mm. Sri y.
in

•'* 25000

liens).

Stocks and hi nds
wned by thecom
0.ssl.3si; 00
panv. market value
ash in the company’s principal ollicc
and in bank
350,193 1*
Interest due and accrued
os.Tuo
Premiums in due course of collection.
82,• 1 *.* 93
...

«

.....

MARRIED.
NEW YORK, ROCIvLANl) and
(.OR LINK

RAN-

the company

ol

Amount

rates

Total

<

maintained heicaftcr, furtliei notice «>t which
All competing
will be duly gnen in this space.
prompt I v met
H C. QU1M ’»Y, Eastern Agent.
22 lboad St.. Bangor. Me
N. E. Nh\\'CO M B, Oenerai Manager.
A
D. SM LTH, i.eneral Freight Agent.
5 11 Broacwav. New Y< rk < it\
F. 1\ WILSON. Belfast. Agent, Lewis Wharf.

M Pl.ill ink. aged 05 year.-, 10 mom lis, 30 days.
stai li s.
In Penobscot. Jantiary 20, Porter M. i a DM IN I ST R A TOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
Si a) les. a; ed 42 yeais
1\ her
g’ves notice that be Inm bn-n duiy
In' l.roi ksville, Jai ary 28. Mrs.
Tibbi-tts.
appoi ed administrator with the wiil anm \*-d ot
Elvira Tibbetts, agen 88 \»ai>,3 moulds 2 days.
rlie estate of
is Lois B. ;
Torri y. Jn Sniiy Jai naiy 28.
MARIA HEAGAX, late ot 1'r -poM,
Toi ey age el 02 yeais. 7 mont lis ai.o 27 days.
1
Tilton In Tlmmdikt rehiuaiy 1,( aiiie Pearl in the County ot Waldo, deceased, an I id ■1
Tilton. ag« u 30 yeais. 7 in 11 s aim 3 2 eay s.
All persons ba\n.g d. niaiuis
as the law directs.
Weed
In Little- Peer Isle, January 10, Miss against the estate of said deceased am. do-dmd o
hmd
Vestie D Weed, agetl 1(5 yeais and 3 months.
present the same lot settlement, and all in
thereto are requested to make payim nt tmmedi
ROBERT KlEEM.x N
ately
Belfast Price Current.
l’ro pect, Jan, 10, lH00.-3w«»
<

NOTICE

FOR THE JOURNAL.

lit teby gives notice that he
ADMINISTRATOR’S
tin*
d‘Administrator

I r'm ,s 1 a iti / ri. (hirers.
t.0l(a800
5<(«K(ij Ha\, p ton,
7(59
cried, pit*, 4(a5 Hides, pft,
Beans, pta.
lc((ai4il J a nib. p 11,,
7(59
3> (a 14 0 I ami) Skii.s.
medium,
5((5 75
4(tt5
jel’w« >es, 1 6((« 1 to Mutton, pft,
Oats,
is
Butler, p lb,
liif/
p bu, 32 ft, 3f(«40
'*
•• vftfl Potatoes.
3f(540
Beef, p It),
4i(a4 Round Hog,
4(54 1 2
Bariej p bu,
11 Straw p ton,
6 (H (57 00
Cheese, p lb,
Chickei p lb,
B(al2 Tuikey Pft,
it(517
112(53
Calf irkii s,
50(fe7.’ '1 allow,
Buck, p lb,
141a 15 Veal, p ft,
b* Wool, unwashed,
17
Eggs, p doz,
3 50(55 U0
Fowl, p lt>,
t(gflO Wood, hard,
3 01(53 50
Geese p lb,
K,(al5 Wood. Bolt,
Retail Market
littuil Price.

/ roduce Market.
Apples, p bu.

ol

apnoii.it

Jacob L.

**

The subscriber

has been
estate ol

duly

CAIN, late ot Montville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased,and given bond?
the law' diiects. All per.-ons having demand?
estate of said deceased ar. desiieu t<
present the same tor settlement, anti all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment linmedi
( FEA R. NKI.S* »N.
ately.
Li her t y, Jan. 10, 18<J9.-3w «_
as

against the

tg7

at

assets

their actual value

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER

This line will he opened again m Thursday,
February 1>, when a steamei will sail i. in I’ur
New York, t->r
No th imvr. foot of Rector St
Rocicland, Camden, Belfast, and Uuckspni i. which
Ah freight
is the winter terminal of the line.
R gular service will he
delivered in Bangor.
(I.

Rock port.
Haskkll-Haskell. In Deer Isle, Jannaiy 28,
John H. Haskell and Miss Susie E. Haskell, both
of Deer Isle.
McDot gall-Billings. In Rockland, February
1, Horatio Nelson McDougall aim Caro Addie,
daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Billings, both of
Rockland.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(a> Lime, p Mil,
90@1 00
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, lk Oat Meal, pft,
4(5.5
50
Onions,
3
p
ft,
Corn.pbu.
Ciack. d Corn, p bu, 5t |()il, keros* n*, gal, 10(511
50 Pol lock, p ft,
Corn Meal, p bu,
3(54
14! Pork, pit.
7(58
Cheese, p lb,
l 12
Cotton Feed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p.bbl,
3
5(2.* Rje Meal, p ft
Codfish, drj, p lb
B shorts, p < wt,
9((595
Cranberries, p qt,
6 1-2(56
C) over heed
U(al2 Sugar, p ft,
35
4 f ('(a 4 75 salt, T. 1
p bu,
Four, P bbl,
3
H.G reed, bu. 1 7f(a2 (K) Sweet Potatoes,
*&9 Wheat
Lard, p lb,
3@3

Aggregate of all the admitted

Net amount
claims

of

31.

‘.*,077.114 17

1*9*.

unpaid losses and

350,929 84
required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks
3,792,919 29
All other demands against the com484,030 16
pany, viz: commissions, etc.
amount

of liabilities,

except

capital stoc> and net surplus. 4,597.879
l.ooo.ton
Capital actually paid up in cash
3.479.234
Surplus beyond* capital...

i'K ok

1

on

«

29
n»
**

THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS OF

Insurance Co. of North America,
of PHILADELPHIA,

I'E.NNSY I.V.AN1A.

Commenced
1792.

business in

Charles Platt, Pres

ASSETS. DEC KYI BE It

E. Fkykh, Sec
$3,000,000 UO

y.

estate owned by the company,
unincumbered_‘.
$ 696,477 02
on
bond and mortgage (first
nens)
2,337,009 20
Stocks ami bonds owned by the company, market value -*.
5,330,670 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
16,500 00
Cash in ilie company’s piincipal
office and in bank. .*..
737,422 75

Loans

..

49,265 15

Do* rest one and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection

R ok Accounts.
Reinsurance Claims oil Losses paid

1,009,440 42
85 772 15

Arebate of all tlie admitted

assets

he company at their actual
value...
.*..

ol

10,206,488

90

665,012 92

...

safely re insure
’.
oiifsian.mm risks
other
emands against the com

num

r*

(]uired

1

x

■

Sheriff's S
M a in !■:. ( «i n
f**lM
TAKKN this Bth day
1 .mi execution dated d
issued on a judgment
Judicial Court tor the <'on
thereof begun and held
< 'minty
on the tii st I
1 Sid*, to h i; on the >e\
A
l> 181*9, ill favor of M
ill s id ('mint\ »••!.*■ :.
Belfast tor the year no
Mi >HH of Belfast, m
particularly against Ii. m
shore road, between sin
lot 18,div 1 contain on
i:c
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New York, Feb 3. Ar, scb Kit Carson,
j
Kendall, baracoa; 4, s'd brigs Havilah,
Buenos Ayres; Jennie Hulbert; JacksonThe V. I. S. will give
ency of the weather.
ville; 5. nr, sell A W Eilis, Ryder, Rucka masked bail in Penslow Hall, Wednesday | land
Boston, Jan 30. Sld, scb Young Brothers,
DIED.
eve, Feb. 22, for the benefit of West Main |
Rock port, Me; 31, ar, sch Mary Farrow,
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE
street-Miss Anu Thompson expects to
Monssey, Belfast; Feb 2 ar, sehs Winslow, j Barker. in
Salem,
Mass., February 5. Alice
leave town this w-eek. Her many friends will
The committee ou legal affairs will give a puhli
Morse, W.nterport; A Hay ford, Belfast; 4, Isa be I
la, wife ol W illiam G. Barker ana daughter hearing m its room at thestate House m Augusta,
ar, sell R Bowers, Young, Fernaudina.
miss her from the place of business which
of tlie late Charles H. Miiler. lormeily of Beilast.
m. No
Feb 23, 1899, at 2 3o o'ek ck
Philadelphia, Feb 3. Ar, scb S M Bird,
Bridges. In Penobscot, January 20, Mrs. Mary Thursday,
she has so long occupied... Mrs. David Berry
49. Oi petition of Wax land Knowlton ami 11
Ann Budges, aged (50 years and 10 days.
Merrill, Hurricane Island.
ountx Bai i"i ,m
n embers «.f the Waldo
other
was called to Bangor last Sunday, by the illCain. In Bnoksville. January 20, Albion P.
Delaware Breakwater, Feb 5. Ar, sell
act giving trial justices in ti c ( ountx <d Wale
Olive T Whittier, Whittier, Turks Island Cain, aged 23 years and 20 days.
concurrent jurisoiction with the police coup in
ness of her daughter, Mrs. Maria Richardson.
Ciktis
ln Veiona, January 18, Stanley W.
tor Philadelphia, and proceeded; sld, scb
the city ot nelfasi i civil cases wherein the debt
Mrs. Cynthia Goodhue has taken her place in
Curtis, aged 28 days.
or damage does not exceed twi nty uollais
Hattie H Barbour, New York for Savannah.
Daisley. In Searsmont, lebruary 5, William
the care of Mrs. M argaret Ames, w ho is ill at
Thursday, Feb. 28, 1899, at 2 30 o’clock i* m
Baltimore, Feb 2 Ar, scb Yale, Boston;
Daisley.
No 58. On an ad to amend Section 17 ol ( hat
the hotel, where she is spending the winter.
iKOiitK K
Iii Lincolnville, January 26, Jereold, bark Frances, Rio Janeiro; 5. cld, bark
ter 18 of the revised statutes, relative to cleat mg
Josephine, McClean, Norfolk ; 5, ar, sell Jose miah Frohock, agec 78 years ami 8 months.
the snow from sidewalks in cities.
-Miss Mary Plummer is the guest of Mrs.
| Gfi.iFI-r. in 'Brinks, ielmaiy 3, Eldoia F. j Thursday, fed. 23, 1899, at 2 30 o’clock v M.
Olaverri, Arey, Boston.
C S. Rendell-Mr. F. H. Cousens has re.
38 yeais.
titton ot Joseph Williamson and
Portland, Jan 31. Ar, sell E L Warren, Guliler, aged
No. 81. Ona
In
Gerry.
Rockland, January 28, Emily 8. 9 other men
s> f the W ahloCount.x Bai in favor
ceived a new and handsome spring line of Cl088011, Boston, with loss of inaintopinast
(Martin), widow ol William Gerry, a native of of an act t• mend the powers and jurisuicti *n
and jibboow.
w all papers, aud those interested will do well
3
0
and
80
months
23
Appleton, aged
years.
days. of the police « *mi t ol the citj of Bellas
New Bedford, Jan 31.
Ar, sch Rabboni,
Grindle.
In Penobscot. January 25, David
EDOaK 1-. GEN tLEMAN, secretary
to call and examine his sample books.
Lord, New York; Feb 4, sld, scb Charlotte Grinole, aged 73 yeais.
Hamilton. In Millville, Camden January 26,
T. Sibley, Charleston
Morrill. There wiil be a special rally serDelia Hamilton, formerly ol Lowell, Mass.,
Mooting; o,I C rcdiiorN
Norfolk, Jan 31. Ar, scb Star of the Sea, Mrs. 62
vice next Sunday, Feb. 12th, in the Union
years, 7 months aim 17 nays
Hopkins. Baltimore; Feb 4, sld, scb Levi j aged
Haskell. Jn Liberty, January 22, Stephen P.
U. S. DlSTKlt’T COl’KT 1
church at 11 A. M. The general public will
Hart, Newport News.
Fi K TilE
Haskell, aged 73 years and 6 months.
J In BANKIU l'TCY.
New Orleans, Jan 31. Cld, sell Ella M.
be cordially welcomed. The special feature
Haskell.
In Deer Isle, ieliuary 2, Edwin ! District of Malnf, )
New
York.
Haskell,
50
Wiley,
Wiley.
aged
years.
of the service will be the siugiug, led by Mr.
ri HE
FIRST MEETING of 1 he creditors of
Hai t
In South Cnion. January 30 William :
Savannah, Feb 5. Sld, brig H B Hussy,
1 AMAZIAII I WOODS, ol luity. Maine, .id
F. O. Shipley, a Gospel soloist of Freeport
Hart, aged 05 years and 0 months
Portland.
ed bankrupt u| on bis own petition. m prove
Mendenhall. In Men ] his. Tenn., January 31, jmh
m. re
their claims against him and choose one <
Me. The Rev. D. S. Kerr of the East Maine
Fernaudina, Jan 1. Ar, sch Gen Adelbert
of Belfast, trustees id Ins
Mendenhall,
o!
loimerly
Maggie
line)
estate, will be held at t It* -din
Ames, Havana.
Couference Seminary, Bucksport, one of our
aged 20 y ais
the referee. Number Oil Mam strett. J 11•«-st.
scb
4.
Melissa
A
Feb
Brunswick, Ga,
Ar,
McCasiin
In Penobscot, January 23, E’mer
D.
A
IS;*'.',
on ibe lHili day ot
Maine,
will
febnuuy.
promising young clergymen,
preach.
W iiey, Coombs, Baltimore; sld, sell Anna
and Ellery, infant twins* us ol Mr and Mis (has.
at 3 o’clock c. M.
All interested in the activities ol the church,
B \ c( asiin.
Pendleton, 3 la mas, Nt w York,
HCGH D Mi l. 10! LAN.
I'n11
brick.
In Belfast, Jai nary 30, Melinda
sell
Sallie
Feb
3.
Jacksonville,
Cld,
I'On,
1 w*»
Refetee for the Waldo District.
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and
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Regular price #2oO and $$

mostl small sizes and narrow widths, we can tit most an
if you cal! at once,
there is hardly a pair in the lot that sold fori ess than >
and mam as high as MOO.. jferBe sure and see these goods.

The latter rate lias been
yet reserved.
secured in one instance From the East and
Provinces £D" £10 are the quoted rates, but
tonnage is difficult to obtain at these figures.
Full recent rates are bid for general cargo
vessels to Brazil, but vessels are offered
West India tonnage is in !
very sparingly.
good demand, particularly for coal and i
general cargo, but business is held in check j
bv the scarcity of suitable vessels, and the
firm view s entertained by owners. Tonnage!
for the return voyage is quite actively inquired for, but shippers experience consider- j
able difficulty in securing the necessary
vessels.
Coastwise lumber freights have
been in better demand during the week.
Tonnage for this department, however, is
scarce and full recent rates are sustained. I
There is very little demand for coal tonnage j
from New York to Eastern ports
From |
Philadelphia ami Baltimore, however, a j
number of orders are off« red. and rates the.re j
I rule firm.

j

size.

Pairs of Ladies' Boots at 69c

SPECIAL, —200

South

J

Roys,

U|J!!

WILIER Russets!

and

Shoes, good assortment of
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sick .:st, and Mrs
.Ll.isoii

boys
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FOR THIS SALE.

Brown Drinkwater In Canid* n,
14,
Capt. Win. Scott, of sell. Marshall Perrin, Frank H. Brown and Isabelle J. DrinkJanuary
water,both
has left his vessel and shipped as second
ol Cainuen.
mate of the new Delender.
Capt. Scott was
Cai.derwood-Wili.iams
In Vinalhaven, Janone of the crew
w ho defended the cup in j uary 31, Janus I>. (aldervood and Miss Maggie
L. Williams, both ol Vinalhaven.
18‘.'3.
Isle
Press.
[Deer
In Koekport, January 20,
Ih nhaj -Shiblks.
Fret W. Dunham ol Sunshine, Deei Islt and Hattie B., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rulus Shibles of
SHU' MbWS.

pair dessert spoons, a silver soup
comrades of Waldo Co. are loud in
two gravy ladles, several cold meat
ladle,
praise of their treatment at Monroe.
I forks aud cream ladles, a jelly spoon, olive
D o Sargent and \\ aldo
Chapin of Belfast spoon, berry forks, pickle jar, vase, china ice
vimted Dodge’s Corner last
Sunday.
cream set, pieces of fancy needlework, etcA
oung son arrived at the home of Mr. i -There was a small attendance at the V. I.
ai u M; s, .1. W. Smart last
S. sociable at the home of Capt. Ralph Morse
Saturday night.
last Saturday evening, owing to the inclemMis-s Isabel E. Card of Brooks is in
spoons,

The old

Desirable

American tonnage continues in demand, both for lumber and
Vessels are wanted with
general cargo.
lumber from Gulf ports to Buenos Ayres ami
Rosario, and shippers are prepared to pay

Taiuter; rec.. He who 1
Drinks, Lv. iyn Page; duet, IIow to doit',
Marion Grant, Hazel Young; Cold Water,

Li

clothes-brush, a dozen teaspoons, a
dozen knives aud forks, several pairs of table-

More

success.

class 7

Yerrill,E\elyn Page; rec.,The Best Drinking
Place, Lena Atwood Pitcher or Jug, Helen
CoiTren; song, Save the Boy, Ruth Jipson;

the recipients

Ernest

of many beautiful

nominal.

Eleanor

Louise
Atwood, Stella
Giinian, Lena
Taiuter; Marching song, 15 girls; reading,
What one boy did, Epbra Kneeland; rec.,
Vote for me, Louise Gi.man; Little Tot’s
Speech, Ruth Young; rec, A Temperance
Boy, Lewis Grant ;U Wine that is Beautiful,
Lulu Howes, Helen CoiTren, Ida Bowden;
song, Never Touch V iue, Phemie Dorr, Earl

congratulations

riage hell.”

[adies Rox (Jalf

land Harbor and Saco River —Notice is here-

by given that the Black Iron Spindle. 35 feet
high, sumounted by a black cask, establish- j
ed Nov. 2,1898, on the outjer end of the south j
erly jetty, at the mouth of the Saco River,
It will be replaced
has heeu carried away.
as soon as practicable.
From Bass Harbor
Head to West Penobscot Bay, through Casco
Passage, Merchants’ Row and Fox Island
Thoroughfare. Notice is hereby given that
North-west Poiut Long Ledge, black, spar
buoy, No. 7. has gone adrift. It will be replaced as soon as practicable.

Drops, Blanche Belcher; song, Away the I
Bowl, 7 hoj s; mt A Busy Boy, Mell Simpson: Who’ll le tie Diui.kaids Then, Nora J
Knee land : Who'll Make the Brandy Peaches,

The social event of
the whiter was the “At Home” of Mr. aud
Mrs. H R Hichhorn. Tuesday evening, Jan.
31st, at their residence on East Main street.

were

dance at the Grange Iiall

a

to

We, by
My Sermon,

Are

mond Taiuter ; Satan’s Wants, Belle Tlniyer;
1 You Can't Come
in, Sir, Chester Ash: Little

and best, wishes to the
couple, aud the occasion proved a most enjoyable one.
Ices, cakes, coffee
and chocolate, iruit, nuts and confectionery

Mathews, who has been quite ill,

'I be re will lie
in this

Marion

G

Stockton Springs.

offer

better.

now

of Mr.

J

newly wedded

last v\eek.
Mrs. VV..I

mother,

Friends to the number of

the sick list.

Emma Jones visited A. Stinson

M;s* Rose

Mrs.

again after an
absence of several years in Massachusetts.

pleased

fail of comical

w as

j' iiy

friends

....The

Miss Harriet Hichboru,

arts were

week with her

■

Patty,
tin-

the engine

Mr. J L Lancaster
Miss Alice Hichboru
Mrs. ii. R Hichboru
M iss Lizzie '< cord

Methodist pulpit- Sunday morning. In
evening the Sunday school gave a very
interesting Temperance < oncert under the
The program
auspices of the W. C. T. U.
was as follows:
Singing, by the School;
responsive reading, President and school;
prayer; song, Temperauee Boys and Girls
the

of Jackson began a term <>f high school at
the Gross school house Fel). (5th.... Mr. Bert
Stevens and Miss Nancy Prentiss visited
The V 1. S. Dramatic Club of Stockton !
friends in Belfast and Searsport last Finlay, !
ga\. th*- drama Mr. Bob to a very good auSaturday and Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs F. C
d
ip l'n on hall,
Tuesday evening. The j Phiibriek visited Mr. ami Mrs. J. S. Files;
(«
iiw ing was the cast <>f characters:
Mr. Fled Say ward of Burnham |
Feh. 2nd..
l’i:l i. '|» Kuv.soq,
Ml E. F. West.
was in town a few days last week.... M rs.
K* Im
< apt. F. H. Clifford
Brow ii.

ii

trip as soon as possible.
Office of the Lighthouse Inspector, First
Wood IsDistrict, Portland, Me., Jan. 81

are

the

^

her

friends,

T. I). Eaton... Mrs.

..

<

shock to her

vicinitytrip
Mrs. Lizzie Bean and baby Paul are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter HaleyMrs Percy Hall and children from Island

committee in charge of the Cong’i
supper, which takes place Feb. 16th, remembering the success achieved by the gentle- j
Stockton Springs, last week.
men who served as waiters last year, have
Thorndike In consequence of the prevailsecured their services agaiu and we are
pleased ti announce that they will assist the ing sickness and illness of the pastor, Rev.
D. Brackett, there has been no religious
ladies this year. The usual apron and candy
services at the Centre Church for several
tahies w
be in the upper hall.
A L Mosmau, chief of the tire depart- weeks; but services ami Sunday School will
.The
he held Sui (lay. Felt 12th, as usual
ment, informs us that lie has on hand a line
will he held
lot of ladders of any length, both roof and Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting
in Jackson Village March 3-5. ...Mr. and
wali ladders.
Ladders are greatly needed in
Mrs. George Sherman visited Bethel Lodge
fSearsport at a time of tire, as not. having any
last Saturday evening
Mr. Nath-u Webb
hook and ladder
the
The

J. ::k; ii.s.
1..
Lakft.
K ::
lit i;> ^.-rs,

was

j

perfect success.
the Grange Hall
this village will

mission 10 cts.

to

Her death

e*31'*

(. harters
Ship May Mint, j20.000 cases
oil New York to Hong Kong, 211-2 cents. Feb
Ship Abner Coburn, Manila to New York,
Hemp £3 50. Bk Rebecca Crow ell, Philadelplnato Algoa Bay, Coal 22 10 Sell. Silver
Heels,New York to Ponce, geueral cargo,and
back molasses, lumpsum and port charges.
Sell. Ed. H Blake, Sabine Pass to Havana,
lumber
t.
Sell. John C. Smith, New
merchant, will be postmaster-Miss Min- Orleans p.
to N. S. Cuba, cypress, ties and
nie Hillman has returned borne from Bellumber, p. t. Bark Mannie Swan. Porto
grade, where she has been teaching.... Mr. Rico, New York, molasses, p. t. Sell. Aetna,
Delbert H. Dodge of Jackson was in town Apalachicola to New Bedford. Cypress and
Yellow Pine, £0 02 1 2.
last Sunday visiting friends aud attending
Freights.
The Freight Circular of Brown
church_The old folks are. preparing to & Co., New York, reports for the week endoil shippers are seeking
Feb.
4:
Case
ing
to
raise
give a concert- in the near future,
quite actively to secure tonnage to far Eastmoney to aid in building horse sheds near
ern ports, and are meeting higher rates when
the church.
vessels of a suitable charat ter are tendered.
During the interval 21 12cents has been paid
Winter port. Mrs. Mary Lord and Miss I to
Hong Kong, and in two instances 25cents
Jennie Grant are both very ill.
Capt. to Shanghai, both rates representing an
upon previous fixtures. The AusDudley remains about the same. Mrs. | advance
tralian lines are also endeavoring to provide
Mil liken and Mrs. Margaret Kelly are slowfor future necessities, the drift of affairs inly improving.../I here are two or three dicating higher rates as the season advances.
To Sydney and Melbourne the basis of 18v«.
cases of scarlet fever in town, but they are of
IDs has been paid, but even at this improvea mild type....Mrs. Dwier and sons arc at
ment owners are not free to open negotiathe Commercial Ho »e for a fewT weeks....
tions for forward tonnage, confidently antiBarrel
Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman have returned
cipating a further appreciation.
petroleum freights are dull, rates are
to Boston and
from their

writ-

Feb. 22nd....The ladies of
give a party in honor of the ladies of Frank-

a

company
gt i.* rally has to send back
house i\>r them when needed

for interment

as
left here a short time since in her usual health.
Her death was due to heart
failure_A baby boy has come to reside

sick Sun-

sociable at G. A. It. ball
Friday evening. A short entertainment will
be given, and cake and coffee will be served.
A cordial invitation is extended to all.
AdThere will be

Troy

she

Prospec r Village. The S B. I. S. will be
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Killman
Feb. Kith at the Grange hall. This society
will hold its annual fair the last of this month
and now is the time to get your tickets for
the beautiful quilt to be sold then.. The so-

Gerry and E. C. Averill have been
appointed clam wardens, with instructions
B. B.

side

of age.

ing.

Bangor.

hibits the

to

were
funeral services
last
held at the residence of her mother, Mrs.
Flora Philhrick, Sunday at 10 a. in., Rev. J.
C. Lamb « fficiatiug. She was about 20 years

his home in Ban-

to

H. I*. Marr
day night, but is better

gor.

hundred thous-

for

brought
Friday. The
were

School in Dist. No. 7 closed with Mr. and Mrs. George Grey. The parSwanv 1 lle
ents are much pleased with his arrival.... A
again last week on account of scarlet fever.
No new cases and the patients are all doing 1 Good Templar Lodge was organized at Troy
well....Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Morrill have | Corner Thursday evening, Feb. 2d, with
18 members.
We are glad to welcome this
moved into their new house.... Mrs. Hosea
j
need
White is steadily gaining aud able to sit up i organization,and there is room for and
of more of them....Rev. W. W. Ogier was
a few hours each day-Mrs. Mae Edgcomb
at the church on Sunday aud delivis sick again.... Mr. Ernest Nickerson visit
j present
Each person
ed his brother Percy at the University of j ered a very direct sermon.
could make a truthful application of it to
Maine last week.Mrs. Frank Cunninghimself and herself.. ..We are enjoying fine
ham, who has been very sick,is thought to be
weather tor winter and the sleighing is
a little better.... Mr. Frank Cleaves and Dr.
J. S. Cole harvested their ice last week.... good_The post office at Troy Centre is an
assured fact.
Mr Ernest Hopkins, the. new
who was so sick at Mr. Clark
Mr.

and Miss Nancy Prentiss of
East Thorndike have recently visited Mr.
anti Mrs. C. H. Stevens.
Bert Stevens

Mr

...

Gray

Hills of Union,

requested.

is

ance

Troy. Fred Bagley will begin the High
school on Bagley Hill Monday, Feb. 20th.
The remains of Mrs. W. F. Leighton of

CORRESPONDENCE.

It has been our experience that shoes carried over from one
season t
other are never salable as new goods- There are always some
points
in style or quality that make them back numbers.
It i* our custom
time of year to close out all of the odd lots and broken sizes at
price?
MAKE THEM DISAPPEAR IN A SHORT TIME. WE
SACRIFICE
PROFITS, and in most cases slash into the COST to do thi*.

...

<

Co.,

1

vl

\

>

••

...

Aggaegate assets

at

actual value.

$2,593,f.83

39 j

LEGISLATIVE NOT (
1

...

....

i

j

BLLITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
The committee on short
Claims
$ 220,783 69! public healing in its room
Amount
to
re
insure
Augusta. February 10. 1M'.'
required
safely
;
.•I! outstanding risks
1,384.428 13 tion of W S. Pendleton ami
All other demands viz: commissions,
boro to prohibit the taking *
etc
38,084 00 gies in Penobscot bay and 1111
I*
drag seine Petition of os< u
Total amount of liabilities.. 1,643,295 82 of Nortbport regarding saim
950 287 57 Curtis and 23 others of Cmmlm
Surplus.
petiiion A. W Peiry and 07 (
WANTED.—Local or traveling salesmen to sell
regarding same ; petition ol
Aggregate amount of liabilities in
our ()i s, Greases and Petrolatum on commiss on
39
46 others of
regarding *ai
net
.$2,593,583
surplus
eluding
exclusive^ or as a side line. Goods guaranteed
1. Brown ami 60 others of cl;
Penn Petrolatum * o oil Re
ami prices low
C.
CHARGES
Field
&
Belfast,
Agents.
lwd*
Quimby,
fillers, Coraopolis, Pa
LI

5c. and lOc.' 'Vi«.

)

A‘

j

J

...

■

......

Francis’ Shoe Store

1

«

J
9

1

